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(Testimony of Edward McElroy Gardiner.)

Q. Is this the report?

A. I believe that is.

Q. Following that ballot what further actioTi did

the Executive Committee take in regard to the MAC ?

Mr. Perkins: Just to clarify the records, is this

the ballot that we are talking about now with re-

spect to which certain results were testified to earlier

as to number of votes and percentage of votes?

Trial Examiner Miller: I so understood by the

reference of General Counsel.

Mr. Perkins: I just wanted to tie this part, of

the record to that part of the record.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Gardiner, will you an-

swer my question? Can you recall it?

A. I would prefer to have it repeated just to

make sure.

Q. To save going back, I will rephrase it. Did

the Executive Committee take any further action

regarding MAC after the ballot was submitted and

the returns came in? A. Yes.

Q. What was the foiTO of that action? [99]

A. The Executive Committee considered the

ballot as a true ballot of the membership and, tlu'i*e-

fore, requested that the Action Committee carry

out a further study and make reports to them, make

reports to the Executive Committee, concerniiis: a

finalization of plans for such action, and also ad-

vise that, due to the nature of the n(\i}:otiations at

that particular time, to take no ovei-t action which

would in any way cause harm to tliese negotiations

to SPEEA or to the l^oeing Aii])1an(' Company.

At the same time the Ex(Tutiv(» Committee re-
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quested a negotiating meeting with the Industrial

Relations Division of Boeing Airplane Company
and advised them at that particular meeting of the

results of the MAC poll. And at that particular

meeting the Negotiating Committee expressed its

concern over the results of this poll, in view of its

seriousness, both to SPEEA and to the company,

and told them, told the company in this particular

case that whereas we felt at that particular time

that the company and SPEEA were negotiating in

good faith in their efforts to reach a mutual under-

standing, that the ExecutiA^e Committee was acting

under its authority to take no action on this par-

ticular conference for four weeks.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : By that you meant the

Manpower Availability Conference?

A. Yes.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Is this the four weeks mora-

torium?

A. Yes. The statement was not made that it

would be only four [100] weeks, the statement was

made that it would be at least four weeks.

Q. Could you tell me preliminarily does mem-

bership vary greatly from month to month in

SPEEA?
A. Yes. There is an annual trend which tends

to increase to a maximum somewhat prior to the

signing of a contract and final determination of a

contract. In addition, the membership of SPEEA
has been continually expanding during the last few

years.

Q. As a member of the Executive Committee, as
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the Chairman of the Executive Committee, is the

knowledge of the membership fissures one of your

functions ?

A. No. We do have access to the data and I

believe in this particular case it might be wise to

state that at the time the MAC ])()11 was held, I

believe the membership to be on the order of thir-

teen to fourteen hundred rather than th(^ figure

previously mentioned. However, this is a matter

of record and could be checked. Its only puri)ose

is to indicate the percentage of the entire member-

ship and the percentage of the group we represent

in considering the importance of the ballot held on

the MAC.
Q. Does SPEEA represent employees of any

other company other than Boeing?

A. Yes. Continental Can Corporation Division

located in Seattle.

Q. Has SPEEA represented employees of any

other companies other than Boeing and Continental

Can in the past?

A. Yes. "We do not now act under any contract,

however, and [101] have not for the last several

years with any of the other companies, G. E., X-ray,

and once again, if my memory serves me, Tssacson

Steel it doesn't sound quite right to me. T would

have to check on that.

Q. Was the Manpower Availal^ility Conference

designed to include only those memb(M-s of SPEEA
who worked for Boeing?

A. The Manpower Availability Confcn^uM^ in
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the opinion of the Executive Committee had three

or four purposes.

Q. What were those purposes?

A. We felt it imperative that data be available

to ourselves and to the company as to the degree

of difference between the rate for engineers to be

given at experienced level and the rates now paid

by Boeing, or at that particular time paid by Boe-

ing. Inasmuch as negotiations between engineers

and employers at the time of hiring is an individual

affair, both we and Boeing had found difficulty in

getting together as to the degree of this difference

between going rates and Boeing rates. It was felt

that a

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I beg your pardon.

Are we getting into this area that we discussed

earlier in this proceeding as to the respective ob-

jective merits of the offers of both parties and the

monetary positions taken respectively by the par-

ties in negotiating? If so, I would like to

Trial Examiner Miller (interrupting) . I wouldn't

so interpret the testimony. I assumed that Mr. Gar-

diner is now giving us [102] his recapitulation of

the thinking of the Executive Committee as to the

purpose and need for the Manpower Availability

Conference as a pressure tactic.

Mr. Perkins: I will withdraw my objection.

A. (Continuing) Recapitulating my discussion

up to that point, the first was to obtain data con-

cerning the market value of engineers for bargain-

ing purposes. Secondarily, the purpose is to pro-

vide needed employment opportunities for those
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engineers who had indicated to us their strong de-

sire to leave the company, no matter wliat occurred.

In other w^ords, to that extent we found that

SPEEA could be of service to engineers whether

within the framework of negotiation or during pe-

riods outside of that. Thirdly, we felt that the ac-

tions taken through the MAC would serve to elim-

inate the situation of the engineers at Boeing and

the conditions that w^e felt were important, this

elimination to occur throughout the country. This

third purpose was to serve as a form of pressure on

the company.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : To get back to my prior

question, which I think you have partially an-

swered, was the conference designed to aid engi-

neers, or designed to inter\i.ew engineers other than

members of SPEEA, other than employees of Boe-

ing Airplane Coi^oration?

A. In its expanded version it could. However,

in this particular case we limited participation in

the Manpower Availability Conference as intended

only to members of Boeing, the reason [103] being

that it was not clear in our mind yet whether tin*

activities of the Manpower Availability Conference

were in strict accordance ^^^th tlie contract which

we had at that time with Continental Can, they

being the other members of SPEEA, and it was

felt wise and prudent for us not to allow thcin to

be included until we were sure of that ])articular

point. At that time we had no contract with Boeing

Airplane Company but did wWh Continental Can.

Q. Can you tell us to what extent the Executive
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Committee actually controlled the working out of

the plan for the MAC?
A. Well, it would depend upon the version of

the—the Action Committee would say it is complete

control, and the Executive Committee would say

that it is merely a restraining control. But in this

particular case, the activities considered were con-

ceived and built up by the members of the Action

Committee. They in turn reported to a liaison officer

of the Executive Committee. And perhaps this

wouldn't be a digression to say that in the Execu-

tive Committee all standing committees report to

at least one of the Executive Committee. We call

that particular member the liaison officer. And,

therefore, monitoring an approval of actions to be

taken of each committee rests with the Executive

Committee.

Q. As Chairman of the Executive Committee,

you have already indicated as Chairman you were

a member of the bargaining team. As Chairman

also was it your duty to initiate the bargaining

[104] with the respondent? In other words, to open

the contract?

A. We had that opportunity and we took ad-

vantage of it. That is the—say that either member

can at the prescribed time request continuation of

the contract or

Q. (By Mr. Tillman—interrupting) : By "mem-

ber'' you mean party?

A. Yes, either Boeing Airplane Company or

SPEEA. And this initiation was made by SPEEA
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at the start of tlie last negotiations on April 2,

1952.

Mr. AVeil: May we go oft' the record?

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Q. (By Mr. Weil): I believe, Mr. Gardiner,

you testified that by letter of April 2 you opened

the contract, and did you subsequently go into ne-

gotiation with the company? A. We did.

Q. When did those negotiating meetings start?

A. I believe it was between April 7th and 10th.

I think there is a little conflict on the date on that

and I hope it is immaterial.

Q. I believe it is. Did SPEEA make any pro-

posal at the opening of negotiations?

Mr. Perkins: Objection on the grounds T liavc

already stated, Mr. Examiner.

Trial Examiner Miller: Objection overruled.

A. SPEEA did make proposals and

Q. (By Mr. Weil—interrupting) : "^Mien did

SPEEA make its first proposal?

Mr. Perkins: That is objected to on the ground

that it is outside of the issues, immaterial and ir-

relevant.

Trial Examining Millc^r: You may lun-e a con-

tinuing objection, if you wish, to the entire line of

examination relating to the negotiations bc^ginning

with the first meeting and eariyiim- on to tlic nego-

tiations up to January 27.

Mr. Perkins: I was about to suggest that.

Trial Examiner Miller: To the extent that that
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continuing objection is grounded on the particular

basis of objection previously stated, the objection

is overruled.

Should particular questions within the line merit

other objections from the respondent company's

point of view^, you may press other such objections

on other grounds.

A. In this particular case for all meetings that

were held minutes were immediately made which

W'Cre approved by the Executive Committee within

a few hours following that particular negotiation

meeting. These were distributed throughout the

membership as area news releases and as such I

believe should be considered as matters of record,

at least in the understanding of the Executive Com-

mittee of SPEEA.
Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Who prepared those min-

utes?

A. They were prepared by the Executive Com-

mittee.

Q. By all members of the Committee? [106]

A. Yes. It was done at a session immediately

following its negotiation. These were prepared from

notes taken by a scribe at the meeting.

Q. Is that an example of such releases?

Trial Examiner Miller : Let the record show that

coimsel for General Counsel has submitted for the

witness's inspection a folder of hectographed docu-

ments.

A. Looking these over very briefly

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : Is respondent to

understand that now the Trial Examiner has opened
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this hearing for the complete history of bargaining,

for the complete bargaining records dating back to

the opening of the contract and is regarding the

issues in this case broadened to include an allega-

tion with respect to Section 8 (a) (5) with respect

to the entire period?

I would like to clear my mind as to what we are

dealing with here.

Trial Examiner Miller: As I recall our discus-

sion earlier today, it was to the effect that the Gen-

eral Counsel declared his position in substance as

follows: That the negotiations followed a certain

course which he expected to bring out in the record

;

that the General Counsel took no position with

respect to whether or not the course of negotiations

evidenced bad faith or good faith, but that what-

ever the evidence might show as to the coui*se of

those negotiations for purposes of presenting his

case the General Counsel was contending that bad

faith was [107] injected into the situation by dis-

charge of Mr. Pearson.

Do I correctly recapitulate at this time the Gen-

eral Counsel's position?

Mr. Weil: Correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: In view of Mr. Perkins'

objection at this time, or observation at this time,

and in view of my own obser\'ation of the bulk of

the documents that the witness has brcn asked to

examine, I am going to iTuiuii'c^ at this time, Mr.

Weil, what your intention is with ]vs])»'et to the

exploration of this su]>ject-matt(»r, grantinu' that

the General Counsel, as T miderstand it, docs net
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expect to make a contention that bad faith was

shown in the course of these negotiations ? To what

extent do you expect to go into them?

Mr. Weil: Not to any great extent at all. I just

expect to go into the matters of general course of

bargaining, not the specific bargaining at each

meeting.

You speak of the bulk of these. These are the

letters from the first negotiating meeting up till

March 1953. They cover almost a year. They are

by no means lengthy. Each sheet I believe is one

meeting, and some of the sheets are pretty short.

I intend to go only into this only as a matter of

background and as a matter of background not too

fully. I wish to show, in other words, that offers

were made, that counter-offers were made, and so

forth, but I don't intend to show that on such and

such a day a discussion was had concerning the

[108] punching of time clocks by certain engineers

or anything like that.

Trial Examiner Miller: I confess, Mr. Weil, that

I am in some doubt at the present time as to just

exactly what we may be opening up. If this matter

is explored to any extent at all, granted that Gen-

eral Counsel's intention may be to more or less

skim the surface and indicate the course of nego-

tiations in general outline, may we not by this pro-

cedure open up, and properly so, for rebuttal evi-

dence by the respondent the question of whether

or not the negotiations as represented to the mem-

bership by the Executive Committee of SPEEA ac-

tually followed the indicated course?

I
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In other words, may we not i)e involved in ex-
tensive litigation as to whether or not a report that
was given at a given time is a correct report, wlieii

as a matter of fact, in terms of the issues the cor-

rectness of the report is immaterial.

Mr. Weil: I believe I can eliminate that possi-

bility by using, if the company so wills, the com-
pany's own report on these negotiations. The things

that I had planned to cover are not of the nature,

of such a nature that there is any difference of

opinion as to what took place. I don't plan to put
these in evidence, for instance. I plan to use them
only to jog the memory of the witness.

There were some 30 meetings, I believe, some-

where around 30 meetings, and for him to be able

to sort out at what meeting and [109] at what time

such and such a thing took place is rather difficult.

That is the only reason I brought these to his at-

tention.

Trial Examiner Miller: In the coui^se of the

earlier discussion, Mr. Perkins, I indicated that I

was disposed to permit the General Counsel to

adduce certain material with respect to the general

course of negotiations by way of background on the

basis of his representations that the theory of the

General Counsel's case and the issues posed ])y the

complaint did not involve aiiy allegations of bad

faith in the course of those earlici- negotiations

prior to January 27, and that their presc^ncc in our

record would be only for the purpose of pr(.\ iding

background with respect to tli(^ pai-ticnJnr issn('s

posed.
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In view of the way the record has developed up

to this point, I have undertaken to clarify my own
understanding with respect to the General Counsel's

intention, and as of the moment I think I have

reached a determination as to what would be the

appropriate course to follow, but I have not as yet

heard from you.

Do you have anything to observe with respect to

Mr. WeiFs statement as to his intentions, and any

statement to make on behalf of the respondent com-

pany in the light of the colloquy in which we have

been engaging?

Mr. Perkins: My first comment is that his com-

ments are not clear to me, and I have this in mind,

that there is no discovery procedure as such avail-

able to litigants in Board cases. That [110] is essen-

tially the basis for the rule of a certain school of

thought among federal courts, federal district

courts, particularly. Now, a complaint need be very

sketchy, and that it is not a proper contention on

the part of either party that the complaint does not

contain allegations sufficient, or the answer, to per-

mit a proper and thorough preparation of the case.

The complaint here certainly does not do that. If

this hearing is to be expanded to the depth that one

might interpret from Mr. Weil's remarks—how-

ever, my first comment still holds. I think that the

only way that this can be reached is to have a state-

ment made by General Counsel as to what the intent

is here. What act is it in the interval between the

opening of the contract and the discharge of Mr.
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Pearson which is featured in the complaint or acts,

are claimed to color this in some way?
Is it the contention that the behavior of the

respondent in some way brought up the ])()int of
Mr. Pearson's discharge, and then depending upon
whether he was or was not engaged in protected,

concerted activity, either, then it becomes ))lack or
white ?

It just leaves us in a situation where it is difficult

to know exactly how to answer iho. Trial Examiner
at this stage of the proceedings.

Mr. Tillman: Mr. Examiner, as it stands now the

complaint only alleges an 8 (a) (5) from January
27, 1953, and, therefore, we are not asking, and
you probably would not find an 8 (a) (5) proceed-

ing from that particular date, even if it should

appear [111] in the record unless and until such

time as we should amend the complaint. I think

the issue is very clear. We are only alleging an

8 (a) (5) after January 27, 1953.

Trial Examiner Miller: My question then still

remains. If an 8 (a) (5) is only alleged on and

after January 27, 1953, to what extent are we
opening up this record to extensive liticration of

background material ?

Mr. Tillman: Part of that paragraph nine indi-

cates, alleges that the discharge of Pearson was

for the purpose of restraining the union's economic

action to break that bargaining impasse then in

existence.

As I understand our jMirpose liere is to connect

up certain phases of the bargaining with the action
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taken by SPEEA to counter or to get out of the

impasse.

Trial Examiner Miller: In other words, if I

understand you correctly, the purpose of this line

would be to lay the basis to a foundation that an

impasse had been reached.

Mr. Tillman: We conceded as to the impasse,

but the nature of it

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : We have admitted it.

Mr. Tillman: But the nature of it does not ap-

pear from either the complaint or the answer.

Trial Examiner Miller: I am going to permit

the examination subject to motion to strike at the

completion of the line, at which time I will recon-

sider the whole question. [112]

Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

At this time, as a result of discussion off the

record with respect to the nature of the proof which

the General Coimsel expected to adduce, and the

prospects for the further continuation of the hear-

ing, we will recess until 9:30 a.m. tomorrow morn-

ing at the same place.

(Whereupon, at 5:45 o'clock, p.m., Tuesday,

June 23, 1953, the hearing was adjourned until

tomorrow, Wednesday, June 24, 1953, at 9:30

o'clock, a.m.) [113]

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Since the hearing recessed yesterday I have given

some additional thought to the issues we were con-
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sidering at the close of yesterday's session. I am,
of course, interested in avoiding any unnecessary

extension of the hearing and any unnecessary elab-

oration of the record and to that extent, to that end,

rather, I would like to recapitulate for the ivcoi-d

at this time the present status of the ([uestiiMi tiow

in issue as I see it with respect to the materiality

of the line of examination which lsU\ Weil sought

to open up in his examination of Mr. Gardiner. T do

this in an effort to detennine whether such differ-

ences as the record reveals between the parties may
be eliminated or avoided. Also in such recapitula-

tion of the discussion as I may indulge in it should

be understood that I am not giving a chronological

narrative of what was said, but my over-all impres-

sion of the final position of the parties.

As I understand it, the problem came u]) origi-

nally when the respondent raised a question as to

the course of conduct challenged l)y the complaint

as indicative of bad faith bargaining. Specifically,

the question was raised as to wheth(M- any allegation

was intended that the negotiations in 1952-53, uj) to

January 27, approximately, were conducted in bad

faith. In response to this question the 0(^ii(M'al Couu-

seUs representative stated in substance, as I i-ecall

it, that no allegation of bad faith was f IK)] intended

with respect to the negotiations in 1952 and '53 up

to the discharge of Mr. Pearson. It was (Mnitended,

however, that the discharge of Pearson tainted the

situation as it then stood and injected bad fniili into

the negotiations, and that the subseipient increase

in wages under all the circnmsianees ought to be
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considered an additional instance of bad faith bar-

gaining. The respondent then raised the question as

to why the history of the 1952-53 negotiations had

to be developed in the record if no contention was
made that they were conducted in bad faith. If I

interpreted Mr. Perkins' remark correctly, there

was an indication that if the actual negotiations

were spread on the record the respondent company

would be called to develop these negotiations fully

in order to protect itself against, one, a latent charge

of bad faith during the '52- '53 negotiations which

was i:>ossibly implicit in the present complaint, and,

secondly, a possible amendment of the complaint

to allege bad faith during the 1952-53 negotiations.

The General Counsel's representatives then denied

any intention in the present complaint to charge bad

faith in regard to the 1952-53 negotiations, and if I

interpreted Mr. Tillman's remarks correctly, he

stated in substance that after an amendment of the

complaint to include such a charge expressly, the

General Counsel only intended to spread part of the

1952-53 negotiation's history on the record to show

the nature of the admitted impasse reached in the

negotiations. And it was indicated that there was

[117] an intent to adduce this much only as back-

ground.

Mr. Weil also in the course of the discussion

indicated that the course of the negotiations would

not be factually in dispute since the General Coun-

sel was willing to rely on the notes of either party

as to what actually occurred. The respondent, in
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substance, raised the question as to why it was even
needed as background material.

In view of the respondent's admission of the fact

that an impasse had been reached at this point, in

effect, I accepted the General Counsel's statement

that the complaint as presently limited appeared to

raise no issues of good faith or bad faith with rv-

spect to the 1952-53 negotiations prior to the Jan-

uary 27 discharge of Pearson. T, therefore, ruled

that the General Counsel would ))e free to s]UM\ad

this history of the 1952-53 negotiations on the rec-

ord to whatever extent it was deemed necessary as

background to reveal the nature of bargaining im-

passe. This was done on the basis of my understand-

ing of the General Counsel's contention. As I under-

stood it, the General Counsel's contention is that a

factual finding as to the nature of bargaining im-

passe is a necessary condition precedent to any

evaluation of the respondent's conduct in contention

with the discharge of Pearson and the subsequent

developments. In other words, ihv contention a])-

pears to be that because the l)argaining impasse de-

veloped in the way that it did, and bc^cause the*

bargaining impasse developed on the su])ject tliat

it did, the respondent's conduct [118] on or after

January 27, must be considered evidence^ of bad

faith, and must be characterized as a coui-se of con-

duct involving unfair labor practices.

The effect of my ruling was to jx^nnit tlic Cencra]

Counsel to ]u-oceed su]).ie('t to a motion to strik*' if

T later concluded that tlu^ factual findinir to which

I have referred would be inunaterial, tliat is, not
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required for any evaluation of the respondent's sub-

sequent conduct. In my thinking the matter over

during the interval since yesterday, I find some

reason, at least, to doubt the wisdom of my disposi-

tion of the problem, and I would like to pose several

questions at this time in order to clarify the record

and clarify my own thinking on the matter.

First of all, one preliminary observation as to

this matter of background evidence, specifically, the

basis on which background evidence in Board pro-

ceedings is admitted is generally regarded as admis-

sifile, and, if admitted at all, as I understand it,

background evidence is admitted on the basis of a

claim of relevancy and materiality. Well, then, the

question arises as to how the background of any

challenged course of conduct can be relevant and

material in a determination as to propriety of the

challenge.

Mr. Perkins: May I hear that again, please?

Trial Examiner Miller: The question is how can

the background of any challenged course of con-

duct, specifically the background as:ainst which the

discharge of Pearson and the wage increase [119]

occurred, were relevant and material in a determi-

nation as to the propriety of the challenge in this

case, the challenge to the discharge of Pearson and

the wage increase. Certainly it can be relevant and

material only if it is contended that a factual find-

ing as to the background matters will affect the

evaluation to be made of the challenged matters.

Now, the first question that occurred to me is

this, why is a factual finding as to the nature of
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the bargaining impasse needed to evaluate wiu'tlicr

the discharge of Pearson envolved unfair labor

practice. On that point I confess some difficulty, as

I thought about the matter last ni.oht.

The second question is why is a factual hiulinu- as

to the nature of bargaining impasse needed to eval-

uate whether the unilateral \va^'(» iuciH^asc involved

unfair hibor practice. On this I had less difficulty,

having in mind the language used by Justice* Bur-

ton in the disposition of the Comi)ton Highlands

case which recapitulated much of the Board's think-

ing in this field. As I understand it, under the lan-

guage used by Justice Burton in that decision the

nature of a bargaining impasse is material in detei--

mining whether a subsequent wage increase involved

unfair labor practices, and it was my knowledge

with respect to the state of the Board's law and the

decision of law in this field that im])elled mv origi-

nally to my ruling that the General Counsel slunild

be permitted to proceed. With respect to tin* first

question that I raised as to whether tln^ factual find-

ing as to [120] the nature of bargaining im])ass(> is

needed to evaluate whether the discharge of Pear-

son involved an unfair labor practice, do the Gen-

eral Counsers representatives have any observations

with respect to that issue that involvos sonK^thiiig

that has escaped me so far?

Mr. Perkins: Before they answer, may T su])-

plement my remarks on this sn]).ie('i of yesterday?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

Mr. Perkins: Tt is not respondent's intention to

object to the materiality or relevmicv of any dis-
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cussions in the negotiations bearing on the matters

specifically mentioned in the complaint as follows:

The unilateral increase, the manpower availability

conference

Trial Examiner Miller (interrupting) : Very well.

Mr. Perkins (continuing) : ^the discharge of

Mr. Pearson.

Trial Examiner Miller: Mr. Tillman, are you

prepared to make any statement on the behalf of

the G-eneral Counsel as to the basis on which a fac-

tual finding as to the nature of the bargaining im-

passe is relevant and material on the issue of the

discharge of Mr. Pearson?

Mr. Tillman : May I consult Mr. Weil ?

Trial Examiner Miller : Yes, sir.

Mr. Tiller: Mr. Examiner, it is the feeling of

General Counsel that the nature of the impasse and

the background of [121] negotiations is relevant to

the contention that the activity engaged in by Mr.

Pearson was a concerted action. Now, it is possible

that one might view his activities in isolation as

concerted, but in view of the fact that the company

is contending that they were not concerted, but they

were in effect in a nature not protected by the act,

I don't see how a Trial Examiner or a Board or a

Court can view his activities without seeing the

entire background. In other words, the issue before

you was, were his activities concerted, and, secondly,

were they protected.

Trial Examiner Miller : I am glad to have your

theory in that respect spelled out in that fashion.

Mr. Perkins: I would appreciate an elaboration
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of that, if Mr. Tillman would be good onough to do
so. First of all, as to the issue as to whether it is

concerted activity, are you referrincr to concerted in
the sense of concerted in the direction of tlu^ re-

spondent here or are you referrin.<r to concert (^d in

the sense of a collective activity of a i^roup of em-
ployees as distinguished from the isolated act of an
individual as such in an miidentified c:i-()U]) of
employees ?

Mr. Tillman
: Concerted, as I refer to it, I refer

to Section 7 of the Act itself, which is a very broad
definition. It may or may not be. First—Let me
strike that. I would suppose, my understanding of

concerted activity, it is not necessarily required that

the activities be shown to be directed against any
particular company, if the activity wer(^ performed
in concert [122] and had as their pui-pose, as stated

in Section 7, the purpose of collective bargaining

or of a mutual aid or protection.

Trial Examiner Miller: I take it from Mr. Till-

man's answer, Mr. Perkins, that he is using con-

certed as mentioned by you in your inquiry.

Mr. Perkins: Then I am at some loss as to the

bearing that collective bargaining negotiations have

on that point. It seems to me that the test of whether

or not these activities were concerted is a descrip-

tion on the record of the activities tlKMuschcs. I f the

essence of the definition is acting in concert, it

seems to me that the evidence that is ])ci-tincnt there

is evidence of the type that has alrady been ])ro-

duced as to whether Mr. P(\'n*so]i was actim: in con-
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cert with certain individuals identified in a specific

group.

As to the development of the collective bargain-

ing negotiations themselves^ I am at a loss to see the

pertinency of that point on this matter of the nature

of the impasse. Perhaps I don't understand the full

implication of the term. If there is an impasse, it

seems to me that the issue with respect to that point

as made becomes clear. What I have in mind is, that

if there is a record of bargaining in bad faith on

the part of the employer under 8 (a) (5) or on the

part of the union under 8 (b) (3) and imilateral

action is taken by the employer if it is an 8 (a) (5)

or by the union under 8 (b) (3), then I do not see

how it can be correctly regarded as an impasse,

because there is no [123] impasse, if there has been

no violations of 8 (a) (5) or 8 (b) (3) up to the

point of impasse. The very essence of the definition

of impasse, at least within my view, is that it means

just what it says, an impasse. And an impasse in

the eyes of the Board or within the purview of the

statute here is not such, if there is some taint in

the behavior of either or both of the parties pre-

ceding that.

Trial Examiner Miller: Just by way of general

observation, I think that your observations, Mr.

Perkins, raise a number of questions not directly

related to our proceeding with respect to the whole

philosophy with the Board's thinking in this field.

The sense in which I believe Mr. Tillman used the

word, certainly the sense in which I used the word,

related only to this, an impasse in negotiations, as
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I understand the law on the subject, may develop
either because of the conduct of the pailies leading
one party or the other to feel that further negotia-
tions are fruitless or would be fruitless, or a ,i.^('nuine

difference to the subject matter irreconcilabh^ by
further discussion. And when I made my ])]'elimi-

nary remarks, I spoke of the fact tliat an impasse
may have developed here, I did not know as of the

moment, I do not know as of this moment cither,

by way of the manner in which the ne,[^otiations

were conducted or the subject matter of \hv discus-

sion, and I had those two aspects of the i)r()blem

in mind as possibly bearing on the nature of the

impasse.

I take it on the basis of the Board's law on tlie

subject, [124] as I understand it, that a .c^enuiiie im-

passe can develop in necfotiations which do not in-

volve unfair labor practices or any taint of ])ad

faith. By virtue of the fact that th(^ nec^otiations

have proceeded in a certain manner, or that there

has been a genuine difference of o]>i]iion on tlic sub-

ject matter of the negotiations as reconcilable by

further discussions, it more conmionly arises in \\w

latter type of case where there is a difference of

opinion on the subject matter, and the sort of thim^

about which Justice Burton was talkinu* in the

Compton Highlands case was an irreconcilabh^ dif-

ference on the subject matter of a waizc in('i"(»ase.

And that is what T had in nu'nd \\\w\\ 1 said tliat

my ruling pennitting the General Connscl to pro-

ceed \vith th(^ir line was intended to ])(']'mit iiim to

develop that aspect of the case if if (^xistrd factually
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here, that is, to develop whether or not there was
an impasse on the wage issue, what the differences

of opinion were, at a point where discussion ceased

or came to a virtual standstill as to what the com-

pany then did.

Mr. Perkins: I would be willing to stipulate on

that.

Trial Examiner Miller: That raises the question

I was then coming to.

My ruling of yesterday was to the effect that

General Counsel could proceed to adduce evidence

and that I would then at the conclusion of the line

entertain a motion to strike if I felt that the record

as it then should revealed the line to be immaterial.

I have come to the conclusion that that procedure

[125] may be somewhat risky in terms of opening

up our record for unnecessary elaboration and un-

necessary litigation of the material that may not be

factually in dispute, and I am wondering whether,

for the General Counsel's purpose, in view of the

facts and that Mr. Weil said yesterday that he

would be willing to rely upon the respondent com-

pany's notes as well as the testimony of Mr. Gardi-

ner, I am wondering whether a stipulation may

not be possible. Would you like to explore thaf?

Mr. Tillman : A stipulation might be possible, to

cover the negotiations, but it would not take care

of explaining why SPEEA took a certain course of

action in view of the parallel status of negotiations.

And that was the main purpose, I mean that was

the purpose of going into inquiry with Mr. Gardi-

ner, to show that in an effort to negotiate SPEEA
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took certain steps in connection with MAC. Mr. Weil

was trying to indicate the status of negotiations, as

Mr. Gardiner would testify, was proba])ly not in

dispute, but it is merely in explanation that SPEEA
took certain action that it did.

Trial Examiner Miller : In other words, th(» Gen-

eral Counsel expects to adduce, if 1 understand you

correctly, is in effect along this line, tliat as of a

certain date negotiations had reached a particular

point which Mr. Gardiner would describe and that

SPEEA then did in the light of the situation as it

then stood, SPEEA did so and so ?

Mr. Tillman: That is correct. [126]

Mr. Weil: That is right.

Trial Examiner Miller : Very well, I will adhere

to my original ruling.

EDWARD Mcelroy Gardiner
having been previously sworn, rc^sumed the stand

and testified further as follows:

Direct Examination—(Continuing)

Mr. Weil: Inasmuch as my hist question, which

was objected to, is buried pretty dee]) in the record

I will restate it, and I will start that liiu' of (lui's-

tioning over, with your pennission.

Trial Examiner Millcn*: Surc^ly.

Q. (By Mr. Weil): Would you give us as

succinctly as possible the story of the course which

negotiations took from the inception of ucuotia-

tions after the letter of April 12, 1952, ouwaid I

A. At the first meeting
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Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : My recollection is

that there is a continuing objection on that.

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes, there is.

For the record the objection is overruled.

A. (Continuing) : at the first meeting a

SPEEA proposal was made to the company which

consisted of stating that it was our object in nego-

tiating to negotiate for a wage increase, changes in

overtime and also stipulated that we considered it

proper to introduce later on into the negotiations

other items.

A few meetings later the prospective general in-

crease requested was clarified and the statement

was made that one and a half times for overtime

was our request. Our proposal

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller—interrupting) :

May I interrupt for a moment, Mr. Gardiner?

When you say that the percentage of increase was

clarified, was SPEEA at that time, at that point, re-

questing an across-the-board increase in a given

percentage or were you requesting varying percent-

ages from different levels of salaried payment?

A. At that particular point our request was for

30 per cent across-the-board.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

A. About six meetings later—this is approxi-

mate in my mind—the company made an offer to

the SPEEA organization of six per cent plus an

offer on overtime, which is a matter of record. This

offer was refused by SPEEA and subsequently

meetings indicated that an impasse had been
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reached. In an effort to In-eak up this impasse

Q. (By Mr. Weil—interrupting) : Just a min-
ute, please. A. Surely.

Q. Can you tie this down to any extent with
dates approximately?

A. Yes; the offer from the company was made
on June 27.

Q. That is the offer of six per cent?

A. Six per cent. [128]

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Was that also

across-the-board ?

A. Yes, that is correct. And this offer was re-

jected shortly after by a ballot of the membership.

Following the impasse, the services of a mediator,

concilator, were called. During the series of meet-

ings held with the federal conciliator, additional

items were brought into the negotiations at the re-

quest of the conciliator. Our purpose in doing this

was

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : T would sup])l(»ment

the continuing objection by objecting to the re-

sponse of the witness on the ground that the ]nir-

poses in connection with offers are not pertinent

to the issue upon which T understood tlu* Trial

Examiner to regard this line of testimony as pos-

sibly pertinent. I understood that tlic cnin-sc of

bargaining as to dates was to be tentatixdy con-

sidered as pertinent by the Ti'ial Examiner }ia\ inc:

in mind that the purpose of this is to show a coi*-

relation between the patteni of the bargaining and

the j)attern of the contc^nded ])T'ot(H*tive eoneerted
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activity. And with that in mind I do not think that

the purpose of SPEEA, its motivation in concerted

offers, too germane to that issue.

Trial Examiner Miller: The witness's testimony

at that point was interrupted. I am not sure that

his thought was fully developed. I will permit him

to proceed and entertain a motion on the grounds

that you have stated.

The Witness: My thought was interrupted on

that. Could [129] you bring me back to the point?

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller): You had

reached a point in which additional matters were

injected into the negotiations at the suggestion of

the conciliator.

A. Correct. This was done in order that the com-

pany might have a clear picture of all issues that

were on our mind.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : What were those additional

elements ?

Mr. Perkins: I move to strike the answer, Mr.

Examiner, on the same ground.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Was the pur-

pose of SPEEA in introducing these additional

issues the subject of discussion at the meetings with

the conciliator? Was this purpose ever actually

spelled out or was it just a mental purpose?

A. It was.

Q. Spelled out?

A. It was spelled out.

Trial Examiner Miller: Objection overruled.
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Mr. Perkins: May I hear the hist question and
answer, please, Miss Reporter?

(Question and answer read.)

A. As a result of the discussions which fol-

lowed in the presence of the mediator, it was deter-

mined that the actual impasse had disappeared.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller): Impasse of

what? [130]

A. The impasse which caused SPEEA to request

the services of a conciliator in thc^ first place.

Q. The impasse was on what subject or sub-

jects?

A. On the subject of wages, working conditions,

the subject of negotiations up to the entrance of the

federal mediator.

Q. You had mentioned in your testimony only

negotiations up to that point with respect to the

subject of wages and overtime. Had there been

others ?

A. I am trying to remember whether sick leave

at that time w^as considered a pei-tinent issue.

Q. Specifically, I am not interested so much in

all of the subjects that were discussed but on the

subjects on which an impasse d(^v('l(»])e(l witli re-

spect to which it was felt necessary to introduce

the conciliation service. Did the impasse develop on

any subject other than wages and the ovci-time

issue ?

A. The company's offcM* in this ])a?'ti('ulai- case

concerned itself only with wages, aud T believe the

sick leave clause, and in this particular case a re-
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jection was made by the membership, and so it

was considered that an impasse had been reached.

Q. With respect to those two issues?

A. With respect to those two issues.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : You have now
reached the point at which you testified that the

impasse had been broken as a result of the dis-

cussions with the conciliator. [131]

A. Yes. The discussions were in the presence of

the conciliator at this meeting. And it was agreed

to dispense with the services of the conciliator in

the future for an indefinite time. The following

negotiations took place under an atmosphere of

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I would prefer to

have the testimony confined to the facts.

Trial Examiner Miller: Objection sustained.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Can you give me the ap-

proximate date on which the negotiator was

called in?

A. I believe I'd have to refresh my memory by

a reference to the chronology of this. I believe it

was in July.

Q. Can you tell me approximately how long the

negotiator continued to operate with you, how long

his participation continued?

A. I wasn't present at all of the meetings. I

believe that there were three. There could have

been more.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Over how "ong

a period of time?

1
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A. That is another va^ue part in my mind here.

May I refer to the facts on this particular case,

records ?

Q. (By Mr. Weil): Yes. I will show yuu the

area representative's letter a})oiit which von testi-

tied yesterday, dated 9/11/52, with pai-ticular ref-

erence to that section headed by "Summary''. Would
you read that, please? A. Yes.

Q. Does that serve to refresh your recollection,

Mr. Gardiner? [132]

A. The last meeting was held in the mediator's

office September 11.

Q. After you dispensed with the mediator, what

w^as the course of negotiation?

A. SPEEA and Boeing Airplane Com])any

agreed to form a joint subcommittee to further in-

vestigate certain data which had beeii ])repared 1)y

SPEEA and presented in the ])revious negotiations.

Two representatives from the coiu])a]iy aud fi-oni

SPEEA were selected to prepare^ joint data which

would not in itself be a cause for argmnent. Tn

addition, the results of the MAC poll, which had

been conducted, were presented to management

Q. (Internipting) When was this MAC poll

conducted? Was this after you dispensed with the

mediator ?

A. I don't have this chronoloizy (*oni])l('t(' in my

mind.

Mr. Examiner, this is why T requested the use of

reports, w^as merely to satisfy the* chiv^noloiry of the

events.
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Trial Examiner Miller: Very well, I am satis-

fied that the witness's recollection may properly

be refreshed, if refreshment is available.

Mr. Weil: I believe it is.

The Witness: Mr. Examiner, I am referring to

my own notes and have the data available. If this

is permissible

Trial Examiner Miller: Let the record show

that the examiner has been advised that the witness

has been able to determine the data by reference

to notes now in his possession. [133] If counsel

wishes to inspect the notes, they are at liberty to

do so.

Mr. Perkins: I don't desire to do so.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. You may
proceed, Mr. Gardiner.

A. The MAC report was given to the manager

on or about 9/29/52.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

The Witness: Does that answer your question?

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Yes. To tie that in, is that

the same date, is that date the same about which

Mr. Pearson testified that the management was

informed that the action on MAC had been tabled

for A. (Interrupting) That is correct.

Q. Continue with your

A. (Interrupting) Yes.

Another item had been brought up in the negotia-

tions at this time concerning itself

Q. (Interrupting) At this time do you mean
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A. (Interrupting) During these periods of ne-

gotiations following the dispensin<]: of the mediator

concerning the subject and agreement made be-

tween members of Aircraft Industries Associa-

tion

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : Just a minute. This

perhaps is an appropriate time to raise the X)oint

that was mentioned earlier in these proceedings.

In view of the fact that the comi)U\int does not

mention anything about this as being about [134]

the so-called gentleman's agreement between the

various aircraft companies and the Aircraft Indus-

tries Association, I would suggest that it would be

appropriate for representatives of tli(^ (Jcncral

Counsel to state what they propose to introduce in

that connection and permit me to address a ])ro])er

objection to it, and, if, again, the Trial Examiner

considers it appropriate to have a continuing ob-

jection, why I would suggest that, if tlic ruling is

adverse to respondent, it is just by way of sug-

gestion.

Mr. Tillman: Mr. Examiner, at this point, at

this time, the witness just merely said that this

came in as an issue, so this, as I take it, is covered

by your previous ruling that this is one of the issues

in the bargaining we are introduciim* for back-

ground. I thinks Mr. Perkins' objection, if that is

what it is, is somewhat premature.

Trial Examiner Miller: That is true. Tie ititro-

duced the point before any statements were made

on the record or any (luestioii asked as to what the
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negotiations were with respect to the gentleman's

agreements or what the content of the gentleman's

agreement was, but may I ask does the General

Counsel expect to adduce any evidence on that point

other than the mere fact that a gentleman's agree-

ment was a subject of the discussion?

Mr. Weil: Yes.

Trial Examiner Miller : Then I take it that Mr.

Perkins' point is well taken. I will request an offer

of proof as to this particular matter. [135]

Mr. Weil: As to the gentleman's agreement?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

Mr. Weil: The General Counsel offers to prove

that there was in existence, among the members of

the Aircraft Industries Association, an association

of apparently most, if not all, of the companies en-

gaged in the production of aircraft and aircraft

parts, an agreement not to hire employees from one

another. This agreement has, whatever the agree-

ment may be in itself, and we are unable to adduce

proof as to that at this time, the agreement has

had a certain and very definite effect on the mem-

bers of SPEEA in their thinking towards the MAC.
In other words, the MAC is at least partially based

upon a desire to get around or override the gentle-

man's agreement. As such the gentleman's agree-

ment is a definite causal factor of the MAC and

certainly part of the background upon which the

MAC should be considered, if it is to be, if an ad-

judication is to be, as to whether MAC is a pro-

tected, concerted activity.
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Mr. Perkins: Am I correct in intei'])retin,i^ coun-

sel's remark to say in essence that tlie General
Counsel does not propose to prove any gentleman's

agreement so-called but intends to prove only ref-

erence to what is contended to ])e an a.<xre(^m(*]it in

the bargaining negotiations?

Mr. Weil: No, that is not a correct statement.

The General Counsel intends to prove tlie iin])act

of the gentleman's agreement upon the situation

which the Board has here before* it, that in [136]

proving that impact the General Counsel will neces-

sarily be led into the MAC as it was understood

to exist to the members of SPEEA. T mean the

gentleman's agreement as it was understood to exist

by the members of SPEEA. For that purpose, the

General Counsel intends to put in certain eviden-

tiary matters, including the letter ex])laining the

A.I.A. gentleman's agreement written by Mr. T.ogan,

and certain other letters, which, I believe, will have

a tendency to prove what the gentleman's agree-

ment actually is. To tliat extent T would say that

your summation is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: Let me ask this in the

light of Mr. Perkins' question. Will I, as a Ti'ial

Examiner, be required or callcnl npon to nial<r any

finding of fact as to what the g(»ntl(^manV airree-

ment consisted of or will T be reqnircd to make a

finding as to what the members of S;T^EEA under-

stood it to involve?

Mr. Weil: The latter.
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Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Does that

answer your point ?

Mr. Perkins: I understand your answer to the

question to be, to mean, to prove the agreement?

Am I correct in that? I understood he is referring

to a letter from Mr. Logan in which what is re-

ferred to as a gentleman's agreement and how it

works is described. I am not too clear as to what

the answer meant.

Is it intended that the agreement be proven or

is the Trial Examiner [137]

Trial Examiner Miller (interrupting) : I take it

that agreement could be proven in a legal sense

only by competent evidence by a person qualified

to testify as to what the agreement was.

Mr. Perkins: That would be my understanding.

Trial Examiner Miller: So that if the letter and

other letters are offered merely to prove that cer-

tain concepts with relation to the agreement were

communicated to SPEEA members, that would not

be, in my view, proof of the agreement.

Mr. Perkins: If that is the intention I think I

am clear on General Counsel's statement or what

their intended proof is to be.

Mr. Tillman: I might make one supplemental

statement. As I see it, we are not barred from mak-

ing proof of the agreement as well as SPEEA 's

understanding of it. If both of them go in, so much

the better, but as far as we are concerned we only

need to show SPEEA 's concept of the gentleman's
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agreement, and the extent to which concej)! tlien

affected their action on MAC.
Mr. Perkins: On that point, Mr. Tilhnan, I

would at least take the position on behalf of re-

spondent that you are barred from proving such

an agreement as being pertinent to the issues in

this case, because it seems to me that within the

statute and within the rules of the Tioard it would

be necessary in order to allege the agreement in the

complaint, to describe it in terms or the general

purport of it, and allege in the complaint, as I un-

derstand your contention, that the concerted activi-

ties of the [138] SPEEA organization here are in

a sense protected by reason of its existence and by

its existence I mean the existence of the so-called

gentleman's agreement.

Mr. Tillman: I think you somewhat misunder-

stand the significance of a complaint, Mr. Perkins.

We are not alleging the gentleman's agreement as

an unfair labor practice and, therefore, as I see it,

do not have to make any allegation conceming it in

the complaint. We have asserted in the complaints

generally that Mr. Pearson, while (>ngaged in a

concerted activity was discharged, and that the

action of discharging him constituted also a viola-

tion of 8 (a) (5) in connection with certain (tlicr

activities of respondent, none at all being based on

the gentleman's agreement, if it exists or does not

exist.

Trial Examiner Miller: Essentially, ^Ir. Perkins,

as I understand the issue now, in the light of the
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offer of proof, let me try to be as specific as pos-

sible. Especially what the General Counsel appears

to be trying to prove is that the gentleman's, that

the MAC is a protected, concerted activity as the

General Counsel sees it, because it was an attempt

on the part of a group of employees of SPEEA
to overcome a limitation on their freedom to seek

employment in the industry or a limitation on the

availability of employment in the industry. Now,

whether or not proof of that type would justify

a conclusion that the concerted activity is protected

is something for me to determine and something

for the Board to determine. Especially, as I see it,

[139] that is what the General Counsel appears to

be after.

Do I correctly state it, Mr. Tillman?

Mr. Tillman: That is correct.

Mr. Perkins: My only point is, Mr. Examiner,

if the contention that the activity is protected is

based upon the existence of an agreement which

I understand to be a position of General Counsel,

it seems to me that at least within my concept of

the functions of the complaint that the agreement

should be alleged as described and respondents

given an opportunity to explore the issue and the

contention as such prior to the time of hearing.

Trial Examiner Miller: My impression at the

moment, and, if necessary, I will express this in a

formal ruling, my impression at the moment is that

on the theory of the General Counsel's case, as I

understand it, allegation of the agreement and
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proof of the actual content and scope of the agree-

ment need not be spelled out in General Counsel's

complaint. Now, insofar as tliis affects the proof, I

take it, that what we luv confronted with is this,

General Counsel expects to prove that the members

of SPEEA had a certain concei)tion of the limita-

tions on their freedom of the contract posed by

the gentleman's agreement, that they undei-took cer-

tain concerted action to overcome thes(^ limitations

on their freedom of contact, that the General Coun-

sel's ultimate theory then would be that concerted

action taken to overcome a limitation on one's free-

dom of contract is a protected, [140] concerted

action or activity, or should ])e regarded by the

Board as such.

Mr. Perkins: Ts that the Genei-al Counsers

position?

Trial Examiner Miller: Ts that the General

Counsel's position? Ts my assmnption correct?

Mr. Weil: Your assumption is convct, exce])t

that that is not the only groimds on which we feel

the activities are protected. But that is one of the

grounds.

Mr. Perkins: Perhaps T can shortcMi this, Mr.

Examiner. If this is the G(^nera1 Counsel's position,

then the question is posc^l as to whether ivspondcnt

should request the contiinianci^ of the hcaiirm- to

prepare on that issue, and T can state to you now

we are prej)ared to go forward, bnt we will object

to the relevancy of the evidence along that Vuw.
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Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Without ex-

pressing any opinion at this time as to the validity

of the General Counsel's ultimate contention in this

regard, I am going to permit the General Counsel

to make their record, and you may have your con-

tinuing objection.

We will be in recess for five minutes.

(Short recess.) [141]

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Gardiner, you were

stating that the matter of the gentleman's agree-

ment had come up in the course of discussion.

Would you go on there, please?

A. Yes, then a letter from the company was re-

quested explaining the company's imderstanding

of the agreement, and such a letter was received

from Boeing Airplane Company in a letter dated

October 13.

Mr. Weil : Would you mark this, please, as Gen-

eral Counsel's No. 10.

(Thereupon the document above referred to

was marked General Counsel's Exhibit No. 10

for identification.)

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Is this the letter to which

you have reference? A. Yes.

Mr. Perkins: May I ask the witness a question,

please ?

Trial Examiner Miller: Surely.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Mr. Gardiner, I notice

some red pencilling here at the top of this General
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CoiinseFs ten for identification. Was that on the

letter when you received it or can you exphiin it?

A. No.

Q. The answer is no? That was i)ut on the letter

after you received it?

A. Yes. As far as T know it didn't arrive in

that form. In [142] other words, my comment is

that this was the letter and it doesn't indicate the

admissions that have ])een made.

Mr. Perkins: Respondent has no objection to the

admission of the letter su])ject to the objection

which I understand to be continued.

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

General Coimsel's Exhibit No. 10 will be re-

ceived.

(The document heretofore marked General

Counsers Exhi])it No. 10 for identification, was

received in evidence.)

[See page 503.]

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Tn response to yonr receipt

of that letter, was the matter discussed further?

A. The matter was discussed and the objections

which SPEEA had to their understandine: of \\w

gentlemen's agi'eement as read from the lettei* and

as judged from the receipt of letters sent to in-

dividuals.

Mr. Perkins: May T ask that the latter pai't of

that answer be stricken on the err'ounds that it is

not the best evidence, that it ex])resses, T ])elieve,

something in the nature of an opinion. 1 didn't

think it was responsive.
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Trial Examiner Miller: I will sustain the ob-

jection. That portion of the witness's answer which

indicates a judgment based by letters received by

individuals, an objection is sustained thereto.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Was your judgment based

on any evidence other than the evidence contained

in the letter which has been received in evidence

as General Counsel's Exhibit No. 10? [143]

A. Perhaps I can say it this way, that we

have

Mr. Perkins: I believe the question calls for a

yes or no answer.

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

A. Yes.

Mr. Weil: Will you please mark for identifica-

tion General Counsel's Exhibits Nos. 11, 12, 13, 14,

and 15.

(Thereupon the documents above referred to

were marked General Counsel's Exhibits Nos.

11 through 15, inclusive, for identification.)

Mr. Perkins: Mr. Examiner, may we go off the

record momentarily?

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Was the committee shown

other letters addressed to individuals?

Mr. Holman: What committee are we referring

to now?

Mr. Weil: The Executive Committee.
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A. The Executive Coniniittec was shown other

letters.

Q. (By Mr. Weil)
: To whom wciv these letters

addressed, to the Association, or to individual nicin-

hi-v^l A, To ijidividual mom'oers.

Q. Did the individual nn'inbers U\kv the matter
up with the Association or with the Executive Com-
mittee? [144]

Mr. Perkins: I object to that, as to what mixiivr^

we are referring to. The exhibits are not in evidence
yet.

Mr. Weil: T am trying to lay a foundation to

put them in evidence.

Trial Examiner Miller: T will overi-ule the ob-

jection.

Mr. Weil: Y\^ould you repeat the question, please?

(The question was read as follows:

^^Q. Did the individual members take the matter

up with the Association or with the Executive

Committee ?")

A. The individual members did take the matter

up with the Executive Committee acting for the

Association.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Did they show you the let-

ters that they had received? A. Yes.

Q. Are these (indicating) the lettei's which they

show^ed you? And I'll show you Oenei'al Counsel's

Exhibits for identification numbered 11 tliron-h 15.

A. These letters were shown to members of the

Executive Committee at differ(»Tit times. T f(»el I

must state this for the record. Tn other words,
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when these are properly identified I can state that

these have been shown before the time in which

this matter was brought up to the company. Now,

two of the letters dated the 8th of January and

the 20th of January were not shown to the Execu-

tive Committee until after the MAC had been

started in this particular case, and so I don't know

whether this [145] constitutes a proper assembly of

the evidence.

Q. That is the question I asked. As a result of

these letters, was the factual situation which con-

fronted the Executive Committee in their action

regarding the MAC substantiated or changed?

Mr. Perkins: I don't understand that question.

Trial Examiner Miller: I don't either.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Did the knowledge of these

letters by the Executive Committee and the knowl-

edge of the contents of these letters by the Execu-

tive Committee change the opinion of the Executive

Committee and their subsequent actions in regard

to the MAC or substantiate the actions which the

committee had at the time they received such knowl-

edge, the intention of taking—

—

Mr. Perkins: Excuse me for interrupting you,

Mr. Weil. It seems to me that that question is more

appropriate as to the ruling on the admissibility of

these exhibits. We don't know anything of the con-

tents as a part of the record in this case at this

point, and it just doesn't seem to me that the pert-

inency of a question is apparent at this point in the

record.
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Trial Examiner Miller: T tliiTik tlu' objection is

well taken.

Mr. AVeil: Let me at this time oft'cr tiie exhibits.

Mr. Perkins: These exhibits 11 throiiuii l.l tor

identification are now offei-tnl, as T understand it.

Eespondent objects to the admission of these ex-

hibits under respondent's continuing: o])jection as

1 the relevancy and materiality of the su])ject [146]

matter dealt with in these letters and as to the

matters sought to be proven by these letters, and

to the extent that these letters are offered in evi-

dence for the purpose of proving or tending to ])rove

an agreement between respondent and oWwv com-

panies, aircraft comj^anies included. Respondent ob-

jects on the ground that the letters are not the best

evidence, and on the further ground that the letters

amount to hearsay evidence.

Trial Examiner Miller: The ol)jection is over-

ruled.

The exhibits will be received.

(The documents heretofore marked General

Counsel's Exhil)its No. 11 tlirough 15, inclu-

sive, for identification, wvn^ received in evi-

dence.)

[See pages 507-511.]

Q. (By Mr. Weil): Mr. Gardiner, you men-

tioned most recently, quite recently, that because of

the impasse which the information alxnit the AlA

gentlemen's agreement had on the negotiating com-

mittee that you brought up

Mr. Perkins (inte7TU])ting) : T object to the form
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of question referring to the impasse. If the inten-

tion of the question is to bring out from the witness

what the Executive Conmiittee did by reason of

the receipt of these letters, I have no objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: I so understand it.

Is there more to the question?

Mr. Weil: I so intended it.

Mr. Perkins: I have no objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

A. With the letter from Mr. Logan of October

13th, with the [147] letters indicated in evidence,

and with indication of other letters, which have not

been admitted as evidence in this case, the subject

was discussed with the company in following nego-

tiations sessions and the reasons for our concern

over this gentlemen's agreement were expressed to

the company, at subsequent meetings at Boeing Air-

plane

Mr. Perkins: May I ask that the remark with

reference to other letters be stricken. These are the

letters that have not been admitted into evidence.

Trial Examiner Miller: The remark will be dis-

regarded.

A. In a formal negotiation meeting with Boeing

Airplane Company two questions were asked of Mr.

Logan. The first question was that in view of our

concern of the effect of the AIA gentlemen's agree-

ment upon the freedom of the individual engineer

to form a contract or seek employment elsewhere,

we requested that the company cease and desist

from its continuance of the understanding or agree-
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ment as was expressed in the letter of October 13.

Mr. Logan said they would not. Secondly, and in

view of this refusal, the company was asked whether

they would permit an inclusion in tlie contract

which we were in the process of agreeing to, would

include provisions which would allow activities such

as the MAC to be conducted and jx^rmittcd as a

definite part of this contract. This was refused.

Q. (By Trial ExamiTier Miller) : Do you re-

member the date on that or the approximate date of

the conference at which these [1-18] two issues were

raised ?

A. I will refer to my notes, if you would care

for me to.

O. Tf you would.

A. This meeting was held on or a])out Decem-

ber 5, 1952.

Trial Examiner Miller: Go ahead.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : To return to a subject that

we mentioned rather briefly yesterday, Mr. l^earson

in his testimony estimated that on October, about

or on about the first of October, T believe it was,

the membership of SPEEA was something like

2,000. When you took the stand you estimated that

it was something like 1,300. Have you Imd <.ccasion

to refresh your recollection in the meantime?

A. Yes.

Q. Would you tfOl us about it, please?

A. In order to refresh my mcMuory on that T

checked the actual meinbership listinirs at that time
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and found it to be 2,100. I feel that that correction

should be inserted.

Q. (By Mr. Weil): Was that November 24?

Did I give the wrong date?

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : May we go off the

record ?

Trial Examiner Miller : Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Let the record show that during the period of the

discussion off the record a question was raised with

respect to the date [149] of the meeting questioned

by the Trial Examiner, and that there has been

some clarifying discussion with respect to the date

of that meeting. As a result of that clarifying dis-

cussion, are you in a position to state your present

understanding with respect to the date of meeting,

Mr. Gardiner?

The Witness : Yes ; the date of the meeting is on

or about November 24.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : As a result of Mr. Logan's

refusal, relative to his answer to the two questions

that you mentioned in that negotiating session,

which apparently took place on November 24, was

the Executive Committee moved to take any fur-

ther steps concerning the MAC?
A. The SPEEA Executive Committee did not

take any steps at that particular time, because other

items were under consideration at that particular

time also. The company had made us an offer to
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which we were at that tinic^ su.2:Kostins certain alter-

ations. This concerned the retro-activity clause of

overtime and an anniversary date, and we wished

to have a clarification of the company position on

these two questions before su])jectinf]: the coin])any

offer to a membership })allot. This clarificiition was

received from the company and the ballot taken.

Q. Can you approximate the date of that ballot ?

A. It was early in December, T ])elieve.

Q. That is close enough. [150]

A. Final comment on the negotiations was our

decision in view of the impasse reached by vii-tuc

of the company's stating that last offer was their

ultimate position, and the majority of tlic member-

ship indicating their refusal to accept this offer,

was to start the MAC activity and we so notified

the company, and this was done in the letter which

I believe has been offered in evidence. Ts that

right?

Mr. Perkins: Let's identify that exinbit Wn- the

record.

Trial Examiner Miller: Xo. 5, General Coun-

sel's 5.

Mr. Tillman: May T ask the witness, what dat(»

was that decision made, again, to go ahead witb Die

MAC more or less?

The Witness: The latter ])art of DeeenilH'i'.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) :
Mr. Gaidiner,

you speak of an impasse readied wbieli impelled

the Executive Committee to uo ahead with MAC.

Let me ask, as of this date in December, when
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the membership had rejected the company's last

offer, had that offer included any statement of a

company position with respect to a wage increase

which differed in any way from their original offer

of six per cent?

A. No. There was an additional unilateral indi-

cation of company intent

Mr. Perkins : I ask that that be stricken.

Trial Examiner Miller : I will permit the witness

to finish the statement and entertain a motion to

strike.

A. (Continuing) to increase one form of

remuneration to the [151] membership, namely,

that of the Merit Review Plan and for clarification,

in the past, the company has in the past, allocated

approximately three per cent of the payroll to

raises granted throughout the representation, three

per cent per annum, I should say, in this case, and

the company stated that it was their intention to

raise this to six per cent or three per cent per

review with two reviews being given per year. This

was not to be part of the contract.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : This statement

of company's position had been made before ballot-

ing to the membership on the company's last offer?

A. That is right.

Q. And the last offer insofar as a general wage

increase was concerned indicated no change in the

company's position concerning a general increase?

A. That is right.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.
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A. In the letter of transmittal of the indication

letter of the MAC.
Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : General Coun-

sel's No. 5^?

A. General Counsel's No. 5. One section indi-

cated that the MAC had l)e(^n started in view of

the restraint of freedom on the ri,«^ht of en^^ineers

to seek other employment as we understood the

s^ontlemen's agreement. Xow, J would like to he

able to refer to General Counsel's No. 5 for clari-

fication on that. If you [152] wish me to get this,

why, I can.

Q. You may quote it, if you wish, or may refer

to it by designation in the exhibit.

A. The paragraph three of the exhibit states,

"This conference is being conducted for the follow-

ing purposes:

"^(a) To provide members with improved op-

portunity to bargain for their services. Our mem-

bership"

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : The letter is in evi-

dence, Mr. Examiner.

Trial Examiner Miller: T realize that. T will

permit the witness to quote.

A. (Continuing) "Our membershi]^ has re-

quested SPEEA to restore the freedom and ])rivacy

of engineers who seek to improve tlieii- situations

by changing employers.

^^^(b) To obtain data on the true market value

of engineers with various amounts of experienee.'
"

Trial Examiner Milh^r: V^v- Weil.
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Q. (By Mr. Weil): Mr. Gardiner, the MAC
having been put on the road by the Executive Com-
mittee, and was the Executive Committee then

watching the MAC Committee's actions closely so

that you were aware of the individual steps taken

by the MAC Committee in getting this show on the

road?

A. Yes. Through our liaison officer in this par-

ticular case, who kept cognizance of the activities

of the MAC Committee. This committee was one

of a large group of committees, and, therefore,

[153] complete cognizance was not kept by all

members of the committee.

Q. To go back to this last offer or the ultimate

offer of the company, was that offer less than the

original offer or more than the original offer that

was made in July?

A. The company offer as such was less by virtue

of the retroactivity clause on overtime.

Q. Would you explain that.

A. Yes. At the offer made in July, the company

had stated that it was their intention to pay over-

time in a manner indicated, which we have called

the ^^ Lockheed formula'', such overtime payments

to be made retro-active to the anniversary date of

the contract, which was in July 1. The last offer

stated that the general raise would be granted on

six per cent and that this general raise provision

would be retro-active to July 1, and that the over-

time would start as of January 2, and that there

would be no retro-activity.
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Q. January 2, 1953? A. 1953.

Q. As to the letter, General Coiinsers Kxliihit

No. 5, which was sent to the company, what was
the next indication or response that you icccived

to that letter from the company of tlicir awaiv-

ness of their receipt of the letter?

A. The response that occurs to me in this par-

ticular case was word from ]\Ir. l\»arson that he

had just been terminated by the C()mi)any. [154]

Q. Had you been informed prior to the time

that you received this word from Mr. Pearson that

he was to be terminated or that he liad been tci-mi-

nated? A. No.

Q. Did you as chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee take any action on hearinc; on Mr. Pearson's

termination ?

A. Yes. After conferring with Mr. Pearson in

a meeting of the members of the Executive Com-

mittee, we first offered him employment in SPEEA
in order that his income would not be cut, and, sec-

ondly, requested a negotiation of tliis particular

incident with the company.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Before you go

ahead with this particular subject, Mr. Gardiner,

there is a question that occurs to me. T am not sure

that our record is clear on this point as yei. But

with respect to what has been described as tin- com-

pany's ultimate offer, that is, the status of its offer

in December, you indicated that there was a ballot

of the membership and that the membersliip re-

jected the company's offer as it then stood.
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A. That is correct.

Q. Was the fact that the membership rejected

the offer communicated to the company in a formal

fashion ^ A. Yes.

Q. How and when?

A. I believe that was communicated by letter.

Q. Some time after the ballot? [155]

A. Yes.

Mr. Perkins: May I state that on respondent's

case we intend to put in the exchange of corre-

spondence between the parties that reflected the

offer and the rejection.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

The Witness: Shall I continue?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes, discussing the sit-

uation of Mr. Pearson.

A. The negotiation meeting was held with com-

pany officials, and

Q. (By Mr. Weil—interrupting) : When was

that held?

A. Here we go on dates again.

Q. I will bring you up to date with the com-

pany's note so that there won't be any question

about it. Showing you this notation, would you read

that, with particular attention to dates.

A. Yes.

Q. Does that refresh your recollection as to

when this negotiating was done?

A. It does. The meeting was held, I believe, on

February 6.

O. What was taken up at this meeting?
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A. The prime problem was that of the discharge

of Mr. Pearson. It was our contention that Mr.

Pearson was conducting his activities as a member
of SPEEA and had concerned liimself with 8PEEA
activities in carrying this out, and that we felt that

Mr. Pearson had been unjustly terminated. In ad-

dition, we stated that we felt [156] that there had

been a misunderstanding occurring during the con-

ference which resulted in the termination of ^Ir.

Pearson. This misunderstanding, w(^ IxOieve, might

have been unintentional, that is, Mr. T^ogan re-

questing this conference genuinely wanted to dctei*-

mine why Mr. Pearson had done what he had done.

Mr. Pearson had in turn wished at this conference

to have representatives from SPEEA with liim, as

he considered that the subject under discussion was

to be that of concern to SPEEA and pei-tinent to

SPEEA. Mr. Pearson in effect refused to discuss

the situation without the ])resence of SPEEA rep-

resentatives and Mr. Logan in this ])articular case

restated that it appeared that he had felt that our

presence was not required. On that basis

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I ask that that be

stricken as hearsay. We already have had the din^ct

testimony as to what occurred.

The Witness: I say that this was a statement

by us, SPEEA.
Q. (By Trial Examines- :\fi1l('r) : At the Feb-

ruary 6 conference? A. ^ (\^.

Mr. Perkins: T will withdi-nv \\w objection.

A. On that ])asis it was an-;umvd that a second
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conference be held, as it appeared that Mr. Logan

had no objection to the attendance of the SPEEA
representatives requested by Mr. Pearson, and this

meeting was held shortly thereafter.

Mr. Weil : May we go off the record ?

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record. [157]

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Mr. Perkins: Mr. Weil, I don't mind if you

want to put those in his hand.

Mr. Weil : He is doing pretty well without them.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : These are the notes of Feb-

ruary 6 and following meetings concerning Mr.

Pearson's discharge. If they will assist you, help

yourself.

Trial Examiner Miller: The immediate question

is, as I imderstand it, is the second meeting to con-

sider Mr. Pearson's discharge, at which representa-

tives of SPEEA were present.

Mr. Weil: That is right.

A. This meeting was held and Mr. Logan re-

stated his questions to Mr. Pearson

Trial Examiner Miller (interrupting) : May we

have the date?

A. This meeting is not in the notes.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Which meeting are you re-

ferring to, a meeting held subsequent to Febru-

ary 6?

A. This was the meeting held subsequent to the

negotiation meeting of February 6.

Q. But prior to the meeting of March 5?
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A. Yes.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller): Tliere is in

evidence now, Mr. Gardiner, a hotter restating the

company's position with respect [158] to Air. Peai'-

son, dated, I believe, February 11. Are you in a
position to say at this time whethei- the second

meeting which you are now tc^stifying about in

which Mr. Logan restated his questions was held

before or after the February 11 letter?

A. It is my opinion that th(» mc^eting was held

before.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

A. In fact, I believe the meeting was hc^d witliin

a day or so folloAving the negotiation meetini:.

Trial Examiner Miller: Proceed with your de-

scription of the events of this meeting where Mr.

I.ogan restated the company's position.

A. Mr. Logan restated the com])aTiy's position,

and the company—and also stated the (*om{)any's

opinion concerning the propriety of Mr. Pearson's

actions. Mr. Pearson answered and stated what he

considered to be his point of view concerning the

propriety and the ethics of his actions. A general

discussion followed and Mr. Logan stated that he

would supply us the written—with the letter stat-

ing the company opinion and stand «>n this niattei-.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Were there any other meet-

ing that concerned themselves with the discharge of

Mr. Pearson? A. Yes.

Q. When was the next meeting (»!' that nature f
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A. As I see these notes here, I believe this was

March 5, though I believe that it would be proper

to note at this time that in the interim the SPEEA
organization had notified the [159] company that

they could not be, they would not agree to any con-

tract between the company and SPEEA until Mr.

Pearson's case was clarified.

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I have a copy of

that letter here. Do you recall the date of that?

The Witness: No, sir.

Mr. Weil: I believe that that was the letter of

February 1*3.

Mr. Perkins: Yes, I just turned to it here.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Is this a copy of the letter

to which you had reference ? A. Yes, sir.

Q. I think it might we well—can you explain

interlineations that appear on the letter?

A. Yes. Those were inserted and initialed by

myself because of the

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I am willing to

stipulate those those were on the letter as the com-

pany received them.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. The stipula-

tion is noted for the record.

Mr. Weil: Would you mark this as General

Counsel's Exhibit No, 16 for identification?

(Thereupon the document above referred to

was marked General Counsel's Exhibit No. 16

for identification.) [160]

Mr. Weil : I would like to offer that.
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Trial Examiner Miller: Is there any objection

to the receipt in evidence of (leneral Connsers
Exhibit No. 16?

Mr. Perkins: Respondent has no objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. On tjic basis

of the imderstanding expressed off the record while

the reporter was marking the exhi])it, it is nnder-

stood that these are copies of the original letters

and that there is no objection to the receipt in evi-

dence of copies. With that nnderstanding there

being no objection, CounseFs Exhibit No. 16 will be

received in evidence.

(The document heretofore marked General

CounsePs Exhibit No. 16 for identification, was

received in evidence.)

[See page 512.]

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : What took placM^ aftcM- tliat I

A. A letter was received from the company.

Q. Is this (indicating) the letter to wliich you

have reference? A. Yes.

Mr. Weil: Would you mark that as General

CounseFs Exhibit No. 17 for identification, please.

(Thereupon the document above refen-ed to

was marked General Counsers Exhi))if N». 17

for identification.)

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Mr. Weil: I would like to offer this letter of

March 2. [161]

Trial Examiner Miller: Is there any objection
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to the receipt in evidence of General Counsel's Ex-

hibit No. 17, a company letter to the SPEEA or-

ganization dated March 2?

Mr. Perkins: No objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: There being no objec-

tion, CounseFs Exhibit No. 17 will be received.

(The document heretofore marked General

CounsePs Exhibit No. 17 for identification, was

received in evidence.)

[See page 514.]

Mr. Weil : Would you go on ?

A. This letter contained the statement that the

company would re-employ Mr. Pearson. Following

that a meeting was called by SPEEA with Boeing

Airplane Company to discuss the situation and the

best means of effecting, the most proper means of

effecting, his re-employment. This meeting was held

March 5. An understanding was reached during

that meeting as to the means by which Mr. Pearson

would be employed and the company's position was

stated as to their views on the propriety and ethics

of the MAC activity in general, and, in addition,

their views concerning Mr. Pearson individually.

SPEEA stated that it felt that Mr. Pearson's fu-

ture would be damaged if allegations were made in

references which would imdoubtedly be requested

of the company in case he requested employment

elsewhere. The company stated that requests for

references would be answered only to the extent of

Mr. Pearson's technical proficiency and that they

did not feel that such would be the case. [162]
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Mr. Perkins: I didn't understand what you
meant by that, Mr. Gardiner, just the last ])hrase.

The Witness : All right.

Mr. Perkins: May we hear the last i)hrase?

(The latter part of the last stateniciit was
read as follows:

'The company stated that requests for I'eferences

would be answered only to the extent of Mi-. Pear-

son's technical pi-oficieney and that they did not

feel that such would be the case.")

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller): Would you

explain the last part of that answer, Mr. Gardiner?

A. The "such'' in this particular case referred

to the damaging of his future.

Mr. Perkins: I understand.

A. The company also stated in tliis meeting that

their decision to re-employ Mr. Pearson did not

indicate an alteration of their basic vi(^ws toward

the MAC itself. It felt that the re-em])loyment of

Mr. Pearson would result in the iciuoval of a

stumbling block to the n(\g()tiatioiis affcctini; the

SPEEA and the company.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. (Jai'diuer, wliat was the

condition of the MAC at this time, Mai-ch f), T be-

lieve it was?

A. At that particular time th(^ deadliiir for the

return to the invitations had bciMi ])ass((l, and in

view of the returns received it had been drcided

by SPEEA to cancel the ])r('sent ])lan^ tor \\w

MAC.
Q. Was that decision on the pai't <>!' fli.' Kxcc-
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utive Committee, [163] that part of that decision

which was on the part of the Executive Committee,

a decision that the MAC would no longer be con-

sidered by SPEEA in any respect, or simply that

at that time it would not

A. Absolutely not. The decision was made simply

to cancel this particular MAC convention, I will

say. The SPEEA considers organized employment

have

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : May I ask that this

])e stricken, please?

Trial Examiner Miller: It begins to sound like

a statement of position rather than a statement

that occurred at that time.

Does that complete your recital of the events

that occurred at this meeting when the company

set forth at length its position with respect to the

re-employment of Mr. Pearson?

The Witness : There is one last item that I would

like to state, if I may.

Trial Examiner Miller: If you would.

A. And that is that the SPEEA requested that

there be some way in which a discussion of pro-

posed conduct on the part of SPEEA could be

discussed with the company relative to the institu-

tion of conduct.

So that an indication of the company's stand

against such conduct could be made evident, the

company replied that it was their opinion that this

would probably be illegal, and that it was their

stand that they considered it best to wait until such
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[164] conduct had been instituted and then take

whatever action in the light of their knowledge of

the. subject and all other conditions, to take what

action appeared proper and usual.

Trial Examiner Miller: Does that complete your

recital of the substance of this i^articular meeting?

The Witness: That is right.

Trial Examiner Miller: At this time we will re-

cess until 1:30 this afternoon.

(Whereupon, a recess w^as taken until 1:30

o'clock p.m.) [165]

After Recess—1:30 p.m.

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Mr. Weil : Mr. Gardiner, will you take the stand

again, please.

EDWARD McELROY GARDINER
resumed the stand and testified further as follows:

Direct Examination— (Continued)

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Gardiner, to go back

to the question of the invitation to pai-ticipate in

the MAC, I believe there is a latent ambiguity in

your testimony concerning what engincHM-s wciv in-

vited to participate in the MAC. Would you 2:0 over

that?

Mr. Perkins: I didn't know of any invitation to

any engineers.

Mr. Weil: Not the invitation, ri< \^:\v as that
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questionnaire was sent out to engineers that asked

these questions, will you participate, and so forth.

Mr. Holman: You mean the poll?

Mr. Weil: Yes, the poll.

Trial Examiner Miller: The normal ballot.

Mr. Weil: The normal ballot of the engineers

whether they wished to participate.

Mr. Perkins: May I hear the question as re-

phrased ?

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : In regard to the original

ballot or poll of engineers questioning what engi-

neers v/ould be interested in participating in the

MAC, it appears to me that there may be a [166]

latent ambiguity in the record as to what engineers

were polled, and I wish that you would clear that

up and explain who were polled.

A. I see. All engineers of the SPEEA organi-

zation were polled, with the exception of those en-

gineers working for Continental Can Company

under contract at that particular time. In other

words, the engineers polled and those whom we

would consider as being called for the attendance

at the MAC included those in Boeing Airplane

Company or out of Boeing Airplane Company, who

at that particular time would not be disqualified by

virtue of some contractual obligation which would

preclude their attending such a conference. This

then would include men working for Boeing, who

were members of SPEEA, men who are members

of SPEEA, who no longer were working for Boeing

or who were working elsewhere, but would not in-
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elude those for whom we had negotiated eontraets

which possibly would pi-eelude their attending sndi

a conference.

Q. Another matter wliieli eoneci-iis me, in the

joint conference about which you testified earlier,

which took place around the 9t]u I think, of Feb-

ruary, somewhere around that time concerning Mi-.

Pearson's discharge, the conference at whicli Mi'.

Pearson attended, was any mention niach* l)y Mr.

Logan in that conference of the possible damag(»

to the Boeing Airplane Company which iiiiuht or

had resulted from the action takc^u towai'ds MA(\^

A. Yes. Mr. Logan mentioned that it was the

company's opinion that they had suff<']'ed damage

and he held up a sheaf of papers [U)7] which lie

stated were correspondence from otlicM' companies

or other organizations expressing—T will use a

term that is my own in this case—T don't consider

it a direct quote—concern o\n' the ^L\(^ an<l t<»

this extent, he stated in effect that damaire liad

accrued to the company.

Mr. Perkins: What was th(^ date of this/ ]< the

record clear on that?

Trial Examiner Miller: The conference .»f Feb-

ruary 9.

Q. (By Mr. Weil): When did yon cease t<» i)e

the chairman of the Executive C(»inniittee?

A. In March, 1953.

Q. When in March?

A. It would be, T think, at the time the ncnv

Executive Committeenu^n were voted in, l)Ut 1 be-
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lieve it was very close to the first of March. This

official transfer took place at the monthly meeting

of March.

Q. Which, according to previous testimony,

would have been the second Monday of March?

A. It should have been, yes.

Mr. Weil: I think that is all.

Trial Examiner Miller: Mr. Cluck.

Mr. Cluck: I have no questions.

IMr. Holman : Mr. Examiner, I wonder if at this

time I may ask for a recess of about a minute so

that I may get the minutes of SPEEA which we

have subpoenaed. I would like to put some [168]

indices in them to save time in my examination.

Trial Examiner Miller : We will recess for what-

ever period of time is required.

(Short recess.)

Trila Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Cross Examination

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Mr. Gardiner, in order

to clarify my view as to when you first entered

SPEEA, would you please state that for me once

more, when you first joined SPEEA?
A. Well, I believe the court records are avail-

able on that.

Q. Was it about 1949?

A. I believe so, yes.

Q. You have been in SPEEA ever since then,

I take it?
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A. That is right.

Q. When did you first hold any office m
SPEEA? I am speaking now of any committee as-

signment or assignments of the Executive Com-

mittee.

A. Well, my first assignment vfas the Executive

Committee, which I believe was in December of

'50 or January of '51. It was back in that particular

time, and my services before that time had gone on

for the preceding half or three-quarters of a year

more or less on committees.

Q. I see. So you became a member of the Exec-

utive Committee in December or January 1951?

A. That is right. [169]

Q. You were on the Executive Committee as

such as a member imtil—when was the time you

were made chairman?

A. Well, I was made chairman pro-tem, I be-

lieve it was, in November of '51, and at the time,

at this particular time, I ran for office again, and

following that election I was elected as chairman.

Q. As member of the Executive Committee now
you were on the governing body of SPEEA, is that

true?

A. That is true.

Q. They were charged with the responsibility

for negotiating for SPEEA and also operating the

club organization, is that correct?

A. That is right, excepting in those areas which

have been specifically limited in the constitution the
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SPEEA Executive Committee has the authority

and responsibility.

Q. But as between the members of your group,

they were responsible to your group, is that cor-

rect, that is, the people.

A. Could you rephrase that?

Q. The people who were on the varying com-

mittees doing work for SPEEA were under your

general surveillance and approval of the Execu-

tive Committee? A. Not entirely.

Q. What do you mean by that?

A. There are certain committees which are re-

sponsible directly to the membership. For instance,

the Tellers Committee is one [170] who does not

report to the Executive Committee but to the mem-
bership.

Q. What other committee?

A. I was trying to think of the name of it. The

Auditing Committee.

Q. Are there any other committees other than

that?

A. Not that I can recall. We consider that com-

mittees appointed by the Executive Committee can

tender a report for approval to the general mem-
bership.

Q. Are you advised of those reports?

A. It is the purpose of the organization that we
be advised.

Q. As far as you know, you are advised of the

reports? A. Not always.

i
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Q. Is it standard procedure not to be advised of

the report?

A. It is the standard procedure to be advised.

I am just indicating that not in all cases, but in

some cases some things slij) through.

Q. Surely. Of those committees, in your organ-

ization one is the Action Committee, I believe, is

that correct? A. That is correct.

Q. That was formed back in about the fall of

1951, was it? A. Yes.

Q. That was formed for the purpose of review-

ing various methods and actions which could be

taken with respect to bringing pressure on the

Boeing Airplane Company in its negotiations with

SPEEA, is that correct? [171]

A. Should it be necessary, that is right.

Q. Should it be necessary?

A. That is right. It is the Planning Committee

only. It is considered as a planning committee only.

Q. I see. You were advised from time to time

of the planning done by that Action Committee,

were you?

A. That is right. The committee in 1951 made

one report.

Q. And this Action Committee was formed in

1951 because they felt that the company and

SPEEA were not getting together on a contract?

A. No.

Q. Why was it formed?

A. The committee was formed because it was

considered that there was a possibility that and
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SPEEA and Boeing would not get together on a

contract.

Q. Mr. Gene Williams was chairman of that

committee, is that correct? A. Yes.

Q. You were aware^ I take it, of the activities

of the Action Committee?

A. As given by the single report given to the

membership.

Q. That would be a membership meeting,

would it?

A. A special membership meeting, that is right.

Q. You had been familiar with the reports given

to the membership at the membership meeting by

the Action Committee? [172] A. Yes.

Q. Calling your attention to the meeting in

June 1952 of the membership, is it not a fact that

at that time the Action Committee proposed to

the Membership Committee a plan, to the member-

ship, a plan of suggested activities which SPEEA
could take against the company? A. Yes.

Q. Is it not a fact that one of the suggested

plans of action suggested was the Manpower Avail-

ability Conference? A. Yes.

Q. There were also other suggested plans, were

there not? A. Yes.

Q. Those included the failure to punch time

clock?

A. I don't know. I would have to check that.

Q. We Vvdll refresh your memory.

Mr. Weil: Mr. Examiner, I would like to object

to that question until—any questioning concerning
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actions that were not taken. It seems to me they

have no pertinency to the matter under considera-

tion here.

Mr. Holman: Mr. Examiner, I think they do.

Mr. Perkins: The Trial Examiner has pre-

viously ruled on the same point.

Trial Examiner Miller: No, not on the partic-

ular point with relation to examination as to other

types of action proposed by the Action Committee.

Mr. Holman: I would like to point this out. It's

been presented here that the Manpower Availability

Conference was not necessarily an oppressive action

to be taken against the company but simply a form

of device used by which engineers could use the

Manpower Availability Conference as something of

a placement bureau for engineers. And we are by

this line of questioning seeking to show that this

was just one of a number of allied plans of ac-

tivity which SPEEA was to engage in, whose sole

purpose it was to bring pressure on the company

to accede to SPEEA 's demand, and this Manpower
Availability Conference is one of a line of sug-

gested actions which SPEEA was urged to take,

and this goes to question of whether SPEEA in-

tended Manpower Availability Conference solely as

a punitive measure or whether as alleged by the

other side, that it was possibly a punitive measure,

but it was also a sort of a market place or place-

ment bureau for engineering, and that is the pur-

pose of this line of questioning.

Trial Examiner Miller: Objection overruled.
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Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Calling your attention,

Mr. Gardiner, to what purports to be the minutes

for the Executive—excuse me—minutes of monthly

meeting of June 1952, in which it is stated, ^ fur-

ther move that the committee take under serious

advisement the report submitted last September by

the committee headed by Gene "Williams, by John

Lomax, and seconded by Harry Goldie'', does that

serve to refresh your memory as to the various con-

siderations that were taken under advisement?

A. Yes.

Q. And it states here, does it not, ^^No overtime

refusal to work?" A. Yes.

Q. And Manpower Availability Conference?

A. Yes.

Q. And publication to schools? A. Yes.

Q. And hit and run work stoppages?

A. Yes.

Q. And medical and dental appointments?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And SPEEA to work, to meet during work-

ing hours ? A. Yes.

Q. Would you explain to the Examiner, and I

wish to be fair on this because this is very abbre-

viated, explain to the Examiner what these items

mean. Let's take the medical and dental appoint-

ments.

A. I want to make one statement in this partic-

ular case, and that is, as I believe the minutes will

show, the Executive Committee expressed its view-

point that this report was not approved by the
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Executive Committee but merely submitted^ and,

therefore, in the statements that I will be making,

I will be stating what it is believed to have been

the Action Committee's purposes beyond in writ-

ing these items, in preparing these items

Mr. Tillman (interrupting) : I object, then, to any

questions [175] of this type, as to what the Action

Committee intended.

Mr. Holman : I think this goes to the same point

as to the type of thing that is being intended, and

it goes to the Manpower Availability Conference.

Mr. Tillman : That witness was not on the Action

Committee.

Mr. Holman: He was on the Executive Com-

mittee, and this was referred to him as the govern-

ing body of SPEEA.
Trial Examiner Miller: The witness has indi-

cated that the report was not approved. However,

I assume from your testimony, Mr. Gardiner, that

you were present and heard the report.

The Witness: That is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: The discussions on the

report, but not the report.

The Witness: That is right.

Trial Examiner Miller: Objection overruled.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Taking the medical and

dental appointments, was it the intention of the

SPEEA members to have certain medical and den-

tal appointments during their working hours which

they had to go to instead of work?

A. May I express it my own way?
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Q. Sure.

A. From the discussion held I gathered that

it was the intention as a proposed action that all

members of SPEEA have a dental appointment at

a given time. That would be a simultaneous medical

or dental appointment. [176]

Q. And the publication to the schools, what

would that involve?

A. Publication to the schools, if once again I

recall the purpose at that particular time, was to

advise schools of the presence of a labor dispute

between SPEEA engineers and Boeing manage-

ment, in order that they might not come to work

with Boeing under the misapprehension of labor

relations.

Q. No overtime was—refusal to work any over-

time on the part of SPEEA, is that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. And the hit and run work stoppage would

be work stoppage in a sporadic nature?

A. That is correct; either sporadic in time or

sporadic in terras of dexoartmental.

Q. All these were designed to put pressure on

the company, isn't that correct?^

A. These are all designed as forceful action,

that is right.

Q. This Action Committee was activated in Au-

gust, was it not, to go ahead with some of these lines

of action? A. No.

Q. The Action Committee was activated before

August. The Action Committee was a planning com-

J
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mittee. These plans of action by the Action Com-

mittee were publicized in your newspaper?

A. Yes.

Q. Calling your attention to what has been iden-

tified hy Mr. Pearson as proposal for SPEEA's
plan of action, signed by the [177] Action Com-

mittee, are you familiar with that document?

A. Yes.

Q. You have seen that, haven't you?

A. Yes. This doesn't mean that I can recall

it all.

Q. Surely. But you are familiar with that docu-

ment as produced by the Action Committee and

the date is 8/19/1952? That would be August 19,

1952?

A. I would have to pick them off, but I assume

that it is.

Q. Reading to you the preface to the proposal

for SPEEA's plan of action, in which is stated

^ There is no real reason to expect the company's

offer to improve materially unless some real pres-

sure is exerted on it. Your Action Committee feels

that this pressure must be applied some time, and

it might as well be this year. However, Boeing

engineers, in general, see no issues worthy of a

walkout. ^What then,' is the question so often asked,

^can we do to force Boeing to grant concessions

without resorting to a walkoTit?' The following

pages present your Action Committee's draft of a

sample plan which would be very likely to produce

startling results without one day's absence from
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work.' Having read that excerpt, will you state

whether or not that was your understanding of this

particular document when it came to your atten-

tion on the Executive Committee.

A. That it was a draff?

Q. That was the thinking of the Action Com-

mittee, was it?

A. Yes. This plan also had not been approved

by the Executive [178] Committee in its draft form

and also the membership at a quorum meeting di-

rected the Executive Committee to publish this

draft.

Q. One of the plans of action suggested by this

draft is the Manpower Availability Conference, is

it not? A. Yes.

Q. And another activity was stop punching time

clocks? A. Yes.

Q. You have made reference to sending publica-

tions to colleges as one of the projective plans of

action. Is that what is referred to here as "neu-

tralizing the hiring campaign?"

A. That, I believe, is the understanding of the

committee, the Action Committee.

Q. Reading from the paragraph which refers to

the neutralizing the hiring campaign, it states, "All

forms of publicity, such as advertisements in trade

magazines, technical publications, and newspapers,

news articles clearly defining the situation at Boe-

ing submitted to all media, letters to college and

university placement bureaus, letters to high schools

and articles in teaching journals to point up those
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aspects of Boeing's policies toward engineers which

cannot stand public scrutiny. Inasmuch as new

hires can obtain practically the same offer from

any company if they make the effort, even the small

deterrent offered by knowledge of the sources of

discontent at Boeing will probably be sufficient to

cause them to go elsewhere. Especially vulnerable

are the programs of hiring college professors and

undergraduates for the [179] purpose of stimulat-

ing engineering employment in the future. Meet-

ings with these people in which the disadvantages

of employment at Boeing are carefully and force-

fully spelled out should do much toward neutraliz-

ing this costly program." That is the projected

form of activity which is referred to here as your

understanding of neutralizing the hiring campaign?

A. That is the understanding of the Action

Committee in preparing it, as I understand it.

Mr. Tillman: I move to strike the question and

the answer.

Trial Examiner Miller: Overruled.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Calling your attention

to what has been admitted as General CounseFs

Exhibit No. 2, you are familiar with this document,

are you? A. Yes.

Q. Calling your attention to the statement here,

"As a point of interest, however, several compa-

nies have been sounded out, and they all have in-

dicated unofficially that they desire to be included''.

Would you be able to tell us what companies have

been sounded out in that respect? A. No.
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Q. This was never discussed with you?

A. That is right.

Q. You didn't discuss this with the Action Com-

mittee ? A. No.

Q. If the company had been able to get together

with SPEEA on [180] a contract this conference

would have been called off, would it not?

A. Yes, with one understanding, if the company

and SPEEA had agreed to a contract which con-

tained provisions as they stood up to the anni-

versary of the contract, the broad implications of

the contract concerning slow downs were such that

we felt that the Manpower Availability Conference

could possibly be construed as falling outside the

realm of the contract, and for that reason we would

not have held it.

Mr. Perkins: I am not quite clear on that one.

Could we have the answer? I don't want to inter-

ject here, but I am just suggesting that the answer

be repeated, and then Mr. Gardiner explain a little

bit more fully what he means.

Trial Examiner Miller: Let the record be read.

(Answer read.)

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Can you ex-

plain your response, Mr. Gardiner?

A. Surely. We would not and did not intend to

hold the MAC during the period of the last con-

tract with the company. This was for the reason

that we felt that one term in the contract concern-

ing strike slowdowns, sit-downs, et cetera, was so

stated in broad enough terms, such that a MAC
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convention, the MAC, could be considered to some

extent as a slow-down. Therefore, if a contract

exists written in that phraseology we would not

have held a MAC. [181]

Mr. Perkins: If I may be permitted just to ask,

does the Examiner object to my asking just two

or three questions for the purpose of clarification?

I realize that it is a very desirable practice to con-

fine cross examination to one counsel on each side

of the table, but I would like to have the Trial

Examiner express himself on that.

Trial Examiner Miller: I would normally re-

quest that that procedure be followed, however,

since a rather special situation appears to have

arisen, and there is no indication that we are letting

down the bars, you. may proceed at this time.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : I imderstood the sub-

stance of a previous question to be, if you had

consummated a contract with the respondent prior

to the date for the Manpower Availability Confer^

ence that you would have called off the conference.

Am I correct in my recollection?

A. We would not have held the conference.

Q. And then do you mean by the next answer

that you would have asked that any new contract

contain an approbation of the Manpower Availa-

bility Conference as a condition precedent to your

agreeing to the terms of a new contract?

A. No. That is one part of the answer. Either

we have formed a satisfactory contract with the

company in which we feel that the advantages ac-
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cruing from that contract are greater to the mem-

bership than the disadvantage of not being able to

hold such a MAC for all the reasons previously

submitted, the purposes of [182] holding such a

Manpower Availability Conference.

Q. But you would have insisted upon one or the

other ^

A. Let us say that that would be in our power

to determine. And we would so determine whether

it was more advantageous to the membership to

sign a contract which we felt would not allow us

to hold a MAC in return for other advantages, or

the inclusion in the contract phraseology which

w^ould permit us to hold the MAC.
Q. You mean before you would have approved

a contract with the company you would have in-

sisted either that your economic demands be met

or that approbation of the Manpower Availability

Conference be written in the contract?

A. Not at all.

Q. I am not trying to confuse you, I assure you.

I am trying to get an explanation of what you

meant by the other remark.

A. I mean in our evaluation of the offer from

the company, an offer, we would have—we would

decide at that time whether it was better to sign

a contract which would not peraiit us to hold a

MAC in our own opinion, or insist that inclusion

be made in the contract which would permit us to

do so. I am not saying that all of your demands

have to be met, because contracts are finally deter-

4
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mined by compromise and it is a relative matter,

and it is one that we have to determine at the time

of the contract, the time the contract is agreed on.

Mr. Perkins: I don't intend to pursue these

questions any further, Mr. Examiner. [183]

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Mr. Gardiner, in the

fall of 1952, you, I believe, testified that you would

delay for four weeks the activation of the Man-

power Availability Conference until the next meet-

ing, or until the next meeting of the company and

the SPEEA, is that correct?

A. The last part of the question I—we stated to

the company that in view of the fact that satisfac-

tory negotiations seemed to be occurring, it was our

intention to take no overt action on the Manpower

Availability Conference for at least four weeks.

Q. At the time those negotiations were going on

you did not ask for the Manpower Availability Con-

ference to be put into the contract, did you, at that

time?

A. I will have to rely on my memory in that

particular case there as to time going on there. I

don't believe it was requested during that time.

Q. These actions, including the Manpower Avail-

ability Conference, and the refusal to punch time

clocks, and these other plans of action which were

set forth in the plan of the Action Committee, were

all designed to bring pressure on the company

without the necessity for a full strike, isn't that

correct ?
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A. Without the necessity for a full strike, you

say?

Q. Rather than going out on strike, everybody

leaving their jobs'?

A. I would say these have been considered as

an alternative or as an adjunct to the strike. [184]

Q. If these didn't succeed, you would consider

going out on a strike?

A. Or possibly the reverse.

Q. Possibly the reverse? Isn't it a fact that in

an executive meeting as late as January 1953, a

question of whether the strike should be submitted

to the membership was brought up before the Ex-

ecutive Committee and that it was moved that the

question of a strike not be submitted to the member-

ship, and that that motion was passed?

A. I believe that to be correct, and if you have

the minutes, I can check on that.

Q. Calling your attention to what is here indi-

cated as the minutes of the Executive Committee

meeting of January 14, 1953, Hendricks moved to

reconsider the full questionnaire, four against two

;

E.M.G. appealing intent of poll that it should in-

clude a strike vote; against, four; for, two. Does

that refresh your memory?

A. That refreshes my memory concerning that

particular meeting.

Q. There was a question of whether a strike

should be submitted to membership.

A. As considered in the meeting of January 14.

My reason for answering in that manner is that I
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believe there was a preceding meeting in which a

vote was made.

Q. A vote was made to [185]

A. (Interrupting) : In which a strike ballot

was to be included.

Q. Explain your answer.

A. May I have the minutes?

Q. Surely.

A. For the year 1952, I have one indication liere

given in the minutes of a special membership

meeting dated November 24 in which the Ex-

ecutive Committee's recommendations concerning

the company's offer were that as a result of the

"majority report that SPEEA must consider ap-

propriate action such as demonstration, walk-out,

MAC suggested as means of showing protest."

Q. That "demonstration walk-out" would be for

a day or something like that?

A. That is right.

Q. That is what you referred to as similar to a

hit and run stoppage, is that correct ?

A. No, not analogous in its entirety.

Q. What was that?

A. A demonstration walk-out in this particular

case is one in which a specific time of walk-out is

indicated.

Q. That is similar, then, to everybody having a

dental appointment at the same time, is that cor-

rect?

A. It might be so interpreted. Though, the dem-

onstration walk-out as the members of SPEEA
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viewed it was one in which the members in the

in the SPEEA classification who were non-exempt,

and thereby in leaving the company must punch

out, would not have [186] received pay from the

company for the period involved in the walk-out.

And opinions were exchanged as to the means in

which members in the exempt category which must

by law be paid for this particular period, means

were considered of a manner in which recompense

could be made to the company for the time not

worked but paid. You see there is a difference in

that particular case. A dental appointment might

be construed as a legitimate excuse, and this

was

Q. This was an illegitimate excuse?

A. No.

Q. What is the distinction? Both of them are

planned, are they not?

A. The dental walk-out, if we want to use the

term to describe it, was merely a proposal and it

was never one that secured the approval of the

Executive Committee.

Q. I see. You were interviewed, were you not,

by the Post-Intelligencer in January of this year

with respect to the labor negotiations and discon-

tent there between SPEEA and Boeing?

A. Yes.

Q. Reading from what purports to be ar excerpt

of the Post-Intelligencer for January 6, 195P it is

stated, ^^The Union now is polling members to de-
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termine what minimum increase will be accepted,

and Union Chairman M. E. Gardiner said they

described the minimum offer poll as a strike vote,

in essence."

Continuing the quote: ^*He emphasized the engi-

neers will [187] take all other steps possible before

undertaking a walk-out".

Does that state, in substance, what you reported

to the newspaper?

A. I don't consider it as such. Now, the quota-

tion section of this, "a strike vote in essence", I

believe refers to one poll on the questionnaire which

was distributed and then recalled.

Q. You deny that is the purport of your

A. (Interrupting) I believe this quote that has

been made has been lifted out of context and gives

a faulty impression, as is many of the publications.

Q. You were also interviewed by Dick Ross,

were you not, on or about January 2, 1953?

A. That is right.

Q. On television, and in answer to this question

from Dick Ross, "Well, now, what is the next action

on the part of your association?" E. M. Gardiner,

you are reported to have stated, "We are at this

time conducting a poll of our members which should

])e returned by the end of this month, to allow them

to determine whether they should perhaps leave

this area or carry on eventually a strike in order

to enforce our particular feelings on this issue." Is

that a correct statement of what you said, in sub-

stance? A. I believe so.
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Q. This was before the meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee [188] during which the motion to

inchide the strike vote was voted doAvn, is that

correct ?

A. That is right. In other words, the poll re-

ferred to in this particular case is the poll that

was recalled on the basis to us of ambiguity, and a

second vote was taken by the new Executive Com-

mittee which resulted in a decision at that time to

not include the strike ballot as part of the poll.

You recognize that this is the chronology of the

events.

The Executive Committee voted at one time to

submit a poll which did include opinion concern-

ing a strike. This poll was recalled, and the dif-

ficulty was of the ambiguity in the poll. We found

it very difficult to interpret just what the member-

ship meant by their voting. A second poll was pre-

pared, the new Executive Committee was in attend-

ance and voted on the issues of that poll. At that

particular meeting the decision was made by a

majority vote to not include the strike issue as a

part of the poll.

Q. You dissented in that vote, is that correct,

you and Mr. Czarnecki?

Mr. Tillman: I object to the question.

Trial Examiner Miller: I will sustain the ob-

jection as to the witness's personal position on the

matter unless his personal position is shown to be

material.

Mr. Holman: I think it is material, Mr. Exam-
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iner, in this respect, and that is it bears upon the

question of whether this [189] witness and those on

the Executive Committee at the time these actions

were planned represented the feeling of the ma-

jority of the SPEEA organization.

It is imi)ortant to show that the thinking of this

witness and others in the organization was not re-

flected, and thereafter other members who felt that

some of these actions taken by SPEEA were not

for the welfare of SPEEA were elected to office

and succeeded them.

In other words, we are pointing out that Mr.

Gardiner represents a school of thought in SPEEA
which produced these plans of action, which were

not approved of by the regular membership.

Mr. Perkins : May we consult for a minute ?

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Off the

record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

At this time I will sustain the objection.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : I believe you testified,

Mr. Gardiner, that the overwhelming majority of

SPEEA voted to go ahead mth the MAC sometime

in November. I believe it was November 24, is that

correct ?

A. I don't recall the timing on that particular

one.

Q. At a meeting in that month or near that

month, the whole membership was given a chance to
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vote on whether the SPEEA organization should

now go ahead with Mx^C, is that correct?

A. No. The vote was taken that a MAC should

be conducted at a [190] time to be determined by

the Executive Committee.

Q. But that vote was that the MAC should be

activated and this was after the four-week delay,

was it?

A. That was during the four-week delay, to the

best of my memory.

Q. Do you have any record of the size of the

majority which passed that motion?

A. No, I don't have any personal recollection.

If it isn't in the minutes, I am afraid it isn't avail-

able.

Q. You don't recall how many people were at

the meeting?

A. No. I believe that that information might be

available in the Membership minutes, general mem-

bership minutes. But you must recognize that in

regular membership meetings that a vote can be

taken either by a show of hands or by a standing

vote. If a clear cut majority is shown, there is no

roll call taken.

Q. In other words, you, yourself, as of right

now don't recall what the majority would be?

A. No. This issue has been raised in several

meetings, and so I wouldn't wish to rely on my
memory on that issue.

Q. You couldn't estimate how many were there?

A. No.
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Q. Did you notice if the attendance was indi-

cated?

A. I have looked through the file here. I don't

seem to recall the November 24 meeting. I don't

seem to find it in here.

Q. The MAC was given publicity in your local

newspaper, was it [191] not? A. Yes.

Q. What is the name of that newspaper?

A. The N.P.E.

Q. I wonder if we could have it spelled out?

A. The Northwest Professional Engineer.

Q. To whom was this distributed?

A. The newspaper is distributed to the member-

ship. It is distributed at times to those within the

SPEEA representative representation imit.

Q. What do you mean at times?

A. I mean by that that we have on file, on the

l)asis of information supplied from Boeing Air-

plane Company and other companies, a list for

whom we bargain. We separate these in two cate-

gories, members and non-members, determined

mostly by income and expense we decide whether

the distribution should be made only to members

or to members and non-members. In addition, we

distribute to a courtesy list which includes those

members who leave our bargaining group by virtue

of promotion or transfer into supervision and other

supervisors, by virtue of a listing supplied to us

by the Boeing Airplane Company. In addition, a

final listing is made of distribution to other bar-

gaining agencies with whom we correspond.
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Q. Are they sent outside of the city, when you

say ^^ other bargaining organizations" "? [192]

A. Yes.

Q. They would be sent nation-wide, would they?

A. Yes.

Q. What was your part in the promotion of the

MAC personally, that is?

A. I was Chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee.

Q. Did you take any action personally as to the

settiiig uj) of the MAC or advising with the Action

Conmiittee ?

A. No. That was the duty of the liaison officer

to deal directly with the Action Committee. I also

served as spokesman and, therefore, letters con-

cerning the MAC which have been transmitted go

over my signature. As an example, the letter to

the Boeing Airplane Company concerning the invi-

tation.

Q. The liaison officer, who is he, what is his

name ?

A. The liaison officer has changed—are you re-

ferring to the Action Committee or to the MAC
Committee ?

Q. Perhaps I am a little confused now. The

MAC Committee was a part of the Action Com-

mittee, is that correct?

A. No. The way this happened is that the Ac-

tion Committee was planned for planning purposes

only, and those plans which were determined to be

useful, or that should be processed further, resulted
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in the organization of other committees to take on

those specific functions.

Q. The MAC Committee took on the special

function of MAC?
A. That is right. [193]

Q. The only thing I am trying to determine now
is who is this liaison officer that the Executive

Committee worked through in contacting the MAC
organization ?

A. Good enough. I think I can clarify it in this

way : In my belief Mr. Edwin Czarnecki was liaison

officer for the Action Committee, the plamiing func-

tion, at the time that the MAC Committee was

formed. It is my belief that Mr. Hendricks would

near that time become a member of our Executive

Committee and served as liaison officer.

Q. Was Mr. Czarnecki on the Executive Com-

mittee ? A. Yes.

Q. Did he report to you, that is, the Executive

Committee, from time to time as to the progress

of the MAC?
A. The progress of the MAC planning, yes. You

recognize he served as liaison officer for the Action

Committee.

Q. Do you know Mr. Rick James?

A. Yes.

Q. Who is he?

A. He is head of the Publications Committee

—

pardon me—he is at present a member of the Exec-

utive Committee of SPEEA.
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Q. How long has he been a member of the Exec-

utive Committee?

A. Since March of this year.

Q. Did Mr. James have any position in the plan-

ning of the MAC?
A. Not to my knowledge. Mr. James was editor

of the N.P.E., [194] and served as head of the

Publications Committee.

Q. He—N.P.E. is the newspaper, I take it?

A. Northwest Professional Engineer.

Q. Just to summarize a little bit with respect

to the area representatives, they were the repre-

sentatives that the Executive Committee would con-

tact on certain policy and business matters relat-

ing to SPEEA?
A. In an informal manner. In other words, I

must state it in that way because the Executive

Committee was j&nally determined by a clarification

through a constitutional ballot as the sole authority

and responsibility for the business of the SPEEA
other than that specifically designated in the con-

stitution.

Q. And the Executive Committee would send

out notices to the area representatives called news

letters, is that correct?

A. It could and did.

Q. And did. Do you happen to know whether

such area news letters were sent to the Boeing Air-

plane Company? A. Yes.

Q. They were?

A. Yes. It was a matter of policy with the Ex-
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ecutive Committee from one to me onward to make

sure that the company received the same informa-

tion that our members did.

Trial Examiner Miller : If you are about to pass

to a new subject, Mr. Holman, I think this might

be a good place to recess for five minutes. [195]

(Short recess.)

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Mr. Gardiner, why was

the MAC considered an effective method of putting

pressure on the Boeing Airplane Company, at least

at the time that it was considered?

A. Considered by myself, do you mean?

Q. Yourself and the general organization,

SPEEA organization.

A. I don't believe I can answer for the organi-

zation, excepting by a recall to the ballot which

was conducted, but the response as shown by dis-

cussion in membership meetings, and that as indi-

cated by discussion in the Executive Committee,

and that w^hich I, myself, have considered, are all

different to a certain degree, and I would like you

to ask me which one you would like me to go at.

Q. Where are they similar, let's ask that first?

I assume you all have a similar view of the MAC?
A. Surely.

Q. What would that be?

A. It is similar in this regard : that it is the con-

tention generally held by all SPEEA members that

the termination rate of the Boeing Airplane Com-
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pany is a matter which is of serious consequences

to both the SPEEA membership and the Boeing

Airplane Company. This was brought out by Mr.

Esary at the start of negotiations in which he

stated, and I don't intend to quote him directly,

that in his consideration a man should work under

[196] conditions unless he finds either better con-

ditions elsewhere or intolerable conditions where he

is employed, at which time he should leave. This is

the form of, you might say, a white or black deci-

sion, which is a supposed right of an individual

working for an employer to have available to him

at all times.

Mr. Perkins : Would you please mark that place

in the record?

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : You aren't referring to

any notes there, are you?

A. No. It is just that you asked how did we

—

how did I consider and how does the membership

consider an activity such as the MAC to be an ef-

fective agency.

Q. I am interested in knowing why you thought

—perhaps I didn't phrase it too well—why you

thought this form of pressure as opposed to other

forms of pressure would be successful, what sort

of damage that you thought this would be to the

company to require them to meet your terms?

A. First of all, I don't believe it is necessary

to do damage to someone else to bring about a con-

dition where they must come to your terms.

Q. I am not speaking of physical damage. I am
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speaking of damage in the broad sense of pressure

or to create an undesirable situation which the com-

pany would wash to avoid or do away with and,

therefore, meet your demands. That is the sort of

damage I am referring to. [197]

A. Once again I say that I believe that some-

times an ameliorating step or action can be taken

unilaterally which will create conditions under

which the company will recognize that a change

should be made. I feel quite definitely a pressure

need not be damaging.

Q. What sort of pressure is this?

A. This is the pressure of restored bargaining

ricrhts and data. We have considered termination

data in these negotiations as most pertinent as an

indication of the necessity that the company's wage

scales nnd policies can stand ro^'is^'ori to flir gain

of both.

Q. You mean, by ^termination" you mean the

termination of engineers in sufficient quantities so

that the company could not operate, or at least op-

erate under great difficulty without them, is that

correct? A. That is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: I am not quite sure that

I so understood the witness's answer, because he in-

dicates that

Mr. Holman (interrupting) : Let's get it straight.

I don't want to put words in his mouth. T am try-

ing to determine the type of pressure.

Trial Examiner Miller: Let the record be read
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as to the witness's previous response. I have an

observation to make with respect to it.

(Record read.) [198]

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Your previous

response at some length has just been read. When
you speak of termination data, in that connection

are you referring to the rate of turnover of the

company's engineers'? A. That is right.

Q. The rate at which people leave Boeing's em-

ploy under normal circumstances ?

A. Under all circumstances.

Q. Under circumstances in regular operation?

A. Correct.

Q. Will you explain for us the reference in that

answer to the fact that in your opinion, or in the

opinion of SPEEA members, the rate of turnover

that has existed at Boeing among engineers is in-

dicative of a need for the revision of the company's

wage structure?

A. It is felt in certain regards there is an agree-

ment between the expression made by Mr. Esary,

that I have quoted, in which when a man finds a

situation intolerable or finds a profit can be made
elsewhere, that he should terminate. This, then,

means the termination data in itself is a measure

to all concerned as to the opportunities existing for

the men in our bargaining unit elsewhere, to which

they will respond, or also a measure of the intol-

erableness, to coin the term, of present conditions

at Boeing.

Trial Examiner Miller: The witness's last re-
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sponse is [199] consistent with my earlier under-

standing.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : The thing I am trying

to determine is whether the MAC was used to ac-

celerate that turnover. Is that correct?

A. There is another thing that has occurred

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : Can we have a re-

sponsive answer on that?

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Answer yes or no, and

then qualify your answer. The question was, was

this action of MAC designed to accelerate the turn-

over of engineers at Boeing? A. No.

Q. It was designed for that purpose?

A. No, it was not designed primarily to that

end.

Q. You mean by "primarily" that it was in part

designed for that purpose?

A. No. I mean that it was recognized that as a

secondary aspect that that would occur. This is an

opinion, and opinion only. We have no measure to

indicate that the termination rate would accelerate

as a result of the Manpower Availability Confer-

ence. This is based on the supposition that if the

men in attending such a conference find conditions

to be better at Boeing than elsewhere, there will

be no terminations, and, in fact, there will be a

cessation of the imrest felt by engineers under the

present circumstances, which would benefit Boeing.

Q. Was it anticipated that this MAC was being

held at a time [200] when engineers were in short

supply?
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A. Would you repeat the question?

Q. At the time the MAC was to be held was it

felt that engineers were in short supply the country

over? A. Yes.

Q. That was a fact, I take it?

A. That was a fact.

Q. Still a fact?

A. That is right, to my belief.

Q. The MAC was not held, was it?

A. The MAC was not held.

Q. It was the opinion of the Executive Com-

mittee that one of the reasons why it was not suc-

cessful was that it possibly violated business ethics,

isn't that correct?

A. That was one expression of feeling. I can

elaborate on that, if you wish.

Q. Calling your attention to what appears to

be News Letter 52, that is a copy of a news letter

sent out by the Executive Committee?

A. That is right.

Q. And calling your attention to the paragraph

wliich reads, ^^The Manpower Availability Confer-

(itiee will not work as an employment means. The

possible reasons which are apparent to the ma-

jority of the Executive Committee are three: one,

participation in the conference may have been con-

sidered to violate [201] business ethics." Is that

correct? Is that a correct statement?

Trial Examiner Miller : You mean by your ques-

tK^ii as to whether it is a correct statement as to
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whether that correctly reflects the Executive Com-

mittee's thinking?

Mr. Holman: I would like to know if I read it

correctly, first.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

A. With the indication that it was stated that

such reasons were possible, the possible reasons are

three, that is not an expression of certainty on the

part of the Executive Committee but merely that

the possibility exists.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : In addition, the Exec-

utive Committee also felt that the action had pub-

licized to other companies the unrest among engi-

neers which existed at Boeing Airplane Company?

A. Yes.

Q. Was it not also reported by the Executive

Committee through its news letter with respect to

the Manpower Availability Conference, "However,

it is encouraging to see recent local newspaper ad-

vertisements for engineers by competitive indus-

tries, even a member of the A.I.A.'' Calling your

attention to the portion that I have just read here,

is that a statement of the feeling of the Executive

Committee ?

A. That is a statement of the Area Representa-

tive Committee, isn't it? [202]

Q. Yes. Is that also a statement of the Execu-

tive Committee? I mean was that also their feeling?

A. No.

Q. What is the Area Representative Committee?

A. Would you like the organization?
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Q. No, I just wanted to know for the purpose

of clarification, because I would like to know whose

statement this is.

A. Well, I believe this was covered in testimony.

Q. It very likely was. I just wanted to

A. (Interrupting) : I can't recall that. The Area

Representative Committee is a Central Committee,

and then has a distributive grouping below it to

which information can be passed to individual area

representatives for distribution throughout the mem-
bership, and this organization is also used for the

collection of information, comments and opinions,

which are then prepared and printed by the Area

Eepresentative Committee. That is the avowed func-

tion and the approval of the liaison officer of the

executive Committee to which the area representa-

tive committee reports, is used only to check against

libelous statements. In other words, printing of in-

formation signed by the Area Representative Com-

mittee does not necessarily mean that those views

are agreed to by the Executive Committee.

Q. Is that area representative letter circulated

to the membership?

A. Yes. SPEEA is a democratic organization

and it feels that [203] the distribution of informa-

tion is just as important, the distribution of dissent

information is just as important as that of affirma-

tive.

Q. This is considered dissent? A. No.

Q. You are not going to say that that is dissent

information, or are you?
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A. No, I am not. I am just saying that the Ex-

ecutive Committee did not form an opinion.

Q. It has not necessarily been approved by tlu^

Executive Committee?

A. That is right, they have not said that that

is bad, good, or proper or improper.

Q. You have heard of the ^^ Hungry Hundred"?

A. Yes.

Q. What does that relate to?

A. The term ^^Hungry Hundred", as I gather it,

refers to a group of men very loosely organized, who
have assembled for the purpose of discussing prob-

lems which they consider to be of importance to

SPEEA, and thereby to provide the grass roots

organization, to use the term loosely, which can be

used for initiating motions or discussions on the

floor of regular membership meetings, or directing

petitions to the Executive Committee.

Q. A kind of a club within a club, would that

be it? [204]

Mr. Cluck: If the Examiner please, I object to

this question and the line of inquiry as being imma-

terial to any issue of concerted activities or other-

wise. It goes into the matter, presumably, of some

intra-organizational policy forming, whereas a mat-

ter of concerted activity and the actions taken by

the organization itself are all covered in the offi-

cial minutes or other e\^dence. Opening up inquiry

as to the "Himgry Himdred" or ^^Fullsome Forty"

might take up a variety of organizational problems.
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It enlarges the inquiry here to no useful purpose

that I can see.

Trial Examiner Miller: What is the materiality,

Mr. Holman, of this exploration of factionalism

within the organization?

Mr. Holman: It relates, Mr. Examiner, to the

point previously brought out, that the factionalism

within this group we will show has proceeded to an

extent that the so-called ^^Himgry Hundred", is a

group within SPEEA which is engaged in these

various plans which we have just outlined, and

which we submit does not have the whole-hearted

approval of the total membership, it relates to the

same issue which we discussed previously, I believe.

Mr. Tillman : In that event, the General Counsel

joins in the objection of Mr. Cluck.

Trial Examiner Miller: I will sustain the objec-

tion. Off the record. [205]

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Mr. Gardiner, with re-

spect to your answer to my question as to whether

the Manpower Availability Conference would be

damaging to the company or not, is it your position

that it would not be damaging providing the com-

pany met SPEEA's demands? In other words, are

you taking the position that if the company had

met SPEEA's demands, there would not be a MAC ?

A. I would say it this way : That if the company

had acceded to the first proposal made by SPEEA,

that though the MAC could still have boon of use,
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and these other uses we have expressed to the mem-
bers of SPEEA, that the economic reasons in this

particular case would not result in damage to the

Boeing Airplane Company. The way you have stated

your question I find it difficult to follow.

Q. All right. Let me ask you this: If the MAC
were successful in luring away several hundred en-

gineers from Boeing, would that be damaging in

your estimation to the company?

Trial Examiner Miller: Just a moment. I am
going to interpose a consideration at this point on

my own initiative.

Wlien this line was begim, it was begim with a

question which sou2:ht to elicit those aspects of the

mtness's own opinion which coincided with the opin-

ion of the Executive Committee and the majority

of the SPEEA membership as he was aware by vir-

tue [206] of his participation in SPEEA activity.

We are still proceeding within that frame of ref-

erence, seeking such aspects of the witness's opin-

ion as he believes to coincide with the official opinion

of SPEEA.

Mr. Holman : That is right.

Mr. Cluck: T object fui-ther to the form of the

question. The question was if SPEEA was success-

ful in luring away several hundred employees from

the company, where the witness has made it clear

that the purposes of SPEEA were other than that.

Mr. Perkins : I don't think the witness has made

that clear at all, Mr. Examiner.
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Mr. Cluck : If he hasn't made that clear, it ought

to be clear before

Trial Examiner Miller (interrupting) : I think

I will permit that to stand. If the record and the

question contain an incorrect assumption of the

witness's position, he is fully capable of straighten-

ing it out. Go ahead.

Mr. Holman: Repeat the question?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes, with the under-

standing that we have previously indicated, seeking

those aspects of the witness's opinion which coin-

cide, as he understands it, with the official opinion

of SPEEA.
Q. (By Mr. Holman) : Assuming that the re-

sult of the MAC would be to lure several hundred

engineers from Boeing Airplane [207] Company,

was it considered in the opinion of the Executive

Committee and SPEEA generally that that would

do damage to the Boeing Airplane Company?
A. This is a rephrasing of the question, because

as I had stated beforehand, it was not considered

an objective of the MAC to lure engineers away

from Boeing. The purpose was to provide condi-

tions of free bargaining so that the engineers might

determine their true market value. This market

value could be used as data in negotiations with the

company to provide a fair measure or degree of the

discrepancy existing between the condition of re-

muneration at Boeing and those of other concerns.

Q. Suppose it was determined that the data

showed that Boeing was not competitive with the
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rest of the industry, would that do damage to Boe-

ing in the opinion of SPEEA?
A. It would do damage to Boeing if, in the face

of this evidence

Q. (Interrupting) : Boeing did not meet
SPEEA's demands?

A. Did not propose changes which would ameli-

orate that condition. The reason I have stated it in

that particular manner is that we don't insist that

each demand by itself be acceded to. Our policy

throughout these negotiations, and I hope it will

continue to be, is that of stating a condition as we
see it and proposing a solution, and trusting that

negotiations will result in a solution which will cure

the condition as we see it.

Mr. Holman: That is all I have, Mr. Examiner.

Trial Examiner Miller: Any redirect?

Mr. Weil: A few questions.

Redirect Examination

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Early in your cross-exam-

ination, Mr. Gardiner, respondent's counsel read to

you from the report of the Action Committee dated

8/19/52. Mr. Holman read you a section from the

portion of this document which is entitled **Plan of

Action" which started out * ^neutralizing the hire

campaign." He read you another section, that was

the first of three items under that section, and he

read you the third, "Stop punching time clocks".

However, he omitted the second which I ])ropose to

read and perhaps you can tell me if that is the feel-
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ing of the group. "Two: To encourage engineers to

seek more suitable employment elsewhere, a Man-

power Availability Conference in which invitations

are sent out to several thousand companies employ-

ing engineers to send representatives to Seattle at

some designated date to interview dissatisfied engi-

neers at Boeing's would have tremendous x)ublicity

possibilities as well as to provide a definite service

to those engineers who are seeking other employ-

ment at that time. Even if such modest goals as 200

engineers pledging to attend such a conference, if

only for the purpose of making it a success, and

15 companies responding were attained, such a plan

would be considered a success."

Do you consider that that paragraph is also a

statement of the thinking of the Action Committee ?

A. Yes, quite definitely. I mean Mr. Holman pre-

sented one portion of that particular report, and I

don't recall whether he stated that this was the sole

purpose expressed by the Action Committee.

Trial Examiner Miller: He did not.

Mr. Holman: I did not. We have no objection to

this going in.

The Witness : I see.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : You stated that a contract with

Boeing Vv^ould have possibly resulted in calling off

the MAC. Was that true right up until the time

that the MAC would have been rim, or was there a

period after which it would not have been run?

A. I believe that the proper term that I used,

and I hope I was careful in phrasing this answer.
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was that a MAC would not have been called were

the contract in existence, because there is one i)oint

that we considered important, and that is we recog-

nize that a MAC would take a given length of time

to run and should a sufficient reception be given to

our invitation, we would be forced thereby to hold

such a conference. We were morally obligated to do

so. And that meant that if such a conference were

held by virtue of reception to these invitations, we
would have considered it impossible or improbable

that w^e would have signed the contract with the

company unless a specific release for this form of

activity were a portion of the contract. So the an-

swer is we would not have called such a conference

had [210] there been a contract immediately in view,

and it was on this reasoning that we did not start

any steps which could be considered by us to be

overt in starting the MAC until we felt that a definite

impasse existed between Boeing and the SPEEA
organization. You must recognize we didn't even

allow a license to be applied for until we had by

letter ballot determined that the SPEEA organiza-

tion would refuse an offer made by the company

in which the statement was made that this was their

ultimate offer.

Q. Mr. Holman mentioned other plans of action

imder the MAC, it became apparent that other plans

of action were considered by the Action Committee.

Were any other plans of action which were pre-

sented by the Action Committee to the membei-shi]!

or to the Executive Committee ever consummated?
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A. The only one that I can recall is increase of

publicity and education of the members. Possibly

the record will, could, bring up others to my atten-

tion, but the

Mr. Holman (interrupting) : I wonder if it could

be explained what the reference to the record

means ? You mean the record of this

The Witness (interrupting) : I'm sorry. The min-

utes of the Executive Committee meetings, regular

membership meetings, news letters, or N.P.E.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Specifically, were any of

the plans of action under the heading of ^^Neutral-

izing the hire campaign'' in this [211] report of

8/19/52 ever consummated?

A. May I see the recommendations ?

Q. I will read them to recall them to you, if

you wish.

A. There is one particular section that I would

like to look at on that.

Q. "All forms of Publicity such as advertise-

ments in trade magazines, technical publications and

newspapers, news articles clearly defining the situa-

tion at Boeing submitted to all media, colleges and

universities, placement bureaus, high schools, and

articles in teaching journals to point up those as-

pects of Boeing's policies towards engineers which

cannot stand public scrutiny."

Trial Examiner Miller : Your question is whether

anything was done along those lines ?

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Were any of those means

consummated ?
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A. Remembering that the Executive Committee

did not approve the wording of this particular re-

port in which the last sentence is the one to which

I know the Executive Committee took exception,

'Svhich cannot stand public scrutiny", certain of

those actions did take place, that is, there have been

newspaper items which have appeared concerning

the negotiations between Boeing and SPEEA. The

words in there about letters written college place-

ment bureaus, quite definitely in order to obtain

information on the new hire rates for engineers.

Reference was made to some of this material by

Boeing Airplane Company, and in furtherance of

this point, checks were made with the various col-

lege [212] placement bureaus in determining the

new hire rates for engineers, and so I think I might

say in summary that certain of the actions by them-

selves proposed by the Action Committee were ac-

tually consummated, but not necessarily with the

purpose given by that Action Committee report.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : In other words,

the purpose of neutralizing the hiring campaign

A. (Interrupting) : That is right, has not been

an official SPEEA pronouncement approved by a

majority of the Executive Committee.

Mr. Perkins: I hesitate to register a comment

here in view of the Examiner's question, but it

doesji't seem to me that the question of intent is

pertinent, and just in the interest of prudently pre-

serving our record, I request that that portion of

his remarks relating to the purpose be stricken.
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Trial Examiner Miller: I would take it that the

matter of intent could be inferred from such testi-

mony of a factual character as the witness adduced

as to what was done. However, as I view the issues

in the way that the record has developed, I would

assume that intent is a material fact, or may be,

upon the issues as drawn, and for that reason I

will overrule your objection. However, the record

does show that you have preserved your objection.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Did the action recommended

by the Action Committee of "stop punching time

clocks", was that ever consummated? [213]

A. No. In addition, this question was originally

raised because of previous policies which had been

made indicating the desire of the membership to

discontinue such clock punching. A poll was made

of the membership during the negotiations to deter-

mine whether such clock punching is still considered

as an important negotiation item. The poll indi-

cated that the membership did not so consider, and

the company was advised and the item was dropped

from the agenda of those items under consideration.

Q. Why did you cease to be Chairman of the

Executive Committee? A. I resigned.

Q. Did you resign under any pressure or was it

a personal resignation?

Mr. Perkins: What is the pertinency of that

question ?

Trial Examiner Miller: What is the materiality?

Mr. Weil: Mr. Holman's statements at the time

he was pressing the inquiry about the new mem-
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bers of the Executive Committee possibly being a

manner of voicing the dissatisfaction of the mem-
bership with the old Executive Committee, I thought

it might be well to point out that the membership

did not take the job away from him. He quit the job.

Mr. Holman: It is my understanding the objec-

tion was made to my line of inquiry and sustained.

Trial Examiner Miller: That is my recollection.

I will sustain the objection at this point. [214]

Mr. Weil : That is all for me.

Recross Examination

Q. (By Mr. Cluck) : Mr. Holman inquired as

to the reasons elicited why this particular Man-

power Availability Conference and the related place-

ment and information procedure had failed. Did

you mean to imply that such procedure had been

abandoned in any way for the future SPEEA?
A. I did not mean to imply that in any manner.

Mr. Cluck: That is all.

Trial Examiner Miller: Is there any further

recross ?

Mr. Perkins : No.

Trial Examiner "Miller: You may be excused.

(Witness excused.)

Mr. Weil: I would like to call Mr. Frajola.
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FREDERICK D. FRAJOLA
a witness called by and on behalf of the General

Counsel, being first duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

Direct Examination

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Would you give us your

name and address, Mr. Frajola?

A. Frederick D. Frajola, 1040-20 Northeast, Se-

attle, Washington.

Q. What is your occupation, Mr. Frajola?

A. I am employed in the engineering department

at the Boeing Airplane Company, classified as a

designer. [215]

Q. Are you a member of SPEEA?
A. Yes.

Q. Do you hold any office in SPEEA?
A. I am the present Chairman of the Executive

Committee of SPEEA.

Q. When did you become chairman?

A. I became Chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee of SPEEA in March of 1953.

Q. Did you immediately succeed Mr. Gardiner?

A. Yes.

Q. In the course of your duties as Chairman of

the Executive Committee, did you write or cause

to be written a letter to Mr. Logan, on or about

March 31, 1953? A. Yes.

Mr. Weil : Would you mark this as General Coun-

sel's No. 18?
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(Thereupon the document above referred to

was marked General Counsel's Exhibit Xo. 18

for identification.)

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Showing you what has been

marked as General CounseFs No. 18 for identifica-

tion, is that a copy of the letter which you wrote

or caused to have been written?

A. That is correct.

Mr. Weil: I would like to offer this in evidence

at this time, and I would like to suggest a stipula-

tion that it is a true copy of the letter which was

sent. [216]

Mr. Perkins: Could we go off the record a min-

ute, Mr. Examiner?

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record. The pend-

ing question is as to whether the suggested stipu-

lation that General Counsel's 18 is a true and cor-

rect copy of the letter that was sent and received

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : There is no objec-

tion to the introduction of it.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Mr. Cluck,

any objection?

Mr. Cluck: No objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. There being

no objection, General CounseFs Exhi])it 18 will bo

received.
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(The document heretofore marked General

Counsel's Exhibit 18 for identification, was re-

ceived in evidence.)

[See page 515.]

Mr. Weil: Would you mark that 19?

(Thereupon the document above referred to

was marked General Counsel's Exhibit No. 19

for identification.)

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Did you receive a reply to

that? A. Yes.

Q. Is this the reply?

Mr. Perkins: The date of that? [217]

Mr. Weil : April 7.

A. This is the reply.

Mr. Weil: I would like to offer General Coun-

sel's No. 19.

Trial Examiner Miller: Since the colloquy be-

tween counsel earlier in the hearing with respect to

the document, General Counsel's Exhibit 19, indi-

cates that there is no objection, and since I hear

none, General Counsel's No. 19 will be received in

evidence.

(The document heretofore marked for identi-

fication as General Counsel's Exhibit No. 19, for

identification, was received in evidence.)

[See page 517.]

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Frajola, after you took

over the chairmanship of the Executive Committee,

had at that time the MAC as it was planned been

dropped?

A. The MAC as it had been planned previous
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to my becoming the chairman of the Executive Com-

mittee has been dropped, yes.

Q. As far as the Executive Committee is con-

cerned, is the plan of a MAC or conference similar

to a MAC now a dead issue?

A. No. There is an active committee presently

workin,^ within the SPEEA organization with the

same idea in mind, that is, to act more or less as a

placement bureau for those engineers that desire to

leave Boeing, or as an employment agency to seek

places or job opportunities for those engineers de-

siring to leave.

Mr. Perkins : We have no questions. And I might

say that [218] Mr. Frajola is here under a subpoena

duces tecum that was issued under our application,

and that subpoena is discharged as far as we are

concerned, and I assume Mr. Frajola will want to

remain, but as far as we are concerned, he is ex-

cused.

Cross Examination

Q. (By Mr. Cluck) : That last service that you

speak of, is that confined to Boeing employees only,

or is it open to all members of SPEEA?
A. It is open to all members of SPEEA.

Q. Irrespective of the employer that each has?

A. Yes.

Mr. Cluck: That is all.

Cross Examination

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : You represent—when T

sny 'Vou" I mean SPEEA—you, l\Tr. Frajola, you
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represent employees at what other concerns, firms?

A. We represent employees at the Boeing Air-

plane Company, and at Continental Can Company.

However, there are SPEEA members that leave

the Boeing Airplane Company and still retain their

membership within SPEEA.
Q. You are a certified collective bargaining agent

only with respect to Boeing Airplane Company,

Seattle Division, and the Continental Can?

A. That is correct.

Q. Can you tell us approximately the number

of SPEEA members [219] that are employees of

Continental Can?

A. I think it is 17, approximately.

Q. Have you any information as to the approxi-

mate number of employees that were SPEEA mem-

bers and were employees of Continental Can during

the fall of 1952 and this much of 1953?

A. I don't have that information.

Q. Do you have any information that would per-

mit you to make an approximation or estimate?

A. No.

Mr. Perkins: That is all.

Trial Examiner Miller: Is there anything fur-

ther?

Mr. Weil: Nothing further.

Trial Examiner Miller: You may be excused.

(Witness excused.)

Mr. Weil: May we have a very short recess?

Trial Examiner Miller: We will recess for five

minutes. (Short recess.)

J
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Trial Examiner Miller : On the record.

Mr. Weil : General Counsel rests.

Trial Examiner Miller: On the basis of the dis-

cussion off the record before the General Counsel

indicated his intention to rest, it is my understand-

ing that the respondent company wishes some pe-

riod of time to go through its files in order to

determine which portions of the correspondence be-

tween SPEEA [220] and the company it wishes to

adduce as part of its case in chief. Is that correct,

Mr. Perkins?

Mr. Perkins: That is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: On that understanding

I will not at this time suggest that the respondent

company proceed, but instead we will recess until

9 :30 a.m. tomorrow morning.

(Whereupon, at 4:10 o'clock, p.m., Wednes-

day, June 24, 1953, the hearing was adjourned

until tomorrow, Thursday, June 25, 1953, at

9:30 o'clock, a.m.) [221]

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Mr. Perkins: May I address the Examiner?

Trial Examiner Miller: Surely.

Mr. Perkins : It is my recollection that evidence

adduced by the General Counsel in connection with

the alleged issue, or the point made by the Gone7\"il

Counsel as to the nature of the impasse was sub-

ject to an objection made by the respondent on the

grounds of its relevancy and materiality, the con-

tention being that such evidence is beyond the issues

of this case.
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It is my further recollection that the Trial Exam-
iner overruled the objection subject to a later mo-

tion to strike on the part of the respondent.

Does that sufficiently summarize the nature and

type of evidence to which I refer? Simply to refer

to it as the evidence relating to the nature of the

impasse ?

Trial Examiner Miller: I think so. I have the

portion of the record in mind.

Mr. Perkins: Respondent now moves to strike

such evidence in response to the Trial Examiner's

previous remarks that the previous motion of the

respondent was overruled subject to a later motion

to strike.

Trial Examiner Miller: I have given some con-

sideration to the problem since announcing that rul-

ing and since hearing the evidence. Before I an-

nounce my disposition of it, my present [224] think-

ing, I will ask if General Counsel has any obser-

vation.

Mr. Perkins : Am I correct in stating the nature

of the ruling, Mr. Examiner?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes, you are correct.

Mr. Weil : The General Counsel has nothing more

to say than he has said before/ that he considers

this as highly pertinent background to the issues

formulated by the complaint and answer.

Trial Examiner Miller: As I now view the prob-

lem wdth which we appear to be confronted in this

proceeding, there appears to be a number of ways

of formulating it, depending upon the point of view

of the person addressing himself to the issue. One
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such way that has occurred to me is the formulation

suggested by General Counsel's representatives as

to whether we have here a protected form of con-

certed activity, the challenge to which by the re-

spondent poses an issue under the Act. Another way
of looking at it is, perhaps, the formulation with

which students in the field of labor relations law

are familiar, namely, the question of whether or not

w^e have a type of conduct on the part of Mr. Pear-

son and SPEEA inflicting what has been spoken of

in this hearing as legal damage upon the respond-

ent, whether or not there has been actual damage,

for which any justification could be assumed to

exist. Presumably, the concept of justification for

the infliction of damage would be roughly to the

concept of a protected, concerted activity in the

field of labor relations law. [225]

As I thought about the problem, it occurs to me
that the evidence which has been adduced as to the

circumstances imder which the impasse developed,

the particular nature of the impasse, may have a

bearing upon further consideration, on the ques-

tion of whether or not the concerted activity, with

which we are here concerned, was protected, con-

certed activity, or looking at it from the other for-

mulation, it may have a bearing upon the question

of whether or not any legal justification existed for

the type of action taken by Mr. Pearson, the MAO
committee and SPEEA. On that view of the situa-

tion, which, of course, is only tentative at this point,

and depending upon my further study of the rec-

ord, but on th(^ view of the situation that I have
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expressed, I can see a ground of relevancy and

materiality here, and the motion to strike will be

denied.

Mr. Perkins: Another matter, upon reviewing

my notes last evening of the testimony and remarks

that were made in yesterday's session, it occurred

to me that the impression that might be drawn

from some certain remarks that I made could pos-

sibly be an erroneous impression, and I ask leave

of the Trial Examiner for an opportunity to at-

tempt a correction with respect to those remarks.

Trial Examiner Miller: Surely.

Mr. Perkins: I am referring to the objection

made by respondents, and the reasons given by

respondent in connection with the materiality of

the testimony adduced, or the statement made [226]

by Mr. Gardiner mth respect to certain purposes

and intentions of SPEEA, and the group that was

involved in the Manpower Availability Conference,

and I intended at the time, certainly had it in mind,

to confine my remarks as to the materiality to the

type of statement that in respondent's view is a

statement in the nature of a self-declaration of a

subjective attitude. I want to negative any impres-

sion that my remarks might have conveyed, that

respondent does not regard the intention and pur-

pose of SPEEA in connection with the Manpower

Availability Conference as a proper issue before

the Board based upon the objective evidence in the

record in this case.

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes. Very well. With
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that explanation I think I understand respondent's

position.

Mr. Perkins: And the Trial Examiner is aware

of the remarks to which I am referring?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

Mr. Perkins : The next item I would like to take

up with the Trial Examiner is the matter of the

form of our answer, and I am addressing these

remarks strictly to the matter of pleading.

There are some comments made by the Trial Ex-

animer on the first day of this hearing relating to

the matter in respondent's answer on the fifth page

thereof, under the heading ^ further Grounds of

Defense".

I am not sure that I understood the intended

purport of [227] those remarks, where reference

was made by the Trial Examiner in that connection

to what was referred to as the St. Petersburg Times

publishing case.

I would like to invite attention to the fact that

the case to which reference was made is a case that

was determined on the basis of the National Labor

Relations Act prior to the amendment of the Labor

Management Relations Act of 1947. And the differ-

ence there is that prior to those amendments there

was no section in the nature of 8 (b) (3) as it now

appears in the statute, and after the amendment the

statute contained such a provision.

The point that respondent is bringing before the

Trial Examiner and the Board in connection with

the defense that I have mentioned is that it is re-

spondent's contention that there was a violation of
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Section 8 (b) (3) on the basis of the actions and

statements of the charging union here in connec-

tion with the activities of the Manpower Availabil-

ity Conference, and that thereby in accordance with

respondent's view the activities which were in con-

nection with that Manpower Availability Confer-

ence were illegal, illegal as being in violation of

Section 8 (b) (3).

Now, I am of the impression that allegations

such as are contained in the answer under the head-

ing that I have mentioned are perhaps unnecessary

and that the contention that I have just mentioned

is available to respondent under the broad denial of

any violation of 8 (a) (1).

Trial Examiner Miller: I would so assume. [228]

Mr. Perkins: But mindful of the rules of the

Board which request at least that respondent state

fully its grounds of defense, that language was in-

serted in respondent's answer in the interest of mak-

ing the answer complete, and in the interest of

prudent pleading. I think it is entirely possible

imder the present statute for there to exist perhaps

simultaneously a violation of Section 8 (a) (5) and

a violation of Section 8 (b) (3). That circumstance

was, of course, impossible under the Act prior to

the amendment. I don't think that there is any

necessary interrelationship as a matter of law be-

tween Section 8 (b) (3) and Section 8 (a) (5), and

we—and our intention and purpose in pleading as

we did was to bring before the Trial Examiner and

the Board the point that within respondent's view

the actions of SPEEA which are of record in this
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case, and will be of record at the comi)letion of the

case, constituted a violation of Section 8 (b) (3),

therefore constituted an illegal act, and we are

mindful of the situation that some writers have

referred to as a conflict in the opinions of the sev-

eral courts of appeal with respect to whether con-

certed activities are to be tested from a standpoint

of protection on the basis of indefensibility or on

the basis of legality. That completes my statement.

I wanted to be assured that the issue we intended

to present is understood by the Trial Examiner.

Trial Examiner Miller: I understand the issue.

Nothing that I said in regard to the respondent

company's grounds of [229] defense to which you

have just addressed yourself was intended in any

way to strike that ground from the case. The de-

fense is entirely available to the respondent and

my remarks which impelled you to make the obser-

vations, were addressed merely to the question of

the manner in which the issue was posed and not

to the substance of the contention. The substance

of the contention is one which may very properly

be called to my attention and to the Board's atten-

tion.

Mr. Perkins : Thank you.

JAMES D. ESARY
a mtness called by and on behalf of the Respond-

ent, being first duly sworn, was examined and testi-

fied as follows:

Direct Examination

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Will you state your name ?
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A. James D. Esary.

Q. And what is your present occupation, Mr.

Esary?

A. I am labor relations manager, Boeing Air-

plane Company.

Q. And you have been employed by Boeing Air-

plane Company how long?

A. Approximately seven and a half years.

Q. And you have been in the Boeing Airplane

Company labor relations division ever since that

time? A. I have.

Mr. Perkins : With the Trial Examiner's permis-

sion I am going to refer to it as Boeing. [230]

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : And you were so em-

ployed prior to the time that SPEEA was certified

as a collective bargaining agent at Boeing?

A. That is correct.

Q. In what year was SPEEA so certified?

A. 1946.

Q. And the certification that you refer to was

pursuant to a consent election?

A. That is right.

Q. Will you describe in a general way the unit

then represented by SPEEA and the changes in the

unit that have taken place since?

A. Well, originally the unit consisted of the en-

gineering department of Boeing. Later, through a

series of consent elections, they took over the tool-

ing engineers, the chemists, the statisticians, and
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there may be other small groups. I don't remember

at the moment.

Q. And you are familiar with the bargaining

negotiations that have taken place since the original

certification ? A. I am.

Q. And you participated in all of those negotia-

tions ?

A. Yes, I did. I might have missed a meeting

once in a while.

Trial Examiner Miller: Just in order that the

record may be clear, since the pleadings indicate

that Boeing has plants [231] both in Seattle and

in

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I was going to ex-

plore that with another witness. I have previously

assured the Trial Examiner that I would.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Previous to 1952 the ne-

gotiations each year, including and after the year

of original certification, resulted in the consumma-

tion of a collective bargaining agreement between

the parties? A. That is right.

Q. Have there been any work stoppages during

that period?

A. There have not as far as SPEEA is con-

cerned.

Q. To your knowledge, the relationship between

the parties has otherwise been an amicable rela

tionship during that period?

A. I would say they have.

Q. What was the date that the old contract went
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out of existence ? I am referring to the contract that

was in effect for a portion of the year of 1952.

A. That would be in August, 1953, August 21, I

believe.

Q. 1952, you mean?

A. 1952, yes. Excuse me.

Q. Except for the increase of March 12, 1953,

the conditions of the old contract have continued

since the date of its consummation and down to the

present time? A. That is right. [232]

Q. Can you tell us the approximate number of

employees in the collective bargaining unit repre-

sented by SPEEA at the Seattle Division of the

Boeing Airplane Company?

A. Approximately 3500.

Q. This was true also, approximately, during the

period of the 1952 negotiations and down to the

present time?

A. Yes.

Q. Did the company regularly receive from

SPEEA the SPEEA newsletters and newspapers?

A. Yes, we did.

Q. This was a matter of regular practice be-

tween the parties? A. That is right.

Q. As to the increase of March 12, 1953, this

increase was mentioned in correspondence between

the company and SPEEA in the period prior to

the date of the increase? A. Yes, it was.

Mr. Perkins : I would like to have these marked

for identification as Respondent's Exhibit 1 through

21, inclusive.
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(Thereupon the documents above referred to

were marked Respondent's Exhibits 1 through

21, inchisive, for identification.)

Mr. Perkins : I am willing to lay the foundation

and offer these separately, or permit General Coun-

seFs representatives to examine all the exhibits at

the present time and make my offer an inclusive

offer or collective offer, w^hichever is preferred or

indicated by the General Counsel. [233]

Mr. Tillman: We can probably stipulate to the

identity of most of them by looking at them.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Mr. Weil: General Counsel is willing to stipu-

late that these letters were sent and received as in-

dicated.

Mr. Perkins : May I identify them in the record

first?

Trial Examiner Miller: Surely.

Mr. Perkins: I think it would expedite it if I

was to identify these letters on the record as to

the writer and the addressee and as to the date, and

as to any other characterizations that are generally

indicative of the letter. If General Counsel is agree-

able to that procedure, I think it might expedite it

instead of having the witness testify.

Trial Examiner Miller: I think T prefer it that

way, inasmuch as there is a stipulation offered that

the letters were sent and received, as their dates
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and salutation would show. I think you can go

ahead on that basis, Mr. Perkins.

Mr. Perkins: Respondent's Exhibit 1 for iden-

tification is a letter from SPEEA to respondent

dated April 2, 1952.

Respondent's Exhibit No. 2 for identification is

a letter from respondent dated April 3, 1952, to

SPEEA.

Respondent's Exhibit 3 for identification, a letter

dated [234] June 27, 1952, from respondent to

SPEEA.

Respondent's Exhibit 4 for identification, a letter

dated July 10, 1952, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's Exhibit 5 for identification, a letter

dated August 25, 1952, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's 6 for identification, a letter dated

July 21, 1952, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's Exhibit No. 7 for identification, a

letter dated July 24, 1952, from respondent to

SPEEA.

Respondent's Exhibit No. 8 for identification, a

letter dated September 3, 1952, from respondent to

SPEEA.
Respondent's Exhibit No. 9 for identification, a

letter dated November 20, 1952, from respondent

to SPEEA.
Respondent's 10 for identification, a letter dated

December 20, 1952, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's 11 for identification, a letter dated

December 26, 1952, from respondent to SPEEA.
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Respondent's 12 for identification, a letter dated

January 5, 1953, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's 13 for identification, a letter dated

January 7, 1953 from resjDondent to SPEEA.
Respondent's 14 for identification, a letter dated

January 29, 1953, a letter from respondent to

SPEEA.
Respondent's 15 for identification, a letter dated

February 6, 1953, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's 16 for identification, a letter dated

February 11, 1953, from respondent to Mr. Charles

Robert Pearson.

Respondent's 17 for identification, a letter dated

March 6, 1953, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's 18 for identification, a letter dated

March 12, 1953, from respondent to SPEEA.
Respondent's 19 for identification, a letter dated

April 8, 1953, from SPEEA to respondent.

Respondent's 20 for identification, a letter dated

April 15, 1953, from respondent to SPEEA.
Respondent's 21 for identification, a letter dated

May 6, 1953, from respondent to SPEEA.
Respondent proposes to stipulate that these let-

ters marked for identification as Respondent's Ex-

hibits 1 through 21 be admitted in evidence, and

that it be further stipulated that the letters were

sent by the party indicated thereon in each case

and were received by the addressee indicated

thereon in each case, and that there will be no ob-

jection made wherein some instances an original is

not the exhibit offered, but rather a copy is offered,
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not as part of the stipulation but as a reservation

on the part of the respondent. This offer is, of

course, subject to the objections previously made

by respondent with respect to the materiality or

relevancy of evidence adduced in General Counsel's

case in chief with respect to the evidence adduced

by General Counsel, said by General Counsel to

bear on [236] the point of the nature of the im-

passe.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Is the stipu-

lation suggested agreeable to the other parties?

Mr. Weil: It is agreeable, except insofar as the

offer which refers to the objections made by re-

spondent yesterday.

Trial Examiner Miller: I take it that as the

offerer, Mr. Perkins is not imposing an objection

to his own offer, that he is merely indicating for

the record that the reason he is offering the counter

line of testimony which was introduced over an

objection.

Mr. Perkins: I am simply saying, in effect, that

there is no intention to waive our previous position

in offering this evidence.

Mr. Weil: Then we will accept the stipulation.

Mr. Cluck: It is agreed.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well, pursuant to

a stipulation which is noted for the record. Re-

spondent's Exhibits 1 through 21, inclusive, will be

received in evidence.
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(The documents heretofore marked Respond-

ent's Exhibits Nos. 1 through 21, inclusive,

were received in evidence.)

[See pages 519-550.]

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : In referring to the let-

ters from the company to SPEEA of December 26,

1952, and January 7, March 2, and March 12, of

1953, and also to the letters from SPEEA to the

company dated January 5, 1953, February 6, 1953,

and March 6, 1953, are those the letters to which

you refer? [237] A. Yes.

Q. The increase that is mentioned in the com-

plaint was in effect March 12, 1953?

A. Yes, that is correct.

Mr. Perkins: Would you mark that for iden-

tification as Respondent's Exhibit 22?

(Thereupon the document above referred to

was marked Respondent's Exhibit No. 22 for

identification.)

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Submitting for your ex-

amination what has been marked for identification

as Respondent's Exhibit 22, will you describe the

exhibit for identification?

A. Well, this was a notice attached to all the

checks that went out to the members of the SPEEA
bargaining unit. The first check, which reflected the

six per cent increase.

Mr. Weil: No objection.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : As I understand your

statement, this notice was attached to every check

that was sent to an employee in the collective bar-
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gaining unit represented by SPEEA, which, re-

ferring to the check, first reflected the increase of

March 12, 1953, to which you previously referred?

A. That is correct.

Q. Such a check and such a notice was sent to

every employee in that unit at that time?

A. That is right.

Mr. Perkins: Respondent offers what has been

marked for [238] identification as Respondent's

Exhibit No. 22.

Trial Examiner Miller: I understood there was

a previous indication that there was no objection.

Mr. Weil: That is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Respondent's

Exhibit 22 will be received.

(The document heretofore marked Respond-

(tfit's Exhibit No. 22 for identification, was re-

ceived in evidence.)

[See page 550.]

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : On the matter of the

increase, and in the period prior to the time that

it was placed in effect, was it discussed in negotia-

tions between the parties in addition to which men-

tion was made in the exchange of correspondence?

A. It was.

Q. As to the amount of the increase, was it less

than the amount of the increase that had been re-

quested by SPEEA? A. It was.

Q. Since Mr. Pearson's discharge and reemploy-

ment, will you briefly describe the situation as to

the contract negotiations between the parties?
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A. Well, there has been one or two negotiation

meetings, and then since the new executive com-

mittee has come into office there have been several

informal meetings by a part of the executive com-

mittee in my office covering various subjects. We
were told by these gentlemen that they were pre-

X)aring a proposal to the company and would re-

quest negotiations at a later date. [239]

Q. What is the situation at the present time?

A. At the present time we received last week

a letter from SPEEA negotiating committee re-

questing meetings. As a matter of fact, they re-

quested a meeting this week. I have informed them

w^e will hold such a meeting as soon as we can

after this hearing is completed.

Q. Mr. Esary, what is the suggestion system?

What is referred to as the suggestion system of the

Seattle Division of the Boeing Airplane Company?

A. Well, we have a system down there where

certain employees may make suggestions to the

company for improvement of, oh, practices or

manufacturing methods, tools, so forth, and if these

suggestions are accepted, monetary awards are

given to the individual to repay him for the value

the company may receive out of such a suggestion.

Q. Does SPEEA participate in the suggestion

system at the present time? A. They do.

Q. How long has that been true?

A. Well, for a long time the so-called non-

exempt SPEEA engineers participated. The ex-

empt engineer was not eligible for participation.
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But during the course of our negotiations SPEEA
requested that the exempt engineers be included,

and that now has been done, they are now eligible

for the suggestion system.

Q. How did that develop? [240]

Trial Examiner Miller: Before we pursue the

matter further, I would like to just clear up one

little side issue for the record.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Since the con-

cept of an exempt classification and non-exempt

classification has now appeared in our record, both

in testimony and in exhibits, would you please

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I will attempt the

statement and determine whether General Coiuisel

is in agreement.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Mr. Perkins : The distinction drawn in referring

to exempt and non-exempt employees is the same

distinction that is drawn in the Fair Labor Stan-

dards Act.

Trial Examiner Miller: Is that the understand-

ing of the General Counsel?

Mr. Weil : I am informed that is fair enough.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. It is so stip-

ulated, then, gentlemen.

Mr. Cluck: Yes, that is substantially correct.

Mr. Weil: Yes.

Trial Examiner Miller: The stipulation is noted

for the record.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : The SPEEA collective
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bargaining unit contains both exempt and non-ex-

empt employees? A. That is right.

Q. Will you tell us, will you describe the de-

velopment that [241] you have just mentioned, how

it came about, and what was done by the company

with respect to placing the so-called suggestion

system in effect? And I wish in that description you

would also identify the approximate time, if you

recall.

A. Well, as I stated, SPEEA during the course

of negotiations requested that the exempt engineers

be included in that suggestion system and be allowed

to participate in monetary awards for suggestion

that they might make. The company considered that

and then we rewrote the management procedure

which covered the suggestion system, and changed

it sufficiently to allow the exempt engineers to be

eligible to participate. That was effected

Q. (Interrupting) Was the action taken, to the

best of your knowledge, in accordance with the

SPEEA request?

A. Yes, it was a result of their request.

Q. What are we talking about in terms of pos-

sible remuneration in connection with the system?

A. Do you mean to an individual?

Q. To an individual, yes.

A. T don't think that there is any limit placed

on the amount. I happen to be familiar with one

case where an individual received something over

$2,000, approximately $2,500, as T remember it, for

one suggestion.
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Q. In the period, immediately after Mr. Pear-

son's discharge, how was the matter of the discharge

handled between the parties [242] as a matter of

negotiation or as a grievance?

A. SPEEA started out making it a matter of

bargaining negotiations. Then shortly after that

time we were informed that they had decided to

take it out of the bargaining classification and

handle it as a grievance.

Q. How were you so informed?

A. We were informed in a negotiation meeting.

Q. By whom, do you recall?

A. Mr. Gardiner, I believe.

Q. About when did that occur, Mr. Esary?

A. I believe it was in the meeting of February 6,

we discussed that and then agreed to have other

conferences on it, which we did, with sub-commit-

tees of SPEEA.
Q. That situation, I am referring to the agree-

ment of the parties to treat this matter as a griev-

ance, remained true up until the time of and sub-

sequent to Mr. Pearson's reemployment?

A. That is correct.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : I believe a

few moments ago, Mr. Esary, you were about to

say what your best recollection was as to when the

extension of the suggestion system to exempt em-

ployees in the SPEEA bargaining unit became ef-

fective.

A. My memory is, Mr. Examiner, it took several

months to rewrite the procedure and so on, and so
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forth, and I believe it was made effective and an-

nounced some time in March of '53.

Trial Examiner Miller: All right. [243]

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : When was company ac-

tion initiated on it?

A. The company action was initiated on it, oh,

at least some three months before.

Q. What is the explanation for the interval of

three months?

A. Well, we have a management procedures

committee down there. Our division recommended

that there people be made eligible for the sugges-

tion system. Another division of the company is

responsible for writing management procedures and

receiving approval of them, and it took them that

length of time to get around to rewriting and get-

ting the necessary approvals and issue it.

Q. I am submitting for your examination Gen-

eral Counsel's Exhibit No. 19, which is a letter

dated April 7 from the company to SPEEA and

it indicates that you are the individual that signed

the letter on behalf of the company. Is that correct?

A. Yes, sir, that is right.

Q. The statement in the last paragraph as of

that letter is as follows : "On March 17 Mr. Pearson

was reemployed pursuant to the offer set forth in

our letter of March 2, quoted above. On its own ini-

tiative the company restored his company service,

sick leave, accumuhited before termination, his ex-

tended vacation eligibility, and ap])lied the six per
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cent increase for time worked retroactively to

July 1, 1952."

Will you explain how the restoration of those

items developed, Mr. Esary?

A. Well, in our conferences with SPEEA re-

garding Mr. Pearson, [244] they were principally

addressed to the position of the parties regarding

Mr. Pearson's actions, and to what would be Mr.

Pearson's status when he returned to the payroll,

in other words, how he would be treated.

Q. Were these items that were mentioned in

the letter important subjects of discussion at these

conferences ?

A. I was coming to that. These items were not

brought up. When Mr. Pearson decided to return

to the payroll, we considered the matter, and having

no animosity towards him, we decided that we

would restore those privileges which he had accu-

mulated prior to his termination, and proceeded to

do so.

Q. You were not present on the occasion of Mr.

Pearson's discharge on January 27, 1953, were you?

A. I was not.

Q. But you are acquainted with the fact that

SPEEA executives immediately thereafter re-

quested bargaining with the company on the mat-

ter? A. I am.

Q. And the company responded by expressing

its willingness to have a meeting on the matter?

A. That is right.
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Q. And you were in attendance at these meet-

ings subsequent to the discharge?

A. I was.

Q. Will you state very briefly the substance of

the discussions [245] and the respective positions

taken l)y the parties in these discussions?

A. SPEEA took the position that Mr. Pearson's

actions and the MAC were proper courses of ac-

tion, ethically correct and they saw no reason why
they shouldn't have proceeded with it. The com-

pany took the diametrically opposite position that

the course of action was not ethical, it was not

proper, that it was not a protected activity. There

was a lot of discussion back and forth, but neither

party was able to convince the other and the posi-

tions were not changed.

Q. How many meetings do you recall in which

this matter was discussed by the parties at which

you were in attendance?

A. I recall three. There was one where the sub-

ject was discussed in a formal negotiation meeting.

There were two other meetings held with, as I say,

sub-committees of SPEEA in Mr. Logan's office, at

one of which Mr. Logan was present and the other

I conducted.

Q. On the subject of the Manpower Availal)ility

Conference, was information communicated to you

by SPEEA as to the responses that SPEEA had

received in reply to the twenty-eight hundred some

odd letters that were sent out over Mr. Pearson's

signature to other employers around the country?
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A. There was.

Q. Who gave the information to you and how

was it communicated?

A. Mr. Gardiner called me on the telephone.

Q. That was approximately when?

A. That was sometime in February of '53.

Q. Will you state the substance of that conver-

sation ?

A. Yes. He told me that they had sent out 2800

or, I believe, approximately 2800 invitations. That

around 100 of them had been returned to them for

lack of proper address and that they had received

12 replies.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : Do you recall

whether this telephone call was before or after the

first meeting which you described as a negotiation

meeting in which the question of Mr. Pearson's dis-

charge was discussed?

A. That I believe was after that meeting.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Mr. Perkins : You may examine.

Cross Examination

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Esary, your position is

labor relations manager, is that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. What are your duties in that position?

A. It is my responsibility to negotiate all union

contracts and administer those contracts, handle

all employee complaints, responsibility for employee
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relations generally, and whatever else comes along

under those broad terms.

Q. In the matter of this wage increase, what

was the purpose, if you can tell us, of the company

instituting that wage increase? [247]

A. The reason that we instituted it?

Q. Yes.

Mr. Perkins: I object to that, Mr. Examiner.

It seems to me that that is even outside the scope

of the Examiner's ruling. I object to it on the

grounds of its materiality and relevancy.

Mr. Weil: Inasmuch as the unilateral wage in-

crease is one of the matters complained of in this

case, I fail to see how the purpose of the company
in the instituting of that unilateral wage increase

could be considered anything but pertinent.

Mr. Perkins: In view of counsel's statement, I

will withdraw the objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

A. The question was, I believe, what was the

purpose of the company instituting that?

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Correct.

A. The reason we instituted the six per cent

was simply that on the basis of national informa-

tion that had come to us from various sources

showing the average hiring in rate of college grad-

uates, we found that we were approximately six

per cent low in our offering, so knowing that the

spring hiring campaign was coming up, our re-

cruiting teams were ready to go out to visit the

colleges, we felt that it was absolutely a business
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necessity to raise our rate by six per cent to be-

come competitive if we were to be able to hire any

of the graduating class or classes, rather, of the

colleges around the country. Of course, it would

[248] be bitterly unfair to hire a new man in at a

rate that was higher than the man you had hired

the month before, so therefore we extended the six

per cent right up the line.

Q. At the same time that you instituted this in-

crease did you institute the increase in overtime?

A. Yes. We put in the so-called Lockheed for-

mula.

Q. Could you explain what the Lockheed for-

mula is? Is there a simple explanation?

A. Yes.

Trial Examiner Miller: Referring to Respond-

ent's 22.

Mr. Weil: Thank you.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Was that increase in over-

time made retroactive?

A. It was made retroactive to January 2, 1953.

Mr. Weil: Mr. Examiner, may we have a short

recess ?

Trial Examiner Miller : Very well, we will recess

for five minutes.

(Short recess.)

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Mr. Perkins: I am under the impression that

my continuing objection as to the line of testimony

on the matter of the nature of the impasse c^ the
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bargaining evidence up to the time of the discliarge

of Mr. Pearson is irrelevant and immaterial, and

by withdrawing my objection I didn't understand

that I was waiving a continuing objection.

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes. [249]

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Esary, you discussed

the suggestion of extension of the suggestion sys-

tem, to these engineers. Can you recall in what

manner this suggestion was brought up by SPEEA ?

A. Well, it was part of a discussion of all the

various conditions that apply at Boeing for engi-

neers. My memory is that SPEEA had made us a

proposal that they be allowed a pool of 20 per cent

of the so-called incentive plan at Boeing to be set

aside for SPEEA engineers. And in their argu-

ments suppoi-ting that they stated that they were

neither iish nor fowl because the supervisors par-

ticipated in the incentive plan and they did not,

and the supervisors were barred from the sugges-

tion system and so were they. They didn't think

they should be barred from both. And after con-

sideration on our part that seemed somewhat reas-

onable that they shouldn't be barred from ])oth,

so we consented to their request, and, as I say, it

took a considerable period to work it out and put

it into effect.

Q. As a matter of fact, what had they asked to

be included in was the incentive plan?

A. They asked for the suggestion system in lieu

of the incentive plan when we were unwilling to

concede to their demands.
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Q. To what demands'?

A. Demands for inclusion, for a 20 per cent

pool, for a 20 per cent portion of the incentive pool

to be set aside for engineers.

Q. You mentioned that you had in mind one in-

dividual whose suggestion netted him a total of

something like $2500. Can you [250] tell me what

the average income to the average employee from

the suggestion plan at Boeing is?

A. I do not have those figures in mind. I don't

know that I have ever known. We tried at one

time at SPEEA's request to come up with an aver-

age figure.

Mr. Perkins: There is no question about the

fact that it is substantially less than that and we

don't intend to convey any other impression.

The Witness: The fact that that was outstand-

ing was the reason that it stays in my mind.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Can you tell me how many
awards are made on an annual basis?

A. How many awards?

Q. Under the suggestion plan.

A. I don't have that information in my mind.

But, of course, it would vary from year to year de-

pending upon the suggestions of what comes up.

Q. Can you tell me, do you have any idea what

the figures were for 1952? A. No, I do not.

Trial Examiner Miller: Before this goes any

further, I think I would like a little explanation to

the record as to the significance that each party at-

taches to this suggestion plan.
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Mr. Perkins: My intention in asking Mr. Esary

a question along that line, Mr. Examiner, was

simply to put in the record [251] for your con-

sideration and the Board's consideration the gen-

eral picture of the relationships, attitudes, and feel-

ings of the parties one towards the other during

the period that we were interested in here down to

the present time. It certainly was not introduced

with the intention of placing what I would consider

undue emphasis on the dollar amount involved in

the particular item under discussion here. I thought

it was part of background material that would be

of interest to you and to the Board. I regarded it

in the same category as the questions that I asked

and the evidence that was introduced relating to the

previous bargaining history.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. For that ]iur-

pose I am satisfied that it is admissible and proper

in the hearing but I raise the question for the

guidance of counsel as to how thoroughly we can

litigate. You can guide yourself accordingly.

Mr. Tillman: I think our concern was whether

it was a demand made by SPEEA and granted by

the company or whether it was a company orig-

inated idea which was put into effect.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Mr. Perkins: I would be willing to have the

witness answer on that one.

Trial Examiner Miller: I don't know l)ut what

our record is already sufficient on that point. I

merely raised the question for the guidance of coun-
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sel. I am not making a ruling nor restricting the

examination in the light of the discussion, if the

[252] subject has been explored as it might fully

be explored, then we can pass on to something else.

Mr. Weil: That is all the cross examination.

Trial Examiner Miller: Mr. Cluck?

Mr. Cluck: I have no questions.

Trial Examiner Miller: Mr. Perkins?

Mr. Perkins: The witness is excused.

Trial Examiner Miller: You may be excused.

(Witness excused.)

Mr. Perkins: Mr. Logan.

A. P. LOGAN
a witness called by and on behalf of the Respondent,

being first duly sworn, was examined and testified

as follows:

Direct Examination

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Your name is Mr. A. F.

Logan ? A. That is right.

Q. And you are presently yice president of Boe-

ing Airplane Company, Seattle Division, in charge

of industrial relations?

A. That is correct.

Q. And you have been in charge of industrial

rolntions of the Seattle Division of the Boeing Air-

plane Company since what date?

A. January 1946.

Q. Inquiry has previously been made here as to

the significance of the Seattle Division, and I would

appreciate your describing the operations of the
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Boeing Airplane Company and the locations [253]

of those operations that are considered to be within

the purview of that term ''Seattle Division".

A. We have in Seattle, first, a corporate head-

quarters of Boeing Airplane Company. In the

Seattle area we have plant one, plant two, and the

Renton plant. We have warehouses scattered all

over King and Pierce Counties, but the three I

have mentioned are the principal manufacturing

operations. At plant two, which is located in Seattle

and King County, it straddles the city limits, is the

headquarters of the corporation, all of the cor-

porate offices and all of the executive offices. That

portion of the Boeing Airplane Company is re-

ferred to as the Seattle Division.

Q. There are two divisions of the Boeing Air-

plane Company? A. That is correct.

Q. It is a single corporation?

A. It is a single corporation.

Q. And the other division referred to is what?^

A. Wichita Division, located in Wichita, Kansas.

Mr. Perkins: I would invite questions from the

Trial Examiner, if the subject, in his opinion,

should be covered more completely.

Trial Examiner Miller: No, I think that is ade-

quate.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : You are familiar with

the discharge of Mr. Pearson on January 27, 1953?

A. Yes. [254]

Q. And you were present at the time of such

discharge and placed such discharge in effect?
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A. Yes.

Q. As I understand it, the later portion of the

conversation that took place on the occasion of Mr.

Pearson's discharge was reduced to stenographic

notes and that is here in evidence as General Coim-

sel's Exhibit 7. Is that correct?

A. I don't know whether it is 7 or not. I haven't

seen it.

Q. I am sorry, Mr. Logan, I should have handed

it to you. A. I know it is here.

Q. Will you read it, please?

A. My answer is yes.

Q. And those transcribed notes that appear in

General Counsel's Exhibit 7, in your opinion cor-

rectly reflect the conversation that took place in the

later part of the conference to which I refer?

A. That is correct.

Q. Will you please give your version of what

took place at that conference and on that occasion

prior to the time that the taking of those steno-

graphic notes began?

A. Mr. Pearson came into my office, at which

time there was present Mr. Soderquist, and I asked

him to sit down and told him I wanted to talk to

him informally, and he sat down, and I told him

I wanted to talk to him about this so-called MAC
and I asked him if it were a fact that he was a

licensed and bonded employment [255] agent. Mr.

Pearson probably at that time very early in this

conversation asked for representatives of SPEEA
to be present. I told him I didn't think that was
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necessary since this was an informal meeting and

I simply wanted to get some information from

him. So I again asked him if he was a licensed

and bonded employment agent. He then started to

write in a loose-leaf memorandum book which he

had with him^ which he had brought in with him

and he wrote at some considerable length, and So-

derquist sat and watched him, and when he had

concluded his writing he read to me what he had

written. And as I recall, that statement which he

read was to the effect that the Manpower Availa-

bility Conference as an activity of SPEEA and his

liarticipation in it was as a part of his duties as

a SPEEA committeeman, and he didn't consider it

was proper for me to question him on that matter,

without considering or accepting the fact that it

was a SPEEA activity. And he may again at that

time have suggested or expressed the desire to have

SPEEA members present. I picked up from my
desk the letter of invitation which had been sent

out to these several employers all over the United

States and asked him if the signature on that letter

was a facsimile of his, and he again started to

write. So we waited and watched him w^rite, maybe
five minutes, it may have been ten, but it was a

considerable time, and we simply sat and let him
finish ^vriting. And he again read his reply to me
and again reiterated a portion of what he had
w^ritten and then he claimed that I was conducting

a [256] personal inquisition against him. I told

him that it was neither personal or an inquisition.
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that I was merely attempting to obtain some facts

from him. At some point about that time, I do not

recall whether he wrote two or three fairly lengthy

answers, I said to him, "If you want a record of

everything you say, which you appear to want, then

let's get a record of everything both of us say." So

then I called in a secretary and directed her to

take notes on the conversation as she heard it from

then on in. Mr. Pearson refused to give me any

information as to the conference or his status with

it

Q. (Interrupting) You are referring to the

Manpower Availability Conference?

A. The Manpower Availability Conference or

his relationship to it, or his participation in it,

and so I told him then

Q. (Interrupting) Was the rest of it transcribed

or are you still referring to the

A. (Interrupting) I believe the rest of it is

transcribed from then on.

Q. Do you want to inspect the exhibit, Mr.

Logan ?

A. I would like to inspect it to see whether the

statement I am about to make is or is not in that

transcript.

Q. I am placing in your hands General Coun-

sel's Exhibit 7.

A. The balance of my statements to him at that

time are contained in the transcript.

Q. Will you briefly give your previous company

practice with [257] respect to termination of in-
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dividuals in the SPEEA unit, as to whether it was

customary for SPEEA officials to be present.

A. It never has been or had been necessary for

SPEEA members to be present.

Q. Had SPEEA ever objected to that practice?

A. Not to my knowledge.

Q. Handing you the undated SPEEA letter to

you which bears a notation indicating that it was

received by the company on 1/23/52, which is Gen-

eral Coimsers Exhibit No. 5, that was the letter in

which SPEEA advised you that it ''had started

and will complete a Manpower Availability Con-

ference". In the fourth paragraph of that letter

it is stated, ''In offering this service to its members,

SPEEA has retained an agency for bringing to-

gether those engineers and companies who may
care to discuss employment possibilities '\ At the

time when you received the letter, did you have any

idea or information as to the identity of the

^'agency" to which reference is therein made?

A. None whatever.

Q. Did you have any basis for connecting such

agency with Mr. Pearson's name?

A. I had never heard of Mr. Pearson at that

time.

Q. When did you first see the foi-m letter en-

titled "Are you in need of additional engineers'',

that bore the facsimile of Mr. Pearson's signature,

which is General Counsel's exhibit No. 4? [258]

A. Oh, it was about the same time. I don't have

a clear recollection of whether it was at the same
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time or within the next two or three days there-

after.

Q. At that time were you aware of the fact

that Mr. Pearson was a Boeing engineer?

A. No, I didn't know anything about him. I

had never heard of him.

Q. After you first saw the form letter entitled,

"Are you in need of additional engineers'', what

did you do vni\\ respect to Mr. Pearson?

A. The only thing I did at that time was to ask,

''Well, who is Pearson?" That is all. I had never

heard of him before.

Q. What transpired in that connection after

that?

A. I was told by a member of the engineering

staff that Pearson was a Boeing engineer.

Q. What did you do then?

A. I said, ^Bring him in here, I want to talk

to him."

Q. What occurred after that?

A. I was told that he was out of the city.

Q. Continue with the events that led up to the

conference at which time his discharge was effected ?

A. I asked where he was and I was told he was

in Los Angeles representing the company in some

technical meeting of some type or other that was

going on down there. So I said, "Send him a wire

and tell him to come back." The wire was sent and

he came [259] back. When he came back he was

brought to my office and that is when the conver-
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sation took place that I have i^reviously testified

about.

Q. You are familiar with the negotiations that

occurred between SPEEA and Boeing during the

1952-53 period? A. Yes, I am.

Q. Had you received information prior to your

first meeting with Mr. Pearson as to the action that

was contemplated by SPEEA in connection with

the Manpower Availability Conference?

A. Yes, I had.

Q. Over what period of time had you received

such information ? A. Several months.

Q. In what form or by what means did you re-

ceive such information?

A. I think I received it principally from the

various bulletins published by SPEEA committees.

I receive a copy of the bulletin published by the

so-called action committee which laid out numbers

of, let us say, contemplated action against the com-

pany, and there were occasionally informal meet-

ings of these various activities that myself and my
staff had with SPEEA members and SPEEA offi-

cers. These references and this information came

in that form over a period of several months.

Q. What was the information that you received

during this period as to the proposed Manpower

Availability Conference, that is, the nature of it,

what it was intended—what its intended [260] ol)-

jectives were, and so forth?

A. Considering all of tlie information which I

received from any source, I merely considered the
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Manpower Availability Conference as another one

of the pressure moves like many others which I

was aware of that SPEEA had in contemplation.

I never considered it anything else but that.

Q. Aside from how you considered it, Mr. Logan,

what did the information indicate as to the objec-

tives of the Mani)ower Availability Conference?

A. It indicated, I should—it is indicated the ob-

jective was to deprive us of the services of a suf-

ficient number of engineers to impair our projects

and thereby bring pressure on us to meet SPEEA
demands.

Q. Was any similar information received by you

during that period that would indicate the nature of

the other types of action that you stated to be as,

I think you characterized them, as other forms of

contemplated actions on the part of SPEEA?
A. Yes, I did. I will not characterize them as, at

least in my belief, contemplated coercive or pres-

sure action.

Mr. Perkins: I ask that that be stricken as im-

material. I just want to know how they characterize

the information received, what their objectives were

and what they were.

The Witness : They were characterized

Mr. Cluck (interrupting) : We object to this ques-

tion, Mr. Examiner, on the grounds that it is hear-

say, and on the further [261] grounds that it relates

to acts apart from the Manpower Availability Con-

ference, whereas, in the answer of respondent

matters relating to the Manpower Availability Con-
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ference are the only ones that are alleged to involve

anything in the nature of unfair action or labor

practice on the part of SPEEA.

A broad question like that invites inquiry into

one of a number of undisclosed acts not referred to

in respondent's answer, and we submit not related

to the issue as to whether or not the Many)ower

Availability Conference is a legally protected, con-

certed activity.

Trial Examiner Miller: Insofar as the objection

relates to the hearsay character of the witness's

possible response, I will make this observation, that

I can see in the general line of examination, and

the form of the question, the possibility that a re-

sponse may be elicited which has both hearsay as-

pects and non-hearsay aspects. I propose to receive

the evidence only in its non-hearsay aspect with

respect to the objection, presented to relevancy and

materiality posed in the light of the pleadings. The

objection is overruled.

Mr. Perkins: May I be heard on the point as to

hearsay, Mr. Examiner, or have you ruled?

Trial Examiner Miller: I have ruled that I

would receive it only insofar as it had a non-hear-

say character. Specifically I have in mind this, that

if the evidence is offered as providing the basis of

subsequent action and a motive for vsubsequent [262]

action, irrespective of the accuracy or truth or as-

serted truth of the matters recited through Mr.

Logan, I will receive the testimony as indicating or
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pro^dding some basis for inference as to the motive

for future action taken.

Mr. Perkins: I understand.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Will you now answer,

Mr. Logan, please?

A. I started to say that these various activities

were characterized in the bulletins emanating from

various SPEEA committees which we read as pres-

sure activities. That was the stated objective set out

on their behalf in some of these various bulletins

that were read.

Q. What were they?

A. Oh, such things as I have mentioned here be-

fore, refusal to punch time clocks, refusal to work

overtime, what has been referred to as spot half-

day strikes, timed by a group or department, the

peculiar coincidence of everyone in the department

having a dental appointment at the same hour on

the same day, others of that nature.

Q. Do you recall any negotiations with SPEEA
on February 6, 1953, where the possibilities of

damage to the company as the result of the Man-

power Availability Conference was discussed?

A. I recall such a discussion. It was about that

time. I don't know whether it was at that precise

meeting or not, but I do recall a discussion in nego-

tiations held about that time.

Q. Will you please state your recollection of the

remarks on [263] that subject that were made at

that time by both parties?

A. Insofar as my remarks were concerned, it
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is my recollection that I stated that these activities,

and particularly the so-called Manpower Availa-

bility Conference, were merely intended to damage

the company to the extent that it would acquiesce

in some or all of the maximum demands of SPEEA.
I simply elaborated my reasoning on that to some

extent and that reasoning simply ran along the lines

that we didn't consider it either ethical or proper

or legal, or, as I recall, I think I maybe said

honest for people to attempt to remain on our pay-

roll while they tried to tear us down.

Q. Do you recall another negotiation meeting

on September 5, 1952, at which possible coercive

action by SPEEA against the company was dis-

cussed ?

A. This is an earlier meeting, I think, than the

one I have been talking about. Let's see if I am
straight on your question.

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Do you recall any nego-

tiation meeting in the fall of 1952 where the matter

of possible damage to the company as a result of

the Manpower Availability Conference was men-

tioned by SPEEA representatives there? I am not

asking you to identify the individual. [264]

A. Yes, there was such a meeting and such com-

ments were made by SPEEA representatives.

Q. Can you give your recollection of the sub-

stance of those remarks?
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A. In substance, the remarks were that it was

possible that MAC might damage Boeing, but only

if and to the extent that Boeing salary scales were

not competitive. That if those scales were found

to be competitive in the opinion of SPEEA, that

no damage would accrue to Boeing. On the con-

trary, if they were found to be noncompetitive that,

yes, material damage could happen to Boeing.

Q. After the conference at which Mr. Pearson

was discharged, as I understand it, the executives

of SPEEA immediately requested a conference

with the company on the matter of Mr. Pearson's

discharge. A. That is correct.

Q. What was your response to that request?

A. I told them we would have such a conference

at their convenience.

Q. That response was conveyed in writing?

A. That is right.

Trial Examiner Miller: At this time we will

recess until 1:15 p.m.

(Whereupon, a recess was taken until 1:15

o'clock p.m.) [265]

After Recess

—

1:15 p.m.

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

A. F. LOGAN
resumed the stand and testified as follows:

Direct Examination— (Continued)

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Inviting your attention
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to Respondent's Exhibit 14, was that the response

to that request to SPEEA? A. Yes.

Q. Did meeting between the parties take place

as a result? A. Yes.

Q. How many meetings occurred, Mr. Logan?

A. I recall three. There may have been another

one.

Q. Were the respective positions of parties dis-

cussed at length in these conferences?

A. They were, yes.

Q. Without going into detail can you state the

substance of the discussion at these conferences?

A. Both parties stated their positions, namely,

the company taking the position that the discharge

of Pearson was proper because it felt that his ac-

tivities of the MAC both improper and illegal,

SPEEA taking the contrary view in all cases. That

was the substance of the discussions.

Q. This may be slightly repetitive, but I will

ask you at the time these first conferences on the

subject of Mr. Pearson's discharge took place, the

results of the Manpower Availability [266] Con-

ference were not known to you?

A. No, they were not.

Q. Or to the company?

A. Xo, T don't think wo had any information

ou it at all, any of us.

Q. How and approximately when did these re-

sults become known to the company?

A. I was informed that Mr. Gardiner had called
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Mr. Esary and given him those results. He in turn

gave them to me.

Q. And some time after that, on or about

March 2, 1953, reemployment was offered to Mr.

Pearson? A. That is correct.

Q. Will you please state the reasons for such

offer?

A. The principal reason for that offer was that

we felt because of communications from and state-

ments made by SPEEA representatives, the dis-

charge of Pearson would tend to impair or impede

the negotiations with SPEEA over a new contract,

and we didn't feel that one individual or his acts

should be permitted to jeopardize the contract af-

fecting so many, and for that reason primarily we

offered re-employment to Pearson to attempt to

remove that one stumbling block from the negotia-

tions and get on with the job.

Q. And the other reasons were those stated in

the company's letter to SPEEA on that subject?

A. That is correct. [267]

Q. Mr. Pearson was later re-employed on or

about March 17 ? A. That is right.

Q. After the possible or potential results of a

course of action along the lines of the Manpower

Availability Conference, I believe Mr. Esary stated

that there were and are about 3,500 engineers in the

bargaining unit represented by SPEEA.

A. That is right.

Q. Also speaking approximately, that was true
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during the fall of 1952 and during the period of

1953 up to date. A. That is right.

Q. Would you say that it is easy or difficult for

Boeing to obtain engineers of the type now em-

ployed in the collective bargaining unit represented

by SPEEA?
A. It is extremely difficult for us to get as many

as we need.

Q. Is it accurate to say that Boeing's situation

during the present period and during the period

of the 1952 negotiations was especially critical in

this respect? A. That is correct.

Q. During this period would you say that the

engineering staff at the Seattle Division of Boeing

was adequate in number or inadequate?

A. It is inadequate, materially so.

Q. What effort has been made during this period

to obtain additional engineers?

A. We have advertised in all effective media,

we have circularized [268] schools, colleges, and

sent out recruiting teams to the principal technical

schools throughout the United States. We have

scanned the major military bases in the country

where appreciable numbers of technicians are em-

ployed in a civilian capacity. We have even gone

so far as to obtain permission on occasion from

commandants to contact some of those people. And,

in fact, we have used every available and legitimate

method that we have been able to find, and wo
still continue to use all of those methods.

Q. Can you describe in a general way the ])ack-
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log of business that existed during this period with

respect to this Seattle Division of Boeing'?

A. The backlog of committed business for the

Seattle Division currently stands at almost an even

billion dollars.

Q. What is the nature of that business?

A. It is heavy bombers, guided missies, gas tur-

bines, and research, and experimental projects

which are classified.

Q. In the light of that backlog of business can

YOU describe in a general way the extent to which

the company must depend upon an adequately

staffed engineering department in order to meet

the obligations of the company in connection with

such backlog of business?

Mr. Tillman: The General Counsel objects. It

seems like we are getting into matters probably

upon which all the parties might w4sh to stipulate.

Trial Examiner Miller: Let's have the stipula-

tion. [269]

Mr. Perkins : I think it might be quicker to put

it in by question and answer and I would prefer

to do it that way.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. I will over-

rule the objection, if it was intended as such.

Mr. Tillman: I will ask that this be a continu-

ing one.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well, continuing

objection is overruled.

Mr. Perkins: What is the nature of the objec-

tion?
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Mr. Tillman: I object to this as immaterial.

Mr. Perkins: And the objection is overruled.

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : In the light of that back-

log, can you describe in a general way the extent to

which the com.pany must depend upon an ade-

quately staffed engineering department in order

to meet the obligations of the company in connec-

lior:! with such backlog of business?

A. All of our projects are technical in nature,

and many of them are highly technical in nature.

We simply would not be able to execute those proj-

ects mthout an adequate engineering staff.

Q. Is this particularly true of the aircraft in-

dustry and, if so, why?

A. It is particularly true of the aircraft indus-

try and certain others, such as the electronics in-

dustry, because aircraft development has attained

the stage now where it, the aircraft itself, is so full

of electronic and related equipment, computing de-

vices, [270] navigational devices, and that soii: of

thing, that the type of construction that went into

a B-17, for instance, is vastly different that what

we are faced with today. The engineering hours

required on a present day airplane are vastly

greater than those required in the beginning of

World War II.

Q. At my request have you made any study of

the effect upon the ability of the Seattle Division

to carry on its operations in the event that the serv-

ices of a substantial number of the company's en-
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gineers were no longer available to the company?

A. Yes.

Q. You are informed as to the approximate

number of letters sent out to other firms over Mr.

Pearson's signature soliciting the attendance of

representatives of these firms at a Manpower Avail-

ability Conference in Seattle? That was for the

purpose of offering employment to company engi-

neers? A. I have been so informed.

Q. Assuming that a substantial number of Boe-

ing engineers in the SPEEA imit, say 500 were to

leave the employ of Boeing at the same time, or

within a short period, have you an opinion as to

the effect that such a development would have upon

the operations of the company's Seattle Division?

A. I believe I can state that probable effect in

two ways. One, in its impact upon the projects

themselves, depending on the number of engineers

who left and the rate at which they left. We would

have to close down one project after another so

long as [271] the exodus continued. Such a proce-

dure on our part would be reflected in the losses

of millions of dollars worth of business. How many
I wouldn't attempt to estimate, because it all de-

pends upon how many engineers left and how long

it took us to reorganize and either get those projects

which we had closed moving again, or obtain new
projects for those which had been abandoned, or

cancelled by the Air Porce.

Q. Would such a loss of personnel be considered

by you to be one of short duration and one easily
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remedied, or would you say that it would be more

of an irreparable nature?

A. I would say that it might take us several

years to recover from such a blow.

Q. Can you make any estimated approximation

in dollars as to the cost to the company of the result

of the situation that I have referred to here?

Mr. Cluck: I object to that question as going

far afield, estimating problematical damages occur-

ring from the loss of undisclosed number of em-

ployees, if they lost them.

Mr. Perkins: I am just questioning him.

Mr. Cluck: It is a speculative thing at the very

best.

Mr. Perkins: I am just asking him if he could

make an approximation, Mr. Examiner.

Trial Examiner Miller: I will permit the pend-

ing question to be asked, and if an approxima-

tion

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : May I suggest that

we just [272] deal with this question, please?

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Can you make an esti-

mated approximation in dollars as to the cost to the

company of such a result?

A. Only what I said before. It would be in the

millions and probably would be many rather than

a few.

Q. And, therefore, impossible of approximation.

A. I don't think that we could approximate it,

])ased upon the premise of what is going on now.
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Q. You are familiar with the increase that was

made in effect as to the employees, the unit repre-

sented by SPEEA, on or about March 12, 1953?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. You participated in a company decision that

led to making such increase effective?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Was the increase greater or less than the in-

crease demanded by SPEEA ? A. It was less.

Q. There are in evidence the letters that were

sent by the company to SPEEA that related to the

increase and the discussions that took place with

SPEEA representatives on the matter of the in-

crease prior to its being placed in effect. In addition

to these letters and these discussions, did you have

a discussion with Mr. Gardiner on the matter pre-

vious to placing the increase [273] in effect?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Mr. Gardiner was the SPEEA executive

chairman at the time? A. That is right.

Q. To the best of your information that is the

top executive office of SPEEA? A. Yes.

Q. When did this conversation take place, ap-

proximately ?

A. It was on or about the 22nd of January.

Q. It was a telephone conversation?

A. Yes, it was a telephone conversation.

Q. Can you recall the substance of that conver-

sation, and, if so, please state it.

A. I asked Mr. Gardiner after having called

him, first I called him up, and asked him if he
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would reconsider the previous refusal to join the

company in making an application to the then

Wage Stabilization Board, to place this six per cent

in effect. We discussed the matter at some length

and, at least three times during that conversation

I urged Mr. Gardiner to reconsider, but I was not

successful in convincing him that he should do so,

and so, after a thorough discussion of it, in which

I went so far as to even say that we would sit

back and sit on our hands while SPEEA took any

credit that might accrue as merely a partial pay-

ment on their demands, and I again assured him

that there was no effort on our part to embarrass

SPEEA or impede the negotiations. [274] His an-

swer remained to the negative and so that was the

substance and the end of the conversation.

Q. What was the reason for the company mak-

ing this increase when it did?

A. Our recruiting campaigns, particularly in

the technical schools and colleges in the fall of

1951, and in the spring of 1952, and again in the

fall of 1953, were showing progressively worse

results as far as our ability to obtain any of these

new graduates was concerned. When we got up to

late '53, the results were so bad that the manage-

ment of the engineering division repeatedly came

to me and wanted relief with respect to our hiring

rates because they stated that they had received

from the college placement bureaus themselves the

offers that were made by other companies and we
were not able to meet those offers.
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Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : You speak

of this as having occurred in late '53?

A. Let's just back away one year on all those

dates. How would that be?

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : When you referred pre-

viously to 1953, did you mean 1952?

A. I was about to say if we back away about

one year from all those dates, I will stick to my
testimony.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

The Witness: In the fall campaign of '52 then,

and as they were getting ready to get into the field,

in the spring of this [275] year they had had such

bad results in the fall of '52, and such poor pros-

pects of any real results in '53, that they became

finally very insistent that my office do something

about this, because wages and salary controls were

under my jurisdiction within the company, and they

were not at liberty to make these changes them-

selves, and so they presented some pretty blunt

studies and recommendations to me which con-

vinced me that if we were to receive any reason-

able returns from these recruiting efforts we had

to adjust that wage, and that is the reason why we

decided to do it. And that is also the reason why
we decided to do it at that time, because I had

been told by the engineering management that if

they didn't get relief they might as well save the

money that the recruiting campaign cost and not

send people out.

Q. Will you state the occurrences during the
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fall of 1952, and if applicable, the early part of

1953, as to increases placed in effect by other air-

craft companies on the Pacific coast?

A. There were some adjustments made by three

other companies in the winter of '52-'53 and we

felt the effect of the first one of those adjustments

almost immediately. The Douglas Aircraft Com-

pany

Mr. Tillman (interrupting) : I object again at

this point. We are getting into another field. It is

quite immaterial as to what other companies did in

in the way of increasing wages.

Mr. Holman: I don't think we are at all, Mr.

Examiner. It is rather a competitive idea. [276]

Trial Examiner Miller: I confess that while I

can see the relevancy of what other companies did

as influencing a decision by Boeing, I confess that

the degree of relevancy begins to get a little bit

remote if the evidence sustains, will warrant a con-

clusion that Boeing did something because of a

certain state of affairs affecting Boeing, the fact

that certain other factors may have been in the

situation if they involve this question of what othcu*

companies did specifically, it seems to me
Mr. Perkins (internipting) : The intention of

the proof here is to show that this is another factor

that entered in timing and consideration of the

company in placing the increase in effect when it

did.

Trial Examiner Miller: I will permit the ques-

tion.
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Mr. Perkins : It seems to me it bears directly on

the motivation of the respondent.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. I will permit

the examination.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Will you state the names

of the companies that placed in effect increases in

this period? A. Douglas, Lockheed, Convair.

Q. Haye you any approximate idea as to when

those increases were placed in effect?

A. Approximately, Douglas at about the end of

the vear, the end of 1952.

Q. Did those increases enter into your determin-

ations and [277] considerations in connection with

the company decision to place in effect the increase

of March 12, 1953? A. Yes, they did.

Q. Will you tell us, then, the extent to which

those increases were taken into consideration and

why it was felt by the company that those increases

were of importance in connection with the decision

to place the March 12 increase in effect?

A. Well, by the end of the fall campaign of '52

the company wasn't merely feeling that this lack of

competitive position—we knew then, we had def-

inite conclusive proof in the fall campaign that we
weren't going to get recruits from the colleges un-

less we did something about the hiring in rate, and

then later in the year, it was about the end of the

year, Douglas made its adjustment, and sometime

in February the other two companies made their

adjustment of a like amount, and by that time I

had to agree with the engineering management that
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if we didn't make an adjustment we might as well

not send out recruiting parties.

Q. Those companies are regarded as competitive

with respect to the availability of engineers of the

types in the unit represented by SPEEA?
A. They are, in that we all hire exactly the same

types of engineers, utilize them.

Q. And those considerations influenced and af-

fected your decision with respect to the March 12

increase? A. Yes, materially. [278]

Mr. Perkins : Mr. Examiner, I am about to take

up the matter of the so-called gentleman's agree-

ment, and in doing it it is not my intention to

waive my position taken previously with respect

to this subject.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well, it is so un-

derstood.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Submitting for your ex-

amination General Counsel's Exhibit 10, which is

a letter dated October 13, from the company to

SPEEA, bearing your signature, and being ad-

dressed to Mr. Gardiner as chairman of the Exec-

utive Committee, which letter relates, to the so-

called "gentleman's agreement", does that letter

correctly reflect your concept of the so-called "gen-

tleman's agreement"? A. Yes, it does.

Q. How long has there been an arrangement of

the type that you describe in the letter that we have

just mentioned?

A. I think that particular arrangement goes
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back about three years, or about two and a half

years, something like that.

Q. Is there any particular reason why, or ex-

planation for, the approximate date when the ar-

rangement came into existence?

A. Yes, there is, let us say, reasoning behind its

having come into being at approximately that date.

Q. Will you state that reasoning, please?

A. During World War II we had what was re-

ferred to as the Manpower Control. It was very

loosely administered but it did prevent people from

jumping from job to job. And, of course, at [279]

the close of the war, why, that regulation and re-

quirement ceased to exist, and we had no particular

difficulty in the period immediately after World

War II, for the year or so later when the various

companies started to rebuild their forces or build

them higher from the level maintained after World

War II, we found a lot of companies bidding

against a present employer and trying to buy them

away. And I say "buy" literally, because some of

those offers were pretty fantastic. And we started

at about a year and a half after the World War II

where we had been dealing with companies, and

where we knew each other, to call each other on the

telephone or write each other a letter to say that,

"Your employee, John Doe, wants to go to work

for us. Do you have any objections?" That became

a rather prevalent practice, not only among the air-

craft companies but other companies, as I say,

where we knew people and where we had dealt with
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them. And after, I think it was about three years

or a little over three years ago, we finally decided

that because there still remained a good many com-

panies that did not adhere to that practice and

new companies starting up, which never had been

in existence before, and were going out to obtain

an engineer force by any means, at any price, that

we better have a meeting of minds in some way or

other on this question of pirating, as we called it.

So there was some meetings held among AIA com-

panies, some of them attended by representatives

from companies not a part of AIA, and finally we
arrived at a resolution which states the concensus

of opinion [280] and belief of those representatives.

In fact, when we were working that out we even

went so far as to give consideration to a negative

resolution condemning the practice of pirating. We
never quite finished that. We got the positive one

stating the concensus of opinion was equally effec-

tive, so a resolution was drafted and it was ap-

proved by the companies. That is the only official

action that has ever been taken by AIA or any of

its affiliated companies. It is a statement of prin-

ciple or policy and there never has been an agree-

ment, never has been a contract. Nearly all com-

panies administer it differently to some respect,

some greater or less respect.

Q. That is getting a little beyond the scope of

my question, Mr. Logan. I will bring that out in a

minute. To what extent is Boeing Airplane Com-
pany a ^^one customer" operation?
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A. About 99.44.

Q. Who is that customer?

A. The United States Government.

Q. What branch in particular?

A. The United States Air Force. We also do

work for the navy.

Q. To what extent and in what manner does the

policy of the Air Force relating to salaries, wages

and hiring practice affect or bear upon the com-

pany's business?

A. It bears very materially and very directly,

because if we pursue policies that they do not ap-

prove, they simply reimburse us for the monies we

may spend in pursuance of such policies. [281]

Q. Has the Air Force ever expressed any policy

on the subject of what is referred to as labor pirat-

ing? A. Yes, it has.

Q. You are familiar with the term ^^labor pirat-

ing" as used in industrial circles, Mr. Logan?

A. Yes, I am.

Q. For the record will you tell us what is meant

generally by the term?

A. It is meant, the practice of any employer

making advances to the employees of another, or

responding to advances made by employees of an-

other with offers of employment without permit-

ting the employer to know what is going on. Pirat-

ing means to us what you do behind the signboard

or behind the bar. Don't let the man know. Steal

them if you can. Buy them if you can't steal them.

That is pirating as we understand it.
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Q. Has the Air Force ever given Boeing a writ-

ten statement of policy on this subject?

A. Yes, it has.

Mr. Perkins: Will you mark this Respondent's

Exhibit No. 23?

(Thereupon the document above referred to

was marked Respondent's Exhibit No. 23 for

identification.)

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Presenting to you what

has been marked for identification as Respondent's

Exhibit No. 23, is that the written expression of

policy to which you referred?

Mr. Weil: Mr. Examiner, I would like to object

to this line [282] of questioning. I don't see what

it has to do with the issues.

Trial Examiner Miller: The objection is over-

ruled.

A. Yes, that it is.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : This was received by

the company through certain channels of the Air

Force? A. That is correct.

Q. You have every reason to believe that it is

the statement of the Air Force and no reason to

believe to the contrary? A. That is correct.

Mr. Perkins: Respondent offers what has been

marked for identification as Respondent's Exhibit

No. 23.

Trial Examiner Miller: Is there any objection?

Mr. Tillman: General Counsel objects on the

ground that the document is wholly immaterial to

any issue in the proceeding. I would like to state
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in that regard that the whys and wherefores of

the origin of AIA are immaterial. All we are in-

terested in, if at all, is the existence of AIA.

Trial Examiner Miller: May I see the exhibit?

Mr. Perkins: Yes, sir.

Trial Examiner Miller: The objection is over-

ruled.

Respondent's Exhibit 23 will be received.

(The document heretofore marked Respond-

ent's Exhibit No. 23 for identification, was re-

ceived in evidence.)

[See page 551.]

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : And to your knowledge,

the policy expressed in Respondent's Exhibit 23

had never been retracted? [283]

A. It has not been retracted.

Q. And that is true as of the present time ?

A. That is correct.

Q. Mr. Logan, again on this matter of the so-

called "gentleman's agreement", is Boeing con-

tractually obligated in any way, to your knowledge,

to refrain from hiring engineers from other com-

panies, either in the aircraft industries association

or out of it? A. No, we are not.

Q. And by contractual obligation I am referring

both to anything in writing or anything oral.

A. We are not.

Mr. Perkins : I am not sure that the record dis-

closes what is meant by the aircraft industries asso-

ciation.

Trial Examiner Miller: No, I don't believe it
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does. I have some personal knowledge of it, but if

you would like to have it spread on the record very

briefly, why, we can.

Mr. Perkins: It seems to me that the discussion

of a gentleman's agreement is hardly intelligible

unless we do.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : For the record, Mr.

Logan, will you tell us very briefly what the air-

craft industries association is?

A. It is a trade association, the membership of

which consists of aircraft manufacturers, aircraft

engine manufacturers, and aircraft accessory man-

ufacturers. [284]

Q. Without going into the names of various

members, can you give us approximately the num-

ber of companies that are included in this asso-

ciation?

A. Approximately eighty at this time.

Q. What is the practice of Boeing with respect

to applications that come to Boeing from the em-

ployees who are at the time employees of other

companies, which applications seek employment

with Boeing and which applications are from per-

sonnel that would, if hired by Boeing, become

members of the SPEEA bargaining unit?

A. We first acknowledge such applications and

ask them if they have any objection if we contact

their employer with respect to their work record

there. That is the first thing we do.

Q. That would be true as to employees of com-
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panies outside of the AIA as well as companies that

are members of the AIA.

A. That is correct, because that is our universal

practice, you might say.

Q. Assuming that in such a circumstance the

employee replies to Boeing and says, in effect, "I

have determined that I do not want you to contact

my present employer", what is the practice of Boe-

ing with respect to a reply in that circumstance?

A. We then reply to that statement on his part

by telling him in effect, that if he doesn't want us

to check his work record with his employer we
have no interest in discussing possible employment

with him.

Q. How long has that been the practice of Boe-

ing? [285]

A. Oh, that has been the practice of Boeing for

about 25 years.

Q. And that is prior to the time that the AIA
came into existence? A. Yes.

Q. Approximately what time did the AIA come

into existence, if you know?

A. I don't believe I can tell you.

Q. But you are quite sure of the accuracy of

your previous answer?

A. I am quite sure of that, yes.

Q. Assuming in such circumstance that such

applicant replies to Boeing and says, in effect, "I

give you my approval to contact my current em-

ployer". What is the Boeing practice then?

A. We then call the employer and tell him that
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the subject employee has contacted us and asks

permission to negotiate with that employee for a

job at Boeing.

Q. If that company at that time states to you

that it would prefer that you do not negotiate or

deal with that employee, or if that company refuses

to permit you to negotiate with the employee, what

is the Boeing practice?

A. The Boeing practice is not to conduct any

further negotiations with the employee.

Q. And if that other employer replies back and

gives its approval to your negotiations with such

employee, what is the Boeing practice then? [286]

A. We then obtain from the employer the in-

formation that we want with respect to this person's

work record, the type of work he has been doing,

and the employer's estimate of the quality of that

work, and then we make an employment offer to

that indi^ddual based on the information we obtain

about his work records and his experience.

Q. Do you conduct such negotiations as you

deem advisable with the individual that is making

the application?

A. That is correct. His employer doesn't appear

any further in the negotiations.

Q. In the converse of the situation where the

employee who is then employed by another com-

pany makes application to Boeing for a position

identified with the SPEEA bargaining unit, what

is the company practice as to the nature of the

reply given to an employee?
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A. You lost me along there somewhere. Let's

hear that again.

Q. Strike the question and I will attempt to

rephrase it. Let's assume that an employee of Boe-

ing makes application to another company for em-

ployment, and I am speaking about employees of

the type that are in the SPEEA bargaining unit,

and such other employer then writes to Boeing or

telephones to Boeing, or otherwise corresponds with

Boeing and says, "So and so, the applicant, has

contacted us for employment". What is the Boeing

practice at that point?

A. We do two things. The first thing we do is

contact the employee and see if we can find out why
he wants to leave our [287] employ. If his response

encompasses something that we can change or cor-

rect, we do so, and retain him in our employ.

Q. In such circumstance if you are unable to

satisfy the individual or otherwise able to work out

the situation, what is the Boeing practice then?

A. We then tell the other employer to go ahead

and negotiate with him.

Q. How long has that practice been in effect?

A. As far back as our records go, many years.

Q. To your knowledge has there ever been an

occasion at any time when Boeing has refused to

permit one of its engineers to negotiate secretly

with another company after first having contacted

the man and having discussed the matter with him ?

A. There never has been such an occasion, to

my knowledge.
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Q. Is your position such that you would be apt

to know if any such refusal on the part of Boeing

would occur? A. Yes, that is right.

Q. And this policy is well known to those mem-

l}ers of the Boeing staff that handle engineering

personnel matters? A. That is right

Q. After an employee of the Seattle Division

of Boeing has contacted another employer and you

have had an opportunity to contact him, and have

not been successful in working out the matter with

him, and he continues to desire employment with

the other employer, is he then terminated by Boe-

ing? [288] A. No.

Q. Is there any restriction or limitation placed

by Boeing on his further negotiations with such

other employer? A. None whatever.

Q. And those negotiations may be conducted se-

cretly as far as Boeing is concerned?

A. That is right.

Mr. Perkins : Respondent rests.

Trial Examiner Miller: At this time we will re-

cess for five minutes.

(Short recess.) [289]

Trial Examiner Miller: The hearing will be in

order.

Cross Examination

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Logan, I would like to

recall to you the conferences that were held after

Mr. Pearson's discharge, that concerned Mr. Pear-

son's discharge, that would be the meeting of Feb-

ruary 9, I believe, on Monday morning, in which
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you and others met with Mr. Gardiner, Mr. Hend-

ricks and Mr. Pearson. Do you recall that meeting?

A. Yes, I do.

Q. Do you recall stating at that meeting that the

MAC was embarrassing the company by publicizing

the labor dispute? A. I recall

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : I object to that. I

don't see the relevancy of that here. If it is an at-

tempt to bring in the issue of publicizing a labor

dispute, I think it is not the proper time, and I

think it is beyond the issues in this case.

Mr. Weil: The witness testified on direct exam-

ination about the matters that took place at these

meetings. I feel that if these other matters took

place at these meetings that they are proper cross

examination.

Trial Examiner Miller: Would you read the

question to me again?

(Question read.)

Trial Examiner Miller: Objection overruled.

A. I recall making the statement in that meet-

ing that the [290] publicity attendant upon making

out the many invitations would without question

embarrass the company and possibly damage it. I

do not remember tying that statement in any way
with the publicizing of the existence of a labor

dispute.

Q. Do you recall making any statement to the

effect that the company has received a large number
of letters concerning the MAC and it was feared
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that many engineers would be influenced against

employment there as a result of the MAC?
A. I made no such statement at that meeting.

Q. Did you make any similar statement, or

statement to a similar effect?

A. Are you asking me for my statement?

Q. Yes, if you made a statement of that type.

A. I made a statement that the company had

received several inquiries regarding MAC.
Q. Did you at the time you made that statement

show the individuals present, Mr. Gardiner and

Mr. Hendricks and Mr. Pearson, a sheaf of letters

you indicated were those inquiries that you had

received? A. I did not.

Q. Did you show them a sheaf of letters at that

time

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : What is the mate-

riality here?

Mr. Tillman: We can put it in on credibility

alone, Mr. Perkins.

Mr. Perkins : Are you attempting to impeach the

witness, is [291] that it?

Mr. Tillman: We have some information that

Mr. Logan did do that. He is denying it.

Mr. Perkins : It seems to me that there is a rule

on impeachment on a collateral matter.

Mr. Weil: I don't feel that that is a collateral

matter. And apparently the main objection of the

company to the MAC was the possibilities of dam-
age to the company by the working out of MAC
as it was planned. The matter about which I am
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asking was a matter concerning that damage to the

company, concerning the company's fear of that

damage, and the possibility that it exists, and I

don't see that it is immaterial.

Trial Examiner Miller: I will overrule the ob-

jection.

Q. (By Trial Examiner Miller) : The pending

question is whether you had or showed to any of

these individuals during the course of this conver-

sation a sheaf of letters. A. I did not.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : You stated in your direct

testimony, Mr. Logan, that you learned that adjust-

ments were made by other companies, including

Douglas, Lockheed and Convair, Douglas late in

December or near the end of the year, and the other

two companies in February. Can you tell me what

was the amount of the adjustments that those com-

panies made?

A. I was told that it was 6 per cent.

Q. On each case? [292]

A. Yes, in all three cases.

Q. Was it your intention to follow those adjust-

ments by a similar adjustment then?

A. No. We had determined on the amount of our

adjustment months earlier than that. We weren't

following. We apparently were leading, as far as

I know, if there was any relationship at all.

Q. On direct examination concerning the gentle-

man's agreement, Mr. Logan, you stated that the

diverse companies met and worked out this reso-
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liition. When was that meeting? When did that

meeting take place?

A. I don't know. Three and one half years ago,

I could dig it out of the record.

Q. Were you present at the meeting?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you represent the Boeing Airplane Com-

pany? A. Yes, I did.

Q. What was the text of that agreement?

A. Well, in the first place, there wasn't any

agreement.

Q. That resolution?

A. I don't think I can tell you. I don't remember

the precise wording of it after this length of time.

Q. Do you have any records from which you can

take that?

A. I might be able to. I wouldn't even be posi-

tive in that.

Mr. Perkins: I think I have it right here. [293]

The Witness: That is fine.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Logan, I am handing

you this letter which your counsel furnished me.

The paragraphs numbered one and two are the sub-

stance of that resolution?

A. Yes, that is the substance of it.

Q. Would you read that into the record, please ?

Trial Examiner Miller: You are asking that be

done in lieu of the actual physical submission of

the document as an exhibit?

Mr. Weil: Just those two paragraphs.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.
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Mr. Perkins: I must object to this again, Mr.

Examiner, on the ground of materiality and rele-

vancy, and mindful of your statement that if some-

thing particularly came along that it would be ap-

propriate to invite it to your attention, it seems to

me that if there is any issue on this point at all

which I question, that there is no multiple employer

imit involved in this case, and the matters that are

important to the Trial Examiner and to the Board

are the acts and the practices of the respondent

hereir involved. And I, therefore, on that ground

challenge the materiality of evidence of this type.

I think it is highly prejudicial as possibly indicat-

ing some ather kind of a practice on the part of

the respondent than is reflected by the evidence

here.

Trial Examiner Miller: Since the immediate

problem is [294] whether or not the particular

paragraphs should be read into the record, and since

I am unable to evaluate the objection without look-

ing at the paragraphs, I will ask to have an oppor-

tunity in that respect.

Mr. Cluck: On direct examination this specific

meeting on this specific resolution was referred to,

so that counsel has already made his choice as to

the prejudicial or non-prejudicial nature of the

reference.

On cross the question is simply as to the time

and place where the resolution was adopted, and
then what the results of it were. The witness al-

ready has indicated that this letter embodies the
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terms of the resolution, so, in effect, it simply

makes explicit the general reference to the resolu-

tion already referred to on direct examination.

Trial Examiner Miller: I did indicate at an

earlier point in the proceeding that what then ap-

peared to me to be relevant was the interpretation

based upon the so-called "gentleman's agreement"

by the Boeing Aircraft Company as bearing upon

its motivation for taking certain action with respect

to Mr. Pearson and the MAC. And I believe the

record will show that I made some remarks at the

time to the effect that precise proof as to what the

agreement, if there was any, consisted of, would

not necessarily be material since the evidentiary

factor would be what Boeing believed to be involved

as bearing upon its motivation. [295]

Mr. Cluck: May I add two related points di-

rectly to what the Examiner has said?

First, the prior ruling was made upon the objec-

tion made by respondent to General Counsel's ef-

forts to get the contents of the agreement, or at

least the manner in which Boeing reacted to the

subject-matter, into evidence.

Now, however, the issue is presented differently,

because respondent himself has opened this subject

up on direct examination of his own witness, and,

therefore, we are confronted with the different

question as to whether it isn't proper cross exam-

ination for us to have the contents of the resolu-

tion referred to on direct examination.
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Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Let the record show that during the period of

the off-the-record discussion there was extensive

discussion of the Trial Examiner's previous re-

marks and ruling on the General Counsers line of

examination dealing with the so-called ^^gentle-

man's agreement", and the position of each of the

parties involved with respect to examination along

that line. The Trial Examiner has taken cognizance

of the arguments presented by counsel before we

went off-the-record, and during the period of dis-

cussion off the record, with respect to their respec-

tive positions on the matter now in issue, namely,

the specific quotation from the [296] letter identi-

fied by the witness. I am satisfied on the basis of

the matter appearing in the record, and the entire

state of the record up to this point, that the objec-

tion should be overruled.

The Witness: Paragraph one: ^^Advertising for

employees in cities where member companies are

located elsewhere unless the member company or

companies located in the particular city so agree."

Paragraph two: "Offering employment to em-

ployees working for other member companies unless

meml>er company where applicant is currently em-

ployed so agrees. This applies to offers made either

directly or through sub-contracting companies or

employment agencies."

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Would you read the intro-
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diictoiy two lines that preceded those two para-

graphs ?

A. ^^There is no middle ground that will cure

this problem. Pirating must be discouraged and to

that end the following practices are condemned' '.

Q. Mr. Logan, has it been the practice of the

Boeing Airplane Company to conform its policy to

that policy as set out in that resolution?

A. Having had my most recent look at that reso-

lution, I will frankly tell you I don't know what

paragraph one means, so I can't answer your ques-

tion.

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record. [297]

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Let me rephrase that ques-

tion. Has it been the policy of the Boeing Airplane

Company to conform its practice to that policy as

set forth in paragraph two of the resolution?

Mr. Perkins: I believe the witness has already

testified as to the practice of the company.

Trial Examiner Miller: I will permit the ques-

tion to stand.

A. Yes, that is our policy.

Q. (By Mr. Weil) : Mr. Logan, I am handing

you Respondent's Exhibit No. 23, which is the Air

Force letter to which you referred earlier. Is it the

practice of the Boeing Airplane Company to con-

form its policy to all five of the recommendations

set forth therein?
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A. Yes, it is our policy to subscribe to all of

those items.

Q. I don't seem to have asked you what the

place was at which that AIA meeting took place.

Where was that meeting held?

A. In Los Angeles, California.

Mr. Weil: That is all.

Trial Examiner Miller: Mr. Cluck?

Mr. Cluck: No questions.

Mr. Perkins: No questions.

Trial Examiner Miller: You may be excused.

(Witness excused.)

Trial Examiner Miller: Does the respondent

have any further witnesses?

Mr. Perkins: No.

Trial Examiner Miller : Is there any rebuttal on

behalf of the General Counsel?

Mr. Weil : May we have a 5-minute recess ?

Trial Examiner Miller: We will have a short

recess.

(Short recess.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

Mr. Perkins : I should like to ask the witness one

question, if I may, that was on the stand before we
rested.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well. Would you

resume the stand, Mr. Logan?
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A. F. LOGAN
resumed the stand, having been previously sworn,

and testified further as follows:

Redirect Examination

Q. (By Mr. Perkins) : Mr. Logan, is there any

question that was propounded to you on cross ex-

amination, or any answer given by you on cross

examination, or anything in the resolution that was

referred to that would indicate to you any reason

for qualifying or changing any of your answers to

the questions propounded to you on direct examina-

tion by counsel for respondent?

A. Nothing whatsoever. [299]

Mr. Perkins: That is all.

Trial Examiner Miller: Is there anything fur-

ther?

Mr. Weil: Nothing further from General Counsel.

Trial Examiner Miller: You may be excused.

(Witness excused.)

Trial Examiner Miller: During our recess, Mr.

Perkins, you indicated that you might want to re-

consider your decision to rest on behalf of the re-

spondent.

With the further appearance of Mr. Logan on

the stand, what is your present disposition on that

matter?

Mr. Perkins: Respondent rests.

Mr. Weil: No rebuttal.

Trial Examiner Miller : Are the parties prepared

at this time to argue orally or do you wish a further

recess ?
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Mr. Weil: I am prepared to argue to a limited

extent, the only extent to which I was prepared

today.

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller : On the record.

At this time, before proceeding to the oral argu-

ment, the course of which was discussed during our

period of discussion off the record, I should like to

recapitulate for the the record my understanding

with respect to the situation in regard to the ex-

hibits.

My notes show that General Counsel offered in

evidence 19 [300] exhibits. All of those exhibits

have been offered in duplicate and my notes show

that all of the exhibits were received in evidence.

Does that statement correctly reflect the under-

standing of the parties?

Mr. Tillman: That is right.

Mr. Weil: That is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: Should our mutual rec-

ollection and my notes be in any respect in error,

I will at this time state for the record that General

Counsel's 1-A through l-I, inclusive, and General

Counsel's 2 through 19, inclusive, are hereby re-

ceived in evidence.

My notes show that the respondent company of-

fered 23 exhibits in evidence, and that all of them

were offered in duplicate. My notes also show that

all of the 23 exhibits were received in evidence.

Does that gibe with the recollection of the par-

ties?
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Mr. Tillman: Yes.

Mr. Perkins: Yes, I believe that is correct.

Trial Examiner Miller: Should our mutual rec-

ollection and my notes be in any respect in error,

I will at this time state for the record that Re-

spondent's 1 through 23, inclusive, are hereby re-

ceived in evidence.

I am prepared at this time to hear oral argu-

ment. I had some indication during one of our

recess periods that the General [301] Counsel v^ould

require no more than a half an hour for the pur-

pose of presenting such oral argument as he is

prepared to give at this time.

In order to provide a working guide, we will set

one half hour at the top limit tentative to see how
we can work it out.

Go ahead, Mr. Weil.

Mr. Weil: I should like first to point out that

the evidence not in dispute supports the allegations

of the complaint.

Let us examine the pertinent, relevant facts which

constitute the violations.

First, there has been a long period of fruitless

bargaining ending in an impasse. During the course

of bargaining the members of AIA became dis-

turbed and upset and caused their bargaining team

to take up with the employer the problem of the

gentleman's agreement of the AIA, because they

felt that that gentleman's agreement was an in-

fringement upon their right of freedom of move-

ment within the framework of their profession, and
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that it was an undue restriction upon that freedom

to sell their services to the highest bidder.

The members of SPEEA through their Action

Committee, through their Executive Committee and

through meetings, as a body evolved what was to

become known as the MAC, which was evolved for

three separate and distinct purposes.

The three-fold purpose of MAC has been com-

pletely covered in testimony which was uncontro-

verted. The MAC was designed to [302] restore the

freedom of movement, and the freedom of the

membership to sell their services to the highest

bidder. In other words, to restore an element of

competition to the engineering labor field which

the members felt had been restricted by the gentle-

man's agreement.

Second, the MAC was designed as a pressure

tactic to break the impasse that existed, and to

force the company to give further consideration

to the arguments of the SPEEA negotiators.

And, third, and finally, I would hesitate to say

less important, the MAC was designed to supply

data which the members of the SPEEA felt would

help both the company and SPEEA in evolving the

extent to which raises and improvement of work-

ing conditions should be granted by the company.

Therefore, it seems quite plain that the MAC was

an activity undertaken by the members of SPEEA
in support of their bargaining position. It was also

an activity undertaken by the members of SPEEA
as a concerted activity to aid and assist each other
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in many respects, each of those respects which I

set forth.

The discharge of Mr. Pearson brought the ques-

tion of the MAC to a head. The discharge of Mr.

Pearson by the facts adduced in this hearing, by

the pleadings in this hearing, is shown to have been

a result of his acting on behalf of SPEEA in run-

ning this conference, and the result of nothing else.

The factual reason given by the company as to his

discharge shows that his [303] discharge resulted

only from the fact that they considered this as a

SPEEA activity. This discharge must necessarily

be an unfair labor practice if the MAC was a pro-

tected, concerted activity. I believe there could be

no doubt that it was a concerted activity.

The question and the major issue in this case

remains was it a protected, concerted activity?

Now, protected, concerted activities are spelled

out in the Act, Section 7, which states employees

shall have the right to self-organization, to form,

join or assist labor organizations—note that word

to "assist'^—to bargain collectively through repre-

sentatives of their own choosing, and to engage in

other concerted activities for the purpose of col-

lective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.

The activity of the MAC certainly was the ac-

tivity of a labor organization, and Mr. Pearson's

participation in that was within the meaning of

Section 7, assisting his labor organization to which

ho belonged. That is to say the MAC was a form

of concerted activity engaged in which SPEEA,
for the purpose of collective bargaining first, that
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is, in the respect in which it was expected to supply

data and to put pressure upon the company, and

for mutual aid and protection for the members of

SPEEA, and in that respect the function or pur-

pose of MAC was to restore the freedom of move-

ment, freedom to bargain for their services which

the employees had been infringed by the [304] AIA.

There has been considerable litigation concern-

ing protected, concerted activities, naturally, which

activities have and have not been protected. Per-

haps the leading case in the field is the case of

National Labor Relations Board vs. Peter Kohler,

Swiss Chocolate Company, Inc., 33 N.L.R.B. 1170.

This was reviewed by the Second Circuit with a

decision to be found in Volume 130, Federal (2nd)

503.

In this case the union member published a union

resolution condemning actions of the employer. In

fact, he brought this resolution about and caused

it to be published and was discharged. The second

Circuit said, and I quote, "So long as the activity

is not unlawful, we can see no justification in mak-

ing it the occasion for a discharge. A union may
subsidize propaganda, distribute broadsides, sup-

port political movements, and in any other way
further its cause or that of others to whom it may
wish to win to its side. Such activities may be

highly prejudicial to its employer. His customers

may refuse to deal with him. He may incur the

enmity of many in the community whose disfavor

will be hard on him. But the statute forbids him
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by discharge to rid himself of those who lay such

burdens upon him."

The test there taken by the Second Circuit was

the test of the illegality or unlawfulness. That test

has been followed by the Board and by the courts

ever since. Sometimes it is [305] claimed to the

point of absurdity, but nevertheless it has been

followed.

The question arises, then, was anything in the

MAC unlawful ? And I submit that there is noth-

ing about the MAC which is unlawful under any

law of this United States. It is possible that in

some jurisdictions there may be state laws that

would forbid or possibly local laws that would for-

bid this, but the fact that an action is unlawful

under state or local ordinances, as the Board said

in the American News Company case, 55 N.L.R.B.

1302, and I will quote directly, ^^We think it most

unlikely that Congress intended to exclude from

the concerted activities protected by Section 7 all

conduct deemed tortious under state rules of deci-

sion or statutes or city ordinances merely because

of the objective sought to be accomplished."

Now, in many cases the course and boards have

found that the activities indulged in by the unions

have been unprotected, concerted activity.

If we take a look at these cases we can easily

see why the courts and the boards have so found.

The leading case there is the Fan Steel case, which

is to be found at 306 U.S. 40, in which the Supreme
Court found an activity unprotected. This activity

was the illegal seizure of the Fan Steel plant by
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a sit-down strike. The Fourth Circuit in the Clinch-

field Coal case, which is found at 145 P. 266, fol-

lowed the ruling in a similar illegal seizure case.

Also, the Fourth Circuit in the case involving the

Draper Corporation, 145 Federal (2nd) 199, found

that a wildcat strike was unprotected. This strike

was in direct contravention of a union's agreement

not to strike.

However, the Sixth Circuit said that even that

was going too far in the Kalamazoo Stationery

Case, found at 160 Federal (2d) page 465, where

they held a wildcat strike to be a protected con-

certed activity. This was in 1947. The prior case

in 1944.

In the Sands Manufacturing Company case, the

Supreme Court, citation 306 U.S. 332, extended

this doctrine slightly, if it can be called an exten-

sion, by finding that action which resulted in a

breach of collective bargaining contract was un-

protected.

But there, you see, the breach was a breach of the

law of the land, the law of contract.

Similarly in other cases it has been found a mass

picketing is not protected, concerted activity, coer-

cive picketing, strike to violate a Board's certifica-

tion or to cause an employer to violate a Board's

certification, and similar activity of a vicious or

violent or unlawful nature.

More recently the Board has held to this same

theory and the courts similarly, that in order to fall

in to the ranks of unprotected activity, the con-

certed actions taken must be illegal, unlawful, or
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of so serious and flagrant a nature as to render the

employees participating unfit for service to their

employers. [307]

I don't believe that respondent claims that Mr.

Pearson was engaged in activity of so serious a

nature that it rendered him thereafter unfit for em-

ployment, otherwise I think they would not have re-

employed him.

I think after a view of the record and of the

authorities that there can be little doubt that the

activities engaged in in this case were protected.

That being the case, the discharge of Mr. Pearson

would have been a violation of Section 8 (a) (3)

of the Act.

It is the General Counsel's contention that by

this violation of the Act, the further—or the im-

passe then in existence became tainted with a taint

of bad faith. The General Counsel has carefully

taken no position as to whether the bargaining prior

to this time has been so tainted, was so tainted,

by the activities engaged in by the course which

bargaining took. It may well be that the bargain-

ing, the impasse reached from the time it was

reached was tainted with bad faith, but the Gen-

eral Counsel does not rely on that, but merely as-

serts that from the time of the discharge of Mr.

Pearson, which was taken and had the effect of

supporting the company's desire to have no more

of such activities as the MAC, from that time on

the impasse was definitely tainted. And in the face

of that tainted impasse, respondent went ahead and

instituted a unilateral increase in wages which
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respondent explains was necessary in order to in-

sure their obtaining their full share of the supply

of new [308] engineers coming out of school.

Then the quite recent case of the City Packing

Company, found at 98 N.L.R.B., No. 203, the Board

said, in essence—I am not quoting directly—that

an impasse does not justify unilateral changes and

conditions of employment when good faith is lack-

ing, since the impasse might otherwise not have

occurred.

It would be pure speculation to say that the

impasse would have been broken or would not have

been broken, but I don't feel that by the company's

refraining from taking the action which they did

in response to the MAC, I don't feel that that in-

quiry is necessary. The company did take that ac-

tion. And in the face of an impasse which I con-

tend at that time was bad faith, instituted this uni-

lateral wage increase for the purpose I mentioned,

which is all covered by the company's witnesses'

testimony.

Trial Examiner Miller: Is this the theory on

which you seek to avoid the Justice Burton's dictum

in the Crompton Highlands Case?

Mr. Weil : Yes.

Trial Examiner Miller : Go ahead.

Mr. Weil: The respondent's witnesses did not

state in what respect they expected that the grant-

ing of the 6 per cent increase of a retroactive pay

increase for overtime would help in hiring new

employees. I believe that that shows possibly that

there may have been other reasons than the com-
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pany gave for [309] instituting this wage increase,

and these other reasons may have very well have

been, and I believe that they were, to undercut

the union's negotiating and to make it impossible

for unions to continue to negotiating effectively at

that time.

Mr. Perkins: If there is any question about

there being evidence on that point, I ask leave to

reopen the case and present evidence on it. I don't

think there is an absence of evidence on that point,

however. It certainly was my intention to adduce

evidence on the point.

Trial Examiner Miller: Of course, in effect I

may be put in a position where expressing an opin-

ion on the subject—I am expressing a factual find-

ing right here and now.

AVould you read Mr. Weil's last statement to me
again ?

(Statement read.)

Trial Examiner Miller: Off the record.

(Discussion off the record.)

Trial Examiner Miller : On the record.

Go ahead, Mr. Weil.

Mr. Weil : Finally, and briefly

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : Excuse me for the

interruption, Mr. Weil.

Mr. Weil : That is quite all right.

I want to draw attention to the factor of Mr.

Logan's refusal to permit the appropriate members
of SPEEA to be present at the interview in which

Mr. Pearson was discharged. I think [310] there

could be not a better example of the manner in
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which the company went behind the union than this.

Mr. Pearson made it plain that he considered his

activities to be imion activities, and in view of the

fact that the company had been given all the facts

concerning the MAC right in the inception, I don't

see how Mr. Logan could have had any doubt in

his mind that this was a union activity. Neverthe-

less, Mr. Logan refused to allow Mr. Pearson to

have these individuals present and discharged him

on that occasion. This undermined the union's au-

thority and certainly had the probable effect of so

doing, and showed an additional indication of the

company's refusal to bargain.

That is all I have to say at this time.

Trial Examiner Miller: In considering the ques-

tion as to whether or not the MAC involved a pro-

tected, concerted activity, has the General Counsel

had occasion to consider the significance, if any,

of the case involving Metal Moldings Corporation,

397 N.L.R.B. 107, and the action with respect to

that case in the Court of Appeals for the Sixth

Circuit?

Mr. Weil : Offhand, I don't recall that case.

Trial Examiner Miller : The case was a situation

in which in the midst of an active union campaign

one of the employees, who was an active union sup-

porter, was discovered to have engaged in activities

which may be summarized roughly as follows: As

one of the employees engaged in metal polishing,

this [311] particular individual advised a number

of his fellow metal polishers that his father was

a foreman of the polisher's department at a com-
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peting firm, and that they would be well advised,

if dissatisfied at Metal Molding, to seek employ-

ment with his father. The Board upon accessing all

of the relevant evidence found that such remarks

had l^een made by the employee, but apparently

came to the conclusion on balancing all of the evi-

dence that his activities in that regard, although

known to the company, were not the determining

factor in connection with his discharge, but that

he was in fact discharged for his activities on behalf

of the union organization which he supported, over

and above whatever he may have done by way of

remarks of this type to fellow employees. The

Board ^s order for reinstatement and back pay was

reversed by the Sixth Circuit in a decision which

is not reported in the Federal Reporters Service

so far as I know, but which is reported at 12 Labor

Relations Manual 723. And as I imderstand it, the

Sixth Circuit took the position that an individual

who was engaged in ^^ recruiting" employees for a

competitor, and who was discharged for that reason,

had been properly discharged. The precise way
they put it leaves som.e doubt as to whether they

were holding that that type of activity warranted

discharge under any circumstances, or whether they

were holding that in the face of such proof, sub-

stantial evidence of anti-union motivation was lack-

ing. I call the case to the attention of the parties.

I am wondering if the General Counsel has con-

sidered it and has any comment.

Mr. Weil: Yes. I didn't recognize the name of

the case when you mentioned it. I have considered
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that case. That case, incidentally, I should have

brought it out because it brings to light a funda-

mental disagreement on facts that seem to exist in

this case, in our present case. That is to say, that

case concerned an individual who made it his busi-

ness, or attempted to make it his business, to take

employees away from his company, and to send

them to another company. This case is not only

comparable to that case, it is distinguishable on this

basis, the MAC is not the action of an individual

coming in here and asking 500 engineers to go to

work for somebody else. The MAC is 500 engi-

neers getting together and saying, ^^We would like

to go to work for somebody else. Let's look for

somebody else who will hire us." It is a concerted

activity.

Mr. Examiner, in the case, Metal Moldings case,

that was not concerted activity. Whether it was pro-

tected or not, it wasn't concerted, because this in-

dividual did this on his own hook. It wasn't the

employees, it was not a movement from within as

I think we have shown the MAC to have been.

Nobody asked these people to leave Boeing's em-

ploy. And the statements made in the letters which

are in evidence indicate that the SPEEA at least

had the concept that under the circumstances of

such a conference, probably Boeing would find it

necessary to [313] become competitive. If it was

not competitive, nobody would leave Boeing. They

have asked—come to SPEEA and asked SPEEA
to have a conference by which they can leave Boe-

ing's employ. It is a fundamental difference, as I
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see it, and it is the basis on which the concerted

activity should be protected. Surely it is no dif-

ferent than the union setting up its hiring hall or

setting up some form of an employment office, which

is not unusual.

Trial Examiner Miller : Very well.

At this time we will recess for five minutes.

(Short recess.)

Trial Examiner Miller: On the record.

The hearing will be in order.

Mr. Cluck.

Mr. Cluck: In the interest of brevity, Mr. Ex-

aminer, unless this hearing goes over a half hour

or some period of that sort, where there is a deci-

sion to submit or rebuttal, if it does, we will submit

it by written brief.

Trial Examiner Miller: Very well.

Mr. Perkins.

Mr. Perkins: Mr. Examiner, the complaint al-

leges negotiations between the employer and the

union here involved that extended through the

better part of 1952 into the spring of 1953. It al-

leges that the parties were unable to reach a mutual

agreement as a result of those negotiations. It then

alleges the [314] discharge of one of respondent's

employees.

Simply stated, the essence of the complaint is that

the nature of that discharge was such that the dis-

charge of one individual impinged upon the collec-

tive bargaining negotiations between the parties,

and that from and after the discharge of this single
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individual that the bargaining thereafter became

bargaining in bad faith.

Primarily, as I understand it, because the dis-

charge of the individual was contended to be wrong-

ful, and because there was no bargaining in turn

with respect to the discharge of the individual, and

that thereafter, despite the fact that the individual

involved was re-employed, the entire course of ne-

gotiations on the basic contractual issues between

the parties became irreparably tainted and irre-

versibly tainted to the point that the unilateral in-

crease that was placed in effect by the employer

is, it is contended, automatically an evidence of bad

faith on the part of the employer.

The answer admits the negotiations and the dis-

charge of the individual, and the unilateral in-

crease, but takes the position on the part of the

respondent that the discharge was proper and for

cause, that, therefore, there is no effect of the dis-

charge upon the collective bargaining negotiations;

that in any event, the incident of the discharge did

not impinge upon the contractual negotiations be-

tween the parties ; that the course of procedure fol-

lowed by the employer throughout the negotiations

was [315] proper; and that the action taken by the

respondent in connection with the unilateral in-

crease was not motivated by any clandestine and

unspoken feelings of animosity toward the union,

that the unilateral increase was not placed in effect

with any intention of affecting or disparaging the

prestige of the collective bargaining agent here in-

volved, but rather that the unilateral increase was
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placed in effect by reason of a business situation

which rendered it a compulsory matter in the eyes

of the company on the basis of the company's busi-

ness situation at and prior to the unilateral in-

crease taking place.

Now, with the parties in those respective posi-

tions, the General Counsel contends that the dis-

charge of Mr. Pearson is improper. The respond-

ent, of course, contends that it was proper. And it

seems to me very clear that if we were dealing with

an individual situation here, and it were found that

an employee identified himself positively with a

movement intended to bring pressure and to present

potential damage to the company, and permitted

his name and his signature to be used in that con-

nection, and was, in effect, in charge of the move-

ment, and had taken overt steps in connection with

the movement, and the movement was imder way,

that an employer unquestionably would have the

right to discharge the employee for cause. But it

is said that the employer does not have that right

in this circiunstance because Mr. Pearson's activ-

ities, the individual here involved, were concerted,

and that for that reason those activities fall [316]

within the scope of Section 7 of the Act and, there-

fore, a violation of Section 8 (a) (1) necessarily

results.

Before taking up the matter of alleged violation

of 8 (a) (1), T would like to address myself briefly

to the contended violation of Section 8 (a) (5) mo-

mentarily.

It is contended here that the employer refused
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to bargain on the matter of Mr. Pearson's dis-

charge. If that discharge was discriminatory, and

I say that then I think that there may be some

serious question as to any duty to bargain under

the circumstances. If the discharge was not dis-

criminatory, then respondent's position with respect

to that discharge is that respondent discharged its

duty to bargain in connection with the discharge,

and the point there is that the subject-matter, and

the scope of the possible bargaining is so limited

as to preclude anything but a statement of the

respective positions of the parties.

There were lengthy discussions in which the re-

spective positions were stated, and there is no ques-

tion but that there was an adequate opportunity

for both parties to state their respective positions

in detail, and having stated those positions there

was no change in the attitude of either, and for

that reason it seems obvious that the duty to dis-

charge Mr. Pearson, the duty to bargain with re-

spect to Mr. Pearson's discharge, was met and ex-

hausted by the parties.

Now, if the duty to bargain was completely met,

let us say, [317] by both parties here with respect

to the discharge of Mr. Pearson, I think that there

is a very serious question as to whether you have

any possibility of an 8 (a) (1) violation in the case

as a matter of law, not as a matter of fact, because

if it is a bargainable issue, it would seem to follow

logically that bargaining or exhausting the bargain-

ing process would be futile if it can then be claimed

after the discharge of the bargaining duty on both
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sides that the discharge is nevertheless discrim-

inatory.

Now, passing that argument on the point of law,

it is contended that the company's discharge of Mr.

Pearson, which after all is the crux of this case,

every contention stems back into that discharge,

passing that argument and going to the matter of

whether the Manpower Availability Conference was

a protected, concerted activity, I am simply going

to summarize our position very briefly because time

will not permit too great an elaboration on the point.

I am not going to discuss the facts of record with

the Trial Examiner because he has been here with

us and has paid close attention, as we all have, to

the evidence as it was adduced here.

I will simply summarize respondent's view of the

evidence with respect to the Manpower Availability

Conference by saying that it unquestionably was a

device conceived in lieu of a strike, that the very

essence and objective of a strike is to inflict as much

damage upon an employer as possible. A strike

[318] is referred to as economic warfare. It is that.

And the right to strike is recognized and preserved

expressly in the Act. But, nevertheless, taking the

evidence by its four corners in this case, it was

quite apparent that the members of SPEEA were

disinclined to strike. They were seeking a method

whereby they could keep their positions, continue

their income, jeopardize their salaries in no way,

and yet by threatened damage to the company force

the company to a position where the company would

accede to the contractual demands of SPEEA.
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I think to characterize the Manpower Availability

Conference as more or less of an information center,

as some kind of a hiring hall, device to make engi-

neers available and adjust the marketing, the mar-

ket position of engineers throughout the industry,

is not too realistic in this case, when the record is

reviewed as to the manner in which the MAC was

developed, the reasons why it was developed, and

the stated objectives in connection with its develop-

ment.

As to whether it was simply a planned meeting

Y/liere information would be collected, I could refer

the Trial Examiner to many places in the record,

but I invite attention particularly to the language

of the letter that was entitled ^'Are you in need of

additional engineers'', and went out over Mr. Pear-

son's signature, as follows

:

'^The purpose of the conference was to put em-

ployers of engineers in contact with those of our

members"—I emphasize [319] this
—^Svho are avail-

able for new positions."

"A distinction between men"—and I emphasize

this following—"who are actively seeking new con-

nections and those whose interest is more intent

upon the advantages of other situations will be

noted in the makeup of the graphs."

And then, "Over 500 engineers, scientists and in-

dustrial mathematicians are pledged to attend the

conference"—I am skipping. "These representatives

of the employers solicited should come"—and I em-

phasize the following—^^prejiared to make firm of-

fers when they interview engineers meeting their
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requirements. It is planned next that the conference

will be self-liquidating for this reason, each com-

pany will be asked to pay a registration fee of $25

and an additional fee of $10 for each engineer hired

as a direct result of the conference."

On the graph attached to the letter the black

columns are stated to represent, and I quote, "En-

gineers planning to leave present employment", and

the white columns are said to represent engineers

wiio seek a more attractive situation.

Our contention with respect to the position of

General Counsel that the MAC w^as a protected and

concerted activity is something like this: To the

extent that it was not brought in the nature of pres-

sure against the com^oany in lieu of strike, and to

the extent as it has been contended that it was a

means of bringing people together, a means of dis-

tributing information, I think that there is a serious

question as to whether it is [320] concerted activity.

I can spend quite a bit of time on the matter of

what is concerted activity. Does it mean concerted

activity to a given employer? Is there anything

illegal about an employer, for example, discharging

one of his employees who at the same time is work-

ing as, let's say, the manager of an office for another

union, which latter union has no possible connection

with the employer?

Supposing that a group of employees decide col-

lectively and concerted that they wish to work

for some company that is entirely unrelated to the

employer, and the employer determines that he

doesn't desire that they handle those jobs at the
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same time for reasons of his own. I question seri-

ously whether that can be concerted activity within

the meaning of Section 7.

But getting to the matter of whether it is pro-

tected, and assuming for argument that it is con-

certed to the extent that it is in lieu of a strike,

respondent's position is threefold.

First, it is illegal. It represents a rejection of the

bargaining principle in that it was identified with a

movement of employees away from the employer.

Secondly, it was indefensible within the meaning

of the various cases that are on that point.

And, thirdly, that it was not protected because it

was identified with a rejection of employment. It

was in that direction. It might be not in that direc-

tion up to the time, or during the period it was

simply a threat, but once it was put [321] in motion,

once the letter went out^ we consider it to be identi-

fied more closely with an abandonment of employ-

ment than simply a threat to quit. It was an active

movement going out^ seeking on the basis of the

language that I have mentioned here from that let-

ter, to other employment.

The individual here involved who centers in the

single incident is the crux of this case, was the

individual who was in charge, and was the individ-

ual who permitted his name to be put on the instru-

ment which was the most important instrument in

connection with the activities of the Manpower

Availability Conference.

I will conclude by saying that I don't think that
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the law, that the intention of the law is, and I hope

it is not, that an employer must be compelled to

finance an action which is in lieu of a strike, and

if such action were carried to its intended objec-

tive could be possibly many times more damaging

tlian a strike.

If the Trial Examiner has any questions on any

specific point that has come to his mind, I would

be happy to try to answer.

Trial Examiner Miller: I think you have ade-

quately covered the subject from the point of view

of the questions that I might have had in mind.

Mr. Cluck.

Mr. Cluck: I will submit argument on brief.

Trial Examiner Miller: In due course the Trial

Examiner will prepare and file with the Board his

Intermediate Report and recommended order in

this proceeding, and will cause a copy to be served

on each of the parties. Upon the filing of the report

and recommended order^ the Board will enter an

order transferring this case to itself, and will serve

a copy of the order, setting forth the date of the

transfer, upon all the parties. Service of the inter-

mediate report and the order will be complete upon

mailing. At that point, the Trial Examiner's official

connection w^ith this case will cease.

The procedure to be followed before the Board

thereafter, with respect to the filing of exceptions to

the intermediate report and recommended order, the

submission of supporting briefs, requests for oral

argument before the Board, motions addressed to

the Board and related matters, is set forth in the
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rules and regulations of the Board. Relevant ex-

cerpts from the rules and regulations in that con-

nection will be supplied when the Board's order

transferring the case to itself is served upon the

parties involved in the case.

Is there anything further to come before the Ex-

aminer? Since there are no further matters to be

heard at this time

Mr. Perkins (interrupting) : Is it appropriate to

talk about briefs? I believe the rules say that that

matter should be discussed before the conclusion of

the hearing. I have informally expressed myself to

the Trial Examiner in the presence [323] of the

General Counsel along the line that the respondent

would hope for more time than I believe you can

allow us, Mr. Examiner, under the rules.

My reasons for that are that we are not going to

be able to get a record here for five days. The briefs

have to be in San Francisco three days before the

expiration of the twenty days, so that when you get

through we have got about a net of twelve days, ten

or twelve days.

Trial Examiner Miller : It is true, I had neglected

to spread our discussion about briefs on the record.

We did have discussion about i)riefs. At this time

all counsel are aware all I can do under the rules

and regulations is to allow the 20-day period allowed

by the rules. However, I did indicate off the record

that my own situation insofar as my assignments

are concerned, is such that I had no doubt but that

the Associate Chief Trial Examiner, if advised of

the need for an extension of time would sympatheti-
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cally consider any such request. I indicated off the

record that I could not at this time give any guess

as to how much of an extension would seem to be

appropriate, but, of course, you are at liberty to

request that extension for whatever period of time

seems to you to be appropriate, and I can assure

you that any requests for an extension will be sym-

pathetically considered. That is about all I can say.

Mr. Perkins : Thank you. And the 20 days is now

granted ?

Trial Examiner Miller: Yes. [324]

Since there is nothing further to come before the

Examiner in this hearing, the hearing is now^ closed.

(Whereupon, at 4:35 o'clock p.m., Thursday,

June 25, 1953, the hearing was closed.) [325]

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 2

The following is submitted to SPEEA members

to determine whether or not such punitive action by

SPEEA is desired at this time. Study This, then

turn in your ballot to your Area Representative.

Our Pro & Con Committee had no comments.

Introduction

The Manpower Availability Conference is con-

ceived as a "market place" where Engineers who
seek more desirable employment can meet with

Companies which seek to hire more Engineers.

Ther(^ are three major reasons for sponsoring such

a conference; namely, to help those Engineers de-
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siring to move to obtain the best competitive offer,

ot help to discover the true market price for En-

gineers, and as a punitive action to reduce the En-

gineering services available to Boeing.

General Plan

First, signatures of Engineers who pledge them-

selves to attend such a conference will be obtained

through the Area Representatives. A few items of

personal data, such as years of experience, will also

be obtained for submission to the invited Com-

panies to serve as an inducement. Area Representa-

tives will keep this information confidential. If

membership response is favorable, a letter will be

written and mailed to every Company we know of

in the country which employs Engineers. Perhaps

ads could be inserted in the "Positions Available"

columns of newspapers in a number of leading

cities, inviting inquiries of SPEEA. Next, a date

would be set for the conference and arrangements

made for the interviews with those Companies who

accept our invitation. After the conference, each

Engineer who was interviewed would be asked to

drop a card bearing his present salary and the in-

crease offered into a box. This information would

then be summarized and circulated to all Boeing

Engineers. A summary of the experience of persons

hired by the participating Companies could be made

and circulated to all of the other Companies on our

mailing list. It is expected that this information

would excite the interest of both groups. Another

conference could then be called and the procedure
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repeated. This conference should be sufficiently un-

usual to be newsworthy and could thus aspire to

considerable free publicity. This publicity in turn

would have a further punitive action to discourage

new hires from coming to Boeing.

A number of questions may arise. First, "What if

the Conference doesn't work?" There is little pur-

pose in conjecturing about success of this item. If

only ten Engineers pledge to attend or if only one

Company accepts our invitation, the conference will

obviously fall far short of expectations and might

be called off. All we would have lost in that even-

tuality would be some work and printing cost. We
will never know for sure, though, unless we try. As

a point of interest, however, several Companies

have been sounded out and they all have indicated

unofficially that they desire to be included. Second,

"Is it ethical?" There is nothing unethical about

providing a time and a place for these two groups

to get together. After all, it is Boeing policies which

provide the impetus for a change, not SPEEA.
Anyway, Boeing has set the ethical standard with

their Gentlemen's Agreement. Third, "Won't the

Gentlemen's Agreement of the Aircraft Industries

Association be a hinderance?" Possibly, but we
have a method which might get around that for

some Engineers, namely, expressing willingness to

AIA members to notify Boeing in advance of plans

to seek employment elsewhere. At any rate, we
might be surprised at the variety of Companies who
are sufficiently interested in our qualifications to

make attractive offers. Fourth question, "What if
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the Company finds out about the Conference?" It

would be our intention that they find out well in

advance, when some invited Companies send them

our letter, if they haven't learned of it sooner by

word of mouth.

Two aspects of this conference need to be called

to the attention of those who plan to attend. First,

it is possible that a contract with Boeing could be

signed between the date the conference is called and

the date it is held. In order to be fair to the par-

ticipating Companies, all individual pledges to at-

tend must be honored, if timing prevents calling the

Conference off. It is even possible that signing of a

contract might have to be delayed until after the

conference, if that Conference were to be considered

a Isolation of the new contract. Second, the costs of

the conference must be borne by the participants.

A typical schedule of fees might be as follows:

From the Engineer who accepts an offer, $15 or

half of one month's raise, whichever is smaller.

From the Company, a registration fee of $25 and

$15 per Engineer hired.

Finally, it is planned that we will prepare and

distribute to each Engineer who participates a list

of suggestions for interviewing. It is hoped that

these suggestions will be the distillation of the ex-

periences of those among us who have changed jobs

and have learned what they wished they had said

or had asked. The type of item contemplated here

is to ask questions about amount of and pay rate

for overtime; be sure to get a written offer, etc.
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[Return Addressed Envelope of Seattle Profes-

sional Engineering Employees Association, 308

New World Life Building, Seattle 4, Wash-

ington.]

Form 3547 Requested

Mr. Leonard P. Bonifaci

Route 1, Box 635

Mercer Island, Washington M3708

Pledges For Manpower Availability Conference

Sign or Check One Only

1. I pledge to attend this conference, I desire to

change Companies, and I authorize the Execu-

tive Committee to notify Boeing of my intention

not more than two weeks prior to the confer-

ence.

Sign

Print

2. I pledge to attend this conference and I desire

to change Companies, but I desire not to disclose

my intention to Boeing.

Sign

Print

3. I pledge to attend this conference, but do not

necessarily desire to change Companies at this

time. (Those signing this pledge may not be
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called upon to attend if facilities and time do

not permit.)

Sign

Print

For those who do not sign one of the first three

pledges, please supply the following personal

data:

4. I am willing that the conference be conducted,

but I will not participate: Yes [ ] No [ ]

5. I desire that no conference be conducted: [ ]

For those who sign one of the first three pledges,

please supply the following personal data:

6. Years engineering experience to nearest one-half

year. (Do not include undergraduate time, but

do include graduate time in college) years.

7. College degrees awarded and major field. (For

example, BS in AE). . .in. . ; . .in. . ; . .in. ..

8. One principal specialty. (Examples: stress an-

alysis, functional testing, development testing,

areodynamic analysis, structural design, prelim-

inary design, etc
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 3

Manpower Availability Conference

Organization of Subcommittees

Responsibility: The M.A.C. subcommittees are

subcommittees of the Action Committee, and they

report to that committee through its designated

member, Bob Pearson.

Meetings and Performance: The chairman of

(\ach subcomm^ittee will handle assignments within

the subcommittee and will arrange such meetings as

are necessary for the coordination and performance

of the assigned duties.

Reports and Coordination: The subcommittee

chairman will meet with the designated member of

the Action Committee to report on subcommittee ac-

tivities and to coordinate the work of the several

M.A.C. subcommittees.

Duties : The duties of the various M.A.C. subcom-

mittees are set forth below. Deviations from this

outline may be made if experience indicates that

such deviations would materially improve the ef-

ficiency of the operation.

M.A.C. Registration Subcommittee:

1. Count and tabulate the pledges.

2. Organize the pledge information for presenta-

tion to companies as enclosures with the invitation.

3. Prepare forms for the collection of: (a) raise

offer data and (b) experience hired data during the

conference.

4. Organize the raise offer data and the experi-
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ence hired data for the record and for the partici-

pating individuals and companies.

M.A.C. Invitation Subcommittee:

1. Assemble the company names and addresses.

(It is expected that a list of two to three thousand

employers of engineers can be compiled. Certainly,

all companies and agencies who are currently ad-

A^ertising for engineers should be included. It is sug-

gested that each entry should be legibly made on a

3x5 card so the entries can be alphabetized and dup-

licates can be eliminated. Separate divisions of the

same company are not necessarily to be considered

as duplicates.)

2. Send out the letter of invitation. (The text of

this and the other letters will be prepared by the

Action Committee, and enclosures will be supplied

b}^ the M.A.C. Registration Subcommittee. The

MAC Invitation Subcommittee will either actually

mail the letters or employ a mailing service.)

3. Send out the letter announcing the date the

Conference is to be held.

4. Send out the letter giving the details of opera-

tion of the Conference. (Preliminary information

on operation of the Conference will have been in-

cluded in the letter of invitation.)

5. Answer inquiries received in response to the

letters (see 2, 3 and 4 above) as directed by the

Action Committee.

6. Supply organized reports of all response to

the invitation and of inquiries received in response

to the letters.
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M.A.C. Facilities Subcommittee:

1. Search for suitable halls to rent for the con-

ference and arrange for rental after the required

sizes have been estimated.

2. Provide suitable booths for exploratory con-

tacts between the participating engineers and com-

panies.

3. Provide furniture, equipment, telephones,

signs, movies and slide projection equipment, etc.

M.A.C. Operations Subcommittee:

1. Draft rules for the conference.

2. Compile suggestions for the interviewers and

print and distribute them.

3. Facilitate any printing ordered in advance of

the conference by the participating companies.

4. Arrange and schedule private interviews be-

tween participating engineers and companies.

5. Distribute and collect "Offer data" cards.

6. Distribute and collect "Acceptance data''

cards.

7. Make final arrangements for the conference,

e.g., determine the date, arrange address to the par-

ticipants, invite the press, etc.

8. Obtain Seattle city license for SPEEA's
M.A.C. to operate as an employment agency; obtain

the necessary surety bond; obtain or prepare con-

tracts necessary for compliance with Seattle or-

dinance.

Membership: M.A.C. Registration Subcommittee:

Bill Bowlby, Chairman, 7901, LO-0766 ; Bill Hamil-

ton, 7901, WE-0919.

M.A.C. Invitation Subcommittee: Gordv Gud-
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munstad, Chairman, 7775, LO-1461; Mat Faletti,

2810; Gordon Gump, 1350, WE-2141; Ray Hodger-

ney, 1350, FI-0313; Jim Check, 2880, None; John

Anderson, 7680, WE-2141 ; Bob Mulhall, 7297, John

Pratt, 7297, MO-4484; Bob Munich, (6) 553 or (6)

542, None; Bill Krause, 1928, LA-2168; Bruce

Young, 1928, AD-1467.

M.A.C. Facilities Subcommittee: Ted Hackett,

Chairman, 1435, AV-6577; John Rotter, (8) 250,

MI-0075 ; Alan Eid, 1928.

M.A.C. Operations Subcommittee: Clayton Myron,

Chairman, 1550, CH-7114; Harold Sanders, 2744,

LO-1692 ; Eugene Corey, (6) 1473, RA-1845.

Action Committee Members: Bob Pearson, 7926,

REnton 5-7130; Dan Hendricks, Alternate, 7926,

AD-0978.

SPEEA, 3121 Arcade Building, Second and Uni-

versity, Seattle 1, Washington. Phone SEneca

4925. Vol. Ill Dittos 10-17-52

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 4

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Are You in Need of Additional Engineers?

The Seattle Professional Engineering Employees

Association, with a membership of 2300, invites

your Company to participate in a Manpower Avail-

ability Conference to be held in Seattle about March

9th, 1953. The purpose of the Conference is to put

employers of engineers in contact with those of our

members who are available for new positions.
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Over 500 engineers, scientists and industrial

mathematicians are pledged to attend the Confer-

ence. Represented in this group are men of assorted

lengths of experience and types of training as is

portrayed by the attached graphs. A distinction be-

tween men who are actively seeking new connec-

tions and those whose interest is more dependent

upon the advantages of other situations will be

noted in the make-up of the graphs.

These engineers are looking for more than a

change of scenery. They are employed engineers

who feel they would be capable of greater accom-

plishment in positions where engineering talents are

directed more specifically to engineering work and

vrhere credit for individual effort and recognition of

engineering excellence are more general. They seek

a v.orking climate Vv^here their training and ability

will be more fully utilized and in which com-

pensation is in proportion to talent and produc-

tiveness.

In order to provide a better understanding of the

type of conference which is contemplated, a general

outline of its operation might be of interest. It is

planned that the Conference will be conducted in

two separate phases.

The first phase will provide the means of quickly

and efficiently arranging interviews between the

five hundred engineers and the participating com-

panies. This will be accomplished by conducting ex-

position-like meetings on as many consecutive eve-

nings as appears necessary. At this time, the engi-

neers, perhaps accompanied by their wives, will
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visit the various booths, which are to be provided

for each of the participating companies.

The representatives of each company will here

have the opportunity to address groups of engi-

neers, to explain the company's needs and the ad-

vantages of employment with it, and to distribute

descriptive literature and application blanks to

those w^ho are interested. Secretaries at a centrally

located Association booth will then make appoint-

ments for private interviews.

Providing an opportunity for the participating

companies to show a limited number of motion pic-

tures is under consideration. The Association will

provide ditto and mimeograph facilities for any

duplicating the company representatives may re-

quire. An augmented Association secretarial staff

will also be at their disposal.

The second phase of the Conference will consist

of individual private interviews. These interviews

may be conducted in the hotel rooms of the com-

pany representatives or, if it is desired, the Asso-

ciation will provide other suitable facilities.

Inasmuch as these engineers are seeking particu-

lar situations wherein their experience and capabil-

ities are most fully utilized, it is recommended that

the participating companies send engineering rep-

resentatives who can accurately present detailed

job requirements and describe the conditions of em-

ployment on the company's engineering staff. These

representatives should come prepared to make firm

offers when they interview engineers meeting their

requirements.
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it is planned that the Conference will be self-

liquidating. For this reason, each company will be

asked to pay a registration fee of $25 and an addi-

tional fee of $10 for each engineer hired as a direct

result of the Conference. These fees may be rebated

on a pro rata basis if the costs of the Conference

are appreciably less than the fees collected. Each

engineer who accepts a position as a result of the

Conference will be charged a fee of $15.

To insure adequate preparation for the Man-

povrer Availability Conference, commitments to at-

tend will be accepted until February 6, 1953. An-

swers to the questions appended to this invitation

will aid the Association in its planning for the Con-

ference. Receipt of acceptances of this invitation

will be acknowledged in a subsequent letter which

will announce the date and supply additional de-

tails.

Yours very truly,

/s/ Chas. Robt. Pearson,

Director Manpower Availability Service (Licensed

and Bonded Employment Agent)

How many engineers do you need?

How many representatives will you send?

Would you like for the Association to make your

hotel reservations? What accommodations are de-

sired ?

What special facilities would you wish the Asso-

r-iation to supply? Please note that individual sound

amplification systems will not be permitted.
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 5

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Correct Address : 3121 Arcade Bldg., Seattle 1, Wn.

Mr. A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations, Boeing Airplane Co.

Seattle 14, Wn.

Dear Sir:

1. This is to advise you that SPEEA has started

and will complete a Manpower Availability Con-

ference.

2. Various companies are to be invited to come

to Seattle to interview those SPEEA members who

have expressed a desire to entertain offers of em-

plo}Tnent.

3. This conference is being conducted for the

following purposes

:

(a) To provide members with improved oppor-

tunities to bargain for their services. Our member-

ship has requested SPEEA to restore the freedom

and privacy of engineers who seek to improve their

situations by changing employers.

(b) To obtain data on the true market value of

engineers with various amounts of experience.

4. In offering this service to its members,

SPEEA has retained an agency for bringing to-

gether those engineers and companies who may care

to discuss employment possibilities. SPEEA offers

no special inducement to engineers to terminate,
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nor does it enter in any way into negotiations be-

tween the companies and the engineers.

Very truly yours,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

Executive Committee

Rec'd 1/23/53.

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 6

CAW: You were returned to Seattle because the

management wishes to discuss your outside activ-

ities with you. I will inform them that you are in

the plant. Until then I suggest you work on your

trip report. 8:15 a.m.

CAW: Would you go into Woody McKissick of-

fice? 9:40 a.m.

Logan : I wish to discuss a letter I received from

Mac Gardiner last week in which was enclosed this

letter signed by you as a licensed and bonded em-

ployment agent.

Is this your signature?

CRP: Yes.

Logan: Are you a licensed and bonded employ-

ment agent?

CRP: Inasmuch as this question directly con-

cerns my activities in behalf of the SPEEA, I in-

sist that appropriate members of the SPEEA Exec.

Comm. be present for further discussion of the

question. These members are Mac Gardiner and Dan
Hendricks.

Logan: Does this mean that you refuse to an-

swer the question?
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CRP : Since Mr. Soderquist is also present and I

am not accompanied by the SPEEA representa-

tives concern, and since I have not consulted legal

counsel as yet, I cannot answer the question at this

time.

Logan: Will you take a look at this facsimile

signature and tell me if this is a facsimile of your

signature ?

CRP : I can only repeat that this discussion can-

not continue further until Mr. Gardiner and Mr.

Hendricks are present. This matter concerns only

my legitimate union activities and cannot be con-

tinued on a personal basis.

Logan: *****
This has nothing to do with SPEEA.
Are you a licensed and bonded employment

agent ?

We are not talking about the your SPEEA mem-
bership or activities.

If you are an employment agent and working at

it, I have some suggestions for you.

CRP : Since the letter you have is on a SPEEA
letterhead, and since any and all employment

agency activities in w^hich I might enter are in be-

half of SPEEA, this is a SPEEA matter and must

be handled as such rather than as a personal in-

quisition. Do you intend to call in the responsible

SPEEA officials?

Logan: This is neither an inquisition or per-

sonal. This is an attempt to get some facts from

you.

Logan: I wish you would listen to me.
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I'll get my secretary to take it down and give a

carbon copy to you.

CRP: I will listen. You have my attn.

Logan: Transcribed notes.

CRP: This discussion cannot be continued until

the appropriate SPEEA representatives are pres-

ent, and I refuse to acknowledge your comments as

other than direct SPEEA business.

Logan : You have had your chance to make your

choice * * *

CRP : Whereas the timing * * *

Logan : Is that your statement or have you some-

thing more to say?

CRP: Yes and no.

Logan: * * * Transcribe notes.

GEXERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 7

January 27, 1953, 10:00 a.m.

Continuing discussion started without steno-

graphic reporting:

L: I am talking to Charles Robert Pearson. I

will, first, say, and I repeat for the third time, this

has nothing to do w^ith your membership in or ac-

ti^dties on the behalf of SPEEA. I am interested

rather in whether you are or are not a licensed

and bonded employment agent. Furthermore, I am
interested in whether you are or are not working

as an employment agent at this time. I have given

you an opportunity to discuss this informally, but

you chose not to do so. So far you have insisted on
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reducing everything, at least that you have said, to

writing. So we now will reduce it all to writing. I

will furnish you with a carbon copy of the steno-

graphic transcription.

It is our belief that in the absence of any in-

formation from you and your refusal to give us any

information with respect to your alleged activities

as an employment agent we can make a reasonable

assumption that the allegations are true. You have

had reasonable opportunity to inform us otherwise

if such were the case. We do not believe that you

can do justice to such activities and your work as

an employee of Boeing when carried on simultane-

ously. And, therefore, the suggestion which I had

intended to make and now make is that you elect

to give up one or the other of these activities. We
do not propose that you shall proceed to carry both

of them out. Now, would you like to make that

choice ?

P: (Writing)

L: You don't have to write it. You v^U get it

all. You will get a copy of the transcribed notes.

P. (Continues writing)

P : This discussion cannot be continued until the

appropriate SPEEA representatives are present

and I refuse to acknowledge your comments as

other than direct SPEEA business.

L: You have had your chance to make your

choice, and it is olmous you have no intention to

do that, so that places us in the position where we
have to make our own decision as to which of tliese

activities; namely, the operation of an employment
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agency or your assigned work as a Boeing employee

are going to be paramount in your mind. We will,

therefore, make the decision that your w^ork as an

employee at Boeing would be entirely too greatly

impaired by your outside activities as an employ-

ment agent, and we are therefore unwilling to per-

mit you to continue such activities and remain in

our employ. Our decision for the reasons stated is

that you are being terminated forthwith.

P: (Reads from previously written notes taken

from his pocket.)

P: Whereas the timing of this action is defin-

itely connected with our release of the manpower

availability conference invitations in behalf of the

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees Asso-

ciation this action can only be interpreted as being

a retaliatory action against the SPEEA and dis-

crimination against me personally and retaliation

against my legitimate union activities. I therefore

demand that this action be dropped and that the

appropriate executive committee liaison officer and

chairman be present at any further discussion of it.

L: Is that your statement?

P: (Silence)

L: In other words, is it my turn to answer?

That is what I am trying to find out. Or have you

something more to say?

P: Yes and no.

L. (To secretary) Did you get that? Yes and no.

I don't know what he means, but his answer is yes

and no. I will answer it anyway.

L : You have a right to any views you care to
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express, here or elsewhere. And I have a right to

disagree with you, here or elsewhere. Hence, I do

not accept the foregoing statement by you of the

implications of this action on my part. And there

will be no further discussion of this matter witli

you as an employee of Boeing. Now, I have noth-

ing more to say, have you?

P: (Silence)

L: If you have, you have an opportvmity to say

it and get it in this record.

P: (Silence)

L: As far as I am concerned, the interview and

the discussion is over. Now, Mr. Soderquist, will

you see that the necessary steps are taken to im-

j)lement Mr. Pearson's termination forthwith.

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 8

Appendix B

Dept. 481; Clock 7188; Name Pearson Charles

Robert; Social Security Number 252-12-2544.

Emp: 7-31-50.

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash.

Termination of Employment

Male [x]. Job number 07-12. Rate 247. Shift 1.

Effective Date 1-27-53. Hours worked this

date 8. Job title Engr. Designer A (B-52A

Pneumatics). Permanent address 19725 Ma-
rine View Dr. S.W., Seattle 66, Wash.

Dismissal [x]
« -jf * * *
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Remarks : Dismissal : Refusal to answer questions

relative to outside acti'sdties as employment agent.

/s/ W. W. McKissick,

Foreman or Supervisor

Required in cases of dismissal only: Signed by

A. A. Soderquist, Gen. Supt. or Division Head.

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 9

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

February 11, 1953

Mr. Charles Robert Pearson

Seattle, Washington

Dear Mr. Pearson:

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees As-

sociation has requested a more particularized state-

ment of the Company's reason for terminating your

employment on January 27, 1953.

The entry on your termination slip is as follows:

"Refusal to ansv^er questions relative to outside

activities as employment agent."

In our opinion this statement summarizes the posi-

tion taken by you at the conference between you

and the undersigned on January 27, 1953, at which

you were informed of the reason for your termina-

tion. By reason of the conference which preceded

it, this entry was considered as adequate but, in re-

sponse to SPEEA's request, this letter will serve to

review the matter.
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On January 23r(l we were notified in letter form

by SPEEA that that organization had started and

intended to complete what SPEEA has referred to

for several months as the "Manpower Availability

Conference," and that it had retained an agency to

arrange the interviews. With this letter was a

printed copy of an invitation to this conference

bearing a facsimile of your signature and indicat-

ing that you were a licensed and bonded emx)loy-

ment agent acting as "Director Manpower Avail-

ability Service."

It w^as clearly apparent from this letter and in-

vitation that SPEEA had started and intended to

carry out a nationwide solicitation of our business

competitors, and others who compete with us in

hiring engineers, in an effort to bring about a situa-

tion in which substantial numbers of engineers

would leave the employ of this Company, for em-

ployment elsewhere.

It is obvious that even if there were an adequate

supply of engineers at the present time, such a pro-

gram would be against the best interests of Boeing

Airplane Company. However, as you know, there is

not an adequate supply of engineers at this time;

the Company is in serious need of more engineers

and has been conducting an extensive nation-wide

advertising campaign designed to fill this need.

Thus, the invitation signed by you is part of a de-

liberate program which is very damaging to the

Company.

For the purpose of determining whether you had
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authorized the use of what appeared to be your

signature on the invitation and whether you were

actually engaged in the program, we wired you on

January 24, 1953, to arrange a conference on this

subject.

You have your notes and the stenographic record

of the conference on the 27th. After identifying the

facsimile on the invitation as your signature, you

in effect refused to answer further questions.

As your work in connection with the program is

clearly against the best interests of the Company

and in violation of your obligations as an employee,

you were asked to elect either to give up your work

as an employment agent or to leave the Company's

employ. You refused to make such an election, leav-

ing the Company no alternative but to terminate

you.

It seems to us that while an employee continues

at work, continues to draw salary from a company

and is not on strike, it is no more than proper for

that company to require that he do nothing in-

tentionally which would have the effect of seriously

damaging that company. On the other hand, it does

not seem to us that an employer should be com-

pelled to continue paying a salary to an employee

w^ho engages in a deliberate program resulting in

serious damage to the Company, whether or not his

activities have been authorized or ratified by a col-

lective bargaining organization of which he is a

member.
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For these reasons, your dismissal is considered

proper.

Yours very truly,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 10

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

Mr. E. M. Gardiner October 13, 1952

Chairman Executive Committee

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees Assn.

New World Life Building, Seattle 4, Washington

Dear Mr. Gardiner:

In compliance with the request made at the meet-

ing October 2, there is submitted herein a statement

explaining the basis for the development of the so-

called "Gentlemen's Agreement" and how it is ap-

plied by Boeing. The following statements have

been made verbally to the SPEEA Executive Com-
mittee in recent meetings.

The Aircraft Industries Association is made up

of member companies engaged in the manufacture

of aircraft engines, propellers, and equipment. This

Association has mutually agreed on a resolution con-

demning the practices of pirating help from one

another. The purposes of this resolution are to limit

or prevent the establishment of hiring halls by each

aircraft company in the area of each of the other

companies for the purposes of pirating labor. In the
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absence of this resolution, it has been demonstrated

in the past that such hiring halls would result. The

consequences of such operations would be of the

nature of auctions or stock markets bidding for the

services of aircraft employees. In the case of en-

gineers and similar professional employees where

the commodity desired is not something that can be

w^eighed or measured, the character of such an auc-

tion would be questionable. The consequences would

have a disruptive effect upon the whole aircraft de-

velopment effort and would establish an atmosphere

very unsettling to the engineer himself. The charac-

ter of the engineer's job is not one which would be

enhanced by frequent m.oves which would naturally

result from such hiring hall activities.

The resolution mentioned above is often referred

to as the "Gentlemen's Agreement" and many mis-

imderstandings have grown up with respect to it.

One of these is that the agreement works to restrict

the freedom of the employee in seeking and finding

employment elsewhere, and that it thus works to his

disadvantage. It is believed that a full understand-

ing of the method of the procedures used under this

resolution would correct any such misapprehension.

A typical operation of the resolution is illustrated

as follows:

Employee Jones of Aircraft Company A, either

due to dissatisfaction with his job, his rate of pay,

the climate, or due to reasons of health, personal

reasons, or otherwise, writes to Aircraft Company

B expressing his interest in employment with that

company. Company B replies, expressing its interest
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but asking him permission to contact his employer

before entering into negotiations toward an agree-

ment. If the employee gives his consent, Company

B writes to Company A telling it that it has been

contacted by Employee Jones seeking employment

with it. The permission of Company A is requested

before negotiations are opened with the employee.

Conpany A then contacts its employee to determine

the cause for his dissatisfaction and discusses with

him ways and means of satisfying him to remain in

its employment. If the employee still wishes to

move and for personal reasons or otherwise is not

dissuaded in his desire, then Company A gives per-

mission to Company B to negotiate.

Now, during the discussion between the employer

and the employee there is every advantage accruing

to the employee at this point. In some cases the

employer may offer a higher wage, a reassignment,

or some other correction of an unsatisfactory con-

dition which he may not have known existed. If

these circumstances can be corrected and the em-

ployee satisfied to remain in his present job, then

the employee's situation has been improved and the

added cost and disruption to his family life avoided.

On the other hand, if the employee still wishes to

move, Company A conveys its permission to Com-
pany B to negotiate.

While it is unusual for applicants to refuse per-

mission to contact present employers, occasionally

permission is refused. In such cases our company
is reluctant to show any further interest because we
are prevented from determining the man's abilitv
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in the opinion of his employer. There have been

cases wherein unadvised employees of some aircraft

companies have misunderstood and misstated the

purpose of those companies in respect to this em-

ployment policy. Such cases should not be construed

as being examples of its operation.

It is well to note here that the resolution is only

that. Any representation that a contract exists is in

error. The Aircraft Industries Association is not

organized in a manner that contracts between its

members for association purposes are possible.

The aircraft companies at large, and this one in

particular, are fully aware that an employee who

has been frustrated in an attempt to move is an

unhappy and dissatisfied employee, and therefore

no effort is made to dissuade a determined purpose

to move. Thus, arbitrary refusals on the part of

companies in reply to requests for permission to

negotiate with one of their employees are very rare

indeed.

It is believed that the best interest of all parties

is served when negotiations of this character are

considered openly and aboveboard.

Yours very truly,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 11

[Letterhead of Chance Vought Aircraft]

Engineering Personnel PS-5-2521 June 26, 1952

Mr. Charles-Robert Pearson

427 Grandey Way, Renton, Washington

Dear Mr. Pearson:

With reference to your letter of June 13 we re-

gret to inform you that under our company policy,

as stated in our original letter of June 5, we will

not negotiate with you until we have had your per-

mission to contact your present employer.

Very truly yours,

United Aircraft Corporation Chance

Vought Aircraft Division

/s/ G. H. Orgelman, Supervisor,

Engineering Personnel

GHOijs

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 12

[Letterhead of Chance Vought Aircraft]

Engineering Personnel PS-5-2504 June 17, 1952

Mr. Charles-Robert Pearson

427 Grandey Way, Renton, Washington

Dear Mr. Pearson:

We are in receipt of your letter of June 13 in

which you submitted a resume of your experience

to be considered as an application for possible em-

plojonent. We are interested in your background,

Init in order that we may give full consideration to

your application, please complete the enclosed form
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and return it to us as soon as possible.

Due to the fact that you are presently employed

by a member of the aircraft industry, we will be

unable to negotiate with you until we have received

your permission to contact your present employer.

Please advise us of your decision with regard to

this matter.

We shall look forward to your early reply.

Very truly yours,

United Aircraft Corporation, Chance

Vought Aircraft Division

/s/ G. H. Orgelman, JLI Supervisor,

Engineering Personnel

JLI:js

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 13

[Letterhead of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation]

Mr. Charles R. Pearson June 25, 1952

427 Grandey Way, Renton, Washington

Dear Mr. Pearson:

We have reviewed your application of June 17,

1952, with interest.

It is the policy of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

to adhere strictly to the agreement of Aircraft In-

dustries Association which prohibits us from offer-

ing employment to persons employed by member

companies. Since you are presently employed by

Boeing Airplane Company, a member of this asso-

ciation, our policy prohibits us from discussing a

position at this time.
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However, we appreciate the interest you have

expressed in our Georgia Division.

Yours very truly,

/s/ J. M. Wade, Jr.,

Employment Manager

JMW/JH/vmh

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 14

[Letterhead of North American Aviation, Inc.]

Mr. Joseph P. Ivaska January 20, 1953

18135 Brittany Drive, Seattle 66, Washington

Dear Mr. Ivaska:

It may confuse you to have correspondence with

so many representatives of North American.

On a recent recruiting trip on the MIT campus

Mrs. Evelyn Yates of the Alumni Placement Bu-

reau recommended you as having excellent potential

for employment in our organization. On my return

'^ Downey it was evident that correspondence was

imder way and also that you had not seen fit to

complete our formal application for employm.ent.

You are probably concerned lest this AIA affiliation

imposes insurmountable restrictions. Actually, our

affiliation with AIA has no bearing on our employ-

ment opportunities except that in accordance with

company policy we do not proselyte engineers from

organizations engaged in vital defense work. If you

are interested in employment with us the chain of

events will be as follows:

Your application will be studied by the interested
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group, or groups, and if they desire that an offer

be made we will merely ask your permission to con-

tact Boeing to determine if they consider our work

as important or possibly more important than that

being performed by them. If they have determined

in conference with you that you desire to leave the

Seattle area they may approve our negotiating with

you, in which case we will make our formal offer.

If they feel that your loss would be too great and

that you will stay with them if no other company

interferes we will gracefully withdraw.

Mr. J. P. Morris of our Propulsion Development

Section is particularly interested in controls as re-

lated to our rocket engine. Your work in servos,

etc., is directly applicable to the work he is doing

and you would undoubtedly be very interested in

his field.

Another application is enclosed for your con-

venience in the event that you should feel it desir-

able to make application with us. At any rate, we
would certainly appreciate being advised of your

decision.

Very truly yours,

North American Aviation, Inc.,

/s/ W. T. Rinehart, Engineering Personnel

Missile and Control, Equipment

Departments

WTR :asi—end.
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 15

[Letterhead of North American Aviation, Inc.]

Mr. Joseph P. Ivaska 8 January 1953

18135 Brittany Drive, Seattle 66, Washington

Dear Mr. Ivaska:

Thank you for your letter of December 30, 1952,

to the attention of Mr. H. W. Schroeder of this

office.

Your professional qualifications are of interest to

us, and if it is your intention to relocate in South-

ern California, we would appreciate your complet-

ing the enclosed application forms and returning

them to us. Should a suitable opening be available

since you are now in an essential industry, we would

like to have your permission to contact your present

employer before negotiating further with you.

Thank you for your interest in our organization.

Very truly yours.

North American Aviation, Inc.

/s/ L. G. Baldwin, Engineering Personnel

Missile & Control Equipment Depts.

LGB :jb—Ends.
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 16

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

February 13, 1953

Mr. A. P. Logan, Vice President, Industrial Rela-

tions, Boeing Airplane Company

Seattle 14, AVashington

Dear Mr. Logan:

This communication outlines our proposal for in-

creases in the basic salary structure and base salary

rates of Boeing employees under the jurisdiction of

the Seattle Professional Engineering Employees

Association and for a revised formula for comput-

ing supplemental compensation for scheduled over-

time work for such employees in the "exempt"

classification.

We propose that:

(a) the base salary rate of each said employee be

[perbiweek E.M.G.]
increased by 9.7% to the nearest one dollar, ^ and

that all minimum and maximum rates for the vari-

ous SPEEA classifications be increased by 9.7% to

[perbiweek E.M.G.]
the nearest one dollar, ^ and

(b) the method of computing the hourly rate for

scheduled overtime work of employees in the "ex-

empt" classifications be revised from the present

"$3.00 per hour, or straight time, whichever is

greater" to time and one-half on all base rates up

to and including $200.00 bi-weekly, and to straight
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time plus $1.25 per hour on all base rates above

$200.00 bi-weekly, and

(c) all of the above provisions are to be made ef-

fective as of the date July 1, 1952, and are to apply

to all time and scheduled overtime worked by em-

ployees in SPEEA classifications whether or not

such employees are still in the employ of the Boe-

ing Airplane Company, and

(d) this proposed agreement shall have as its

next anniversary date July 1, 1953, and

(e) this proposed agreement shall contain a sick

leave clause substantially incorporating the per-

tinent portions of the existing Boeing Management

Procedure No. 552 on the subject: "Sick Leave",

and

(f) all other provisions of this proposed agree-

ment shall be substantially those of the agreement

in effect at the opening of the current negotiations.

It is the intention of the Executive Committee to

recommend rejection of any offer made by the Boe-

ing Airplane Company until such time as Mr.

Charles Robert Pearson is reinstated unequivocally.

Such reinstatement shall not be in any way con-

tingent upon his relinquishing his prerogative of

managing the SPEEA Manpower Availability Con-

ference.

Your very truly,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

Executive Committee
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GENERAL COUNSEL^S EXHIBIT No. 17

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

Seattle Professional Engineering March 2, 1953

Employees Association

New World Life Building, Seattle, Washington

Gentlemen

:

In your letter of February 13, you offered a re-

vised contract proposal, but indicated in the last

paragraph that further bargaining on the matter of

a new contract between the Company and you would

be fruitless unless Mr. Charles R. Pearson, recently

terminated by the Company, were first reinstated.

We are by this letter offering reemployment to

Mr. Pearson to his former position as of the time

he is available and returns to work, and in doing

so, we wish to make our position clear to you.

First, although we consider the Pearson matter

to be entirely beyond the scope of the contract bar-

gaining negotiations between the parties, we do not

want to see any controversy of this nature impair

negotiations that directly affect such a large num-

ber of engineers.

Second, you have been very candid in stating to

us the results of the Manpower Availability Con-

ference, which as we understand it, did not attain

the objectives for which it was intended. Mr. Pear-

son's termination has been reviewed in light of this

fact and the fact that, to our knowledge, further

activities in connection with this Conference are

not anticipated. The offer to reemploy him is not

to be interpreted as reflecting any different position
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on the part of the Company as to activities of this

type conducted by those who are not on strike but

continue to draw salary. We cannot consider it

proper to believe that such an employee has the

right to conduct such activities to the detriment of

the Company.

We are making reply, by separate letter, to that

portion of your letter of February 13, which con-

tains your revised contract proposal.

Yours very truly,

/s/ Jas. D. Esary, Jr.,

Labor Relations Manager

GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 18

[SPEEA Letterhead]

Mr. A. F. Logan, Vice-President March 31, 1953

Industrial Relations Division

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

Dear Sir:

In a meeting held on March 5, 1953 between rep-

resentatives of the Boeing Airplane Company and

SPEEA, a verbal agreement was reached by both

parties concerned whereby the rehiring of Chas.

Robt. Pearson was effected. The proposal contained

the agreement to rehire Mr. Pearson without prej-

udice and with all rights and privileges restored

which the employee had acquired prior to his term-

ination. It is the desire of the present Executive

Committee to have enumerated in writing what
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these rights and privileges are. It is our belief that

they may be enumerated as follows:

1. Sick-leave accumulated prior to termination.

2. Seniority dating back to the original date of

employment with BAG.

3. Eligibility for the 6% increase and retroactive

pay back to July 1, 1952.

4. Should Chas.-Robt. Pearson wish to leave

BAG his referral from the company would be based

on his demonstrated performance and engineering

abilities, without reference to his activities with the

MAC.

Your written concurrence on the above items

would be appreciated.

SPEEA's acceptance of the above agreement is

not to be interpreted as reflecting any different

position in regard to the legality and ethics of this

type of activity. We do consider it proper and

ethical and legal to carry on such activities on be-

half of service and information to our membership.

Very truly yours,

/s/ P. D. Frajola, Ghairman

SPEEA Executive Committee
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GENERAL COUNSEL'S EXHIBIT No. 19

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

Mr. F. D. Frajola, Chairman April 7, 1953

SPEEA Executive Committee, Seattle Professional

Engineering Employees Association

3121 Arcade Building, Seattle 1, Washington

Dear Mr. Frajola:

This is in reply to your letter of March 31, 1953,

in which you state in part

:

"In a meeting held on March 5, 1953 between rep-

resentatives of the Boeing Airplane Company and

SPEEA, a verbal agreement was reached by both

parties concerned whereby the rehiring of Chas.

Robt. Pearson was effected. The proposal contained

the agreement to rehire Mr. Pearson without prej-

udice and with all rights and privileges restored

which the employee had acquired prior to his term-

ination * * *"

Apparently you are misinformed completely as to

what took place in the meeting referred to above.

At that meeting in response to questions asked by

the SPEEA representatives present, I commented

that the Company, in its letter to SPEEA dated

March 2, 1953, had stated why and upon what basis

it would reemploy Mr. Pearson. For your conveni-

ence the pertinent paragraphs of that letter are

quoted

:

"We are by this letter offering reemployment to

Mr. Pearson to his former position as of the time

lie is available and returns to work, and in doing

so, we wish to make our position clear to you.
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"First, although we consider the Pearson matter

to be entirely beyond the scope of the contract bar-

gaining negotiations between the parties, we do not

want to see any controversy of this nature impair

negotiations that directly affect such a large num-

ber of engineers.

"Second, you have been very candid in stating to

us the results of the Manpower Availability Con-

ference, which as we imderstand it, did not attain

the objectives for which it was intended. Mr. Pear-

son's termination has been reviewed in light of this

fact and the fact that, to our knowledge, further

activities in connection with this Conference are not

anticipated. The offer to reemploy him is not to be

interpreted as reflecting any different position on

the part of the Company as to activities of this type

conducted by those who are not on strike but con-

tinue to draw salary. We cannot consider it proper

to believe that such an employee has the right to

conduct such activities to the detriment of the

Company."

You will note that sick leave, seniority, and the

6% adjustment were not mentioned in this letter

nor were they discussed at the meeting on March 5.

However, the question as to the type of referral

the Company would give Mr. Pearson was raised

by the SPEEA representatives. They were in-

formed that the Company would reply to inquiries

regarding Mr. Pearson as follows:

"Technical service satisfactory. Terminated be-

cause outside activities interfered with employ-

ment."
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and that if Mr. Pearson returned to the payroll,

such inquiries, after that date, would be handled on

the basis of his performance after such return.

On March 17, Mr. Pearson was reemployed pur-

suant to the offer set forth in our letter of March

2, quoted above. On its own initiative, the Company

restored his company service, sick leave accumu-

lated before termination, his extended vacation elig-

ibility, and applied the 6% increase for time

worked retroactively to July 1, 1952.

Yours very truly,

/s/ Jas. D. Esary, Jr.,

Labor Relations Manager

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 1

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. William H. Allen, President April 2, 1952

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 4, Washington

Subject: Agreement between Boeing Airplane

Company and Seattle Professional Engineer-

ing Employees Assn., dated August 31, 1952.

Dear Sir:

In compliance with Article X of the subject

agreement we hereby notify the Company that we
desire to amend the agreement by negotiating cer-

tain changes which we feel are necessary to im-

prove the morale of the Engineering Division and

to establish the engineer in his proper place in
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relation to the rest of society with regard to his

salary and working conditions.

The following items are those which we desire to

discuss

:

1. General Raise

2. Overtime

It is recognized that other subjects may be

brought up during the course of negotiations. It is

desired that meetings be scheduled twice weekly

and that in no case should the period between meet-

ings exceed one week.

In accordance with the revised reopening date

agreed to during the 1951 negotiations, it is sug-

gested that the first meeting date be April 7, 1952.

Very truly yours,

Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

Executive Committee

EMGrvm

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 2

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

In reply refer to 405

Mr. E. M. Gardiner April 3, 1952

Chairman, Executive Committee, Seattle Pro-

fessional Engineering Employees Association

New World Life Bldg., Second and Cherry,

Seattle, Washington

Dear Sir:

Your letter of April 2, 1952 addressed to Mr.
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William M. Allen expressing your desire to open

the contract for negotiation of certain changes has

been referred to the writer for appropriate reply.

The Company representatives will be available to

meet with your committee in the Engineering con-

ference room No. 403 at 10:00 a.m. on Monday,

April 7, 1952.

Yours very truly,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 3

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

In reply refer to 403

Mr. E. M. Gardiner June 27, 1952

Chairman, Executive Committee, Seattle Pro-

fessional Engineering Employees' Association

New World Life Building, Seattle 4, Washington

Dear Mr. Gardiner:

This communication outlines our offer to increase

the basic salary structure and base salary rates of

employees covered under our agreement with your

organization, and to revise the formula for comput-

ing supplemental compensation for scheduled over-

time work for such employees in the "Exempt"

classifications. This offer is subject to prior ap-

proval by the United States Air Force and the

Wage Stabilization Board.

Briefly, we propose:

(a) to increase the base salary rate (as of July
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1, 1952, under the current Agreement) of each em-

ployee covered by that Agreement by six per cent

to the nearest one dollar and to increase all mini-

mum and maximum rates appearing in Appendix

^^A" to the current Agreement by six per cent to

the nearest one dollar; and

(b) to revise the method of computing the hourly

rate for scheduled overtime work of employees in

the "Exempt" classifications from the present "$3.00

an hour, or straight time, whichever rate is

greater" to time and one-half on all base rates up to

and including $200 bi-weekly, and to straight time

plus $1.25 an hour on all base rates above $200

bi-weekly.

In view of the fact that there has been a delay

on our part in presenting this offer, we propose to

make the effective date July 1, 1952, if the offer is

accepted by you within the next sixty days.

Yours very truly,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 4

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. A. F. Logan July 10, 1952

Yice President of Industrial Relations

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington

Reference: Your letter, BAG 403

Dear Mr. Logan:

In reply to your offer of June 27, SPEEA rejects

this offer.

Very truly yours,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Ghairman

SPEEA Executive Gommittee

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 5

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. A. F. Logan August 25, 1952

Vice President of Industrial Relations

Boeing Airplane Gompany, Seattle 14, Wn.

Subject: Second Gontract Agreement Proposal.

Reference : Percentage Raise Proposal Analysis

of May 7th, 1952. Your letter No. 403.

Dear Mr. Logan:

The following is a revised proposal containing

those provisions which the Executive Gommittee

considers as equitable and practical in view of the

discussions which have been continuing with Gom-
pany representatives since April 7th, 1952.
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Major Provisions

1. Base Pay Raise: 13.5% to all those in the

SPEEA classifications. This percentage to be retro-

active to July 1, 1952.

2. Overtime: Those provisions offered in your

letter of June 27th (No. 403). ^Time and one-half

on all base rates up to and including $200 bi-weekly

and to straight time plus $1.25 an hour on all base

rates above $200 bi-weekly."

3. Merit Raises: The average of merit raises

granted to exempt and non-exempt classifications

shall be raised to 7% for each classification.

4. Incentive Pay: 20% of that incentive com-

pensation allocation authorized by Company Stat-

utes shall be distributed to SPEEA personnel.

5. Pensions: Evidence of good faith in progress

toward a pension plan can be shown by progress

smnmaries each two months. If no pension plan is

submitted by next March, 2^4% shall be added to

item 1 retroactive to July 1st, 1952.

6. Engineering Efficiency System: A system sat-

isfactory to SPEEA and Boeing operating proce-

dures which will provide for the transmittal of

constructive suggestions to Boeing on matters of

improved engineering utilization. This system will

also allow a check as to the efficacy of the sug-

gestions considered and adopted.

7. Time Clocks: To be discontinued for all

SPEEA classifications.

8. Salary Data: (a) Annual review of "Anony-

mous Personnel Record" supplied each January

15th as of January 4th, starting with January 15th,
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1952. (b) New entries to above in full to be sup-

plied each January 15tli as of January 4th, start-

ing with January 15th, 1952. (c) Average merit

raises in each classification each January 15th and

July 15th. (d) Average reclassification raise into

each classification supplied each January 15th and

July 15th.

9. Sick Leave : To be included in the contract as

written in the "Management Procedures" as of this

date.

10. Area Representative System: In the major

organizational units of the Company (Engineering

and Manufacturing) and equitably distributed

among the departments, the Association shall des-

ignate one employee as Representative for every

ten (10) employees or major fraction thereof, and

one of every five (5) such Representatives or frac-

tion thereof as a Senior Representative. If the num-

ber of employees in any major organizational unit

of the Company calls for only four (4) or less Rep-

resentatives, the Association may designate any one

of these as Senior Representative.

All Representatives and Senior Representatives

shall be employees of the Company.

The number and location of Representatives and

Senior Representatives may be adjusted by mutual

agreement betweeen the Company and the Associa-

tion. In the event a Representative or Senior Rep-

resentative is to be transferred, the Company will,

in so far as is practicable, notify the Association

four (4) days in advance of the effective date of

such transfer, and if the Association desires, the
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Company will discuss such transfer with the Asso-

ciation. If such transfer is made at the Company's

request, the Association will designate an additional

Representative to assume the post of the trans-

ferred Representative if he cannot be placed by the

Association as a Representative in his new assign-

ment. Such transferred Representative or Senior

Representative will complete his year of office with

its attendant privileges.

Representatives and Senior Representatives may
use a reasonable amount of time during working

hours in the performance of their duties required

in the administration of this Agreement, but shall

inform supervision if it is necessary for them to

leave their work area.

Very truly yours,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

EMG:\Tii Executive Committee

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 6

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. James Esary, Jr. July 21st, 1952

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

Dear Sir:

You are hereby notified that on and after thirty-

one days from date hereof the Agreement (as

amended) between Boeing Airplane Company and

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees Asso-
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elation dated August 31, 1951 shall be automatically

terminated.

SPEEA meanwhile stands ready to continue

negotiations for a new contract.

Very truly yours,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

EMG:vm SPEEA Executive Committee

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 7

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

In reply refer to 405

Mr. E. M. Gardiner July 24, 1952

Chairman, SPEEA Executive Committee

New World Life Bldg., Second & Cherry

Seattle 4, Wash.

Dear Sir:

Your letter of July 21, 1952 giving notice that on

and after thirty-one days from the date thereof the

agreement (as amended) between Boeing Airplane

Company and Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association dated August 31, 1951 shall

be automatically terminated is acknowledged.

The Company stands ready to continue negotia-

tions for a new contract and meet at all reasonable

times with your organization for that purpose.

Yours very truly,

/s/ Jas. D. Esary, Jr.

JDE :CS Labor Relations Manager
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 8

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

Mr. E. M. Gardiner September 3, 1952

Chairman, Executive Committee Seattle Profes-

sional Engineering Employees' Association

New World Life Bldg., Seattle 4, Washington

Dear Mr. Gardiner

:

As the result of careful consideration of the

written proposals you submitted imder date of Au-

gust 26, 1952, and the arguments presented by you

in negotiation, we wish to extend our written offer

as submitted under date of June 27, 1952, as fol-

lows:

We are willing to write into an Agreement

with S.P.E.E.A. a sick leave clause substanti-

ally incorporating the pertinent portions of our

existing Management Procedure No. 552 on the

subject: "Sick Leave," copy of which is at-

tached.

In all other particulars, a review of the whole

situation as it is apparent to us, including recent

developments in negotiation, has not led us further

to modify our previous offer.

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Attachment Industrial Relations
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RESPOm)ENT'S EXHIBIT No. 9

November 20, 1952

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees'

Association, New World Life Building

Second and Cherry, Seattle 4, "Washington

Gentlemen

:

Contract negotiations now have extended over a

period of approximately seven months, including

meetings in August and September with the Fed-

eral Mediation and Conciliation Service. It is be-

lieved that these negotiations have afforded both

parties ample opportunity to explore and bargain

with respect to the various respective demands and

proposals and to study the information and data

submitted by both parties in these negotiations.

Under these circmnstances and with this back-

ground it appears advisable that the Company state

its ultimate position with respect to the various

issues under negotiation, and such position is as

follows

:

The Company proposes the execution of a new
contract between the parties; to become effective

upon the date of acceptance of this proposal, if ac-

cepted ; to cover a one-year period from such date

;

and to embody terms and provisions similar to those

in the previous contract between the parties, with

the following four niunbered exceptions:

1. Bi-weekly base salary rates and rate ranges

to be converted to weekly salary rates and rate

ranges by dividing the former by two; the resulting"
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weekly rates and ranges then to be increased, effec-

tive July 1, 1952, by six percent (to the next higher

cent where fractional cents result) ; subject to ap-

proval of the Wage Stabilization Board and Air

Force. Pay dates to occur every two weeks, as in

the past.

2. The method of computation of the hourly rate

for scheduled overtime work of employees in the

^^Exempt" classifications to be revised, effective

January 2, 1953, from the present "$3.00 an hour,

or straight time, whichever rate is the greater" to

time and one-half on all base rates up to and in-

cluding $100 weekly, and to straight time plus $1.25

an hour on all base rates above $100 weekly.

3. We concur with your proposal to write into

the contract a sick leave clause substantially incor-

porating the pertinent portions of an existing Man-

agement Procedure No. 552 on the subject: '^Sick

Leave," copy of which is attached.

4. With respect to your proposals regarding im-

proving efficiency in the utilization of engineers as

well as the punching of time clocks, we propose the

introduction of a new classification in the "Exempt"

category to be entitled "Associate Engineer" and

to be assigned to Salary Grade 4, which currently

embraces the titles "Aerodynamicist 'B,' " "Stress

Analyst *B,' " and "Field Service Representative

'B.' " The basic intent with respect to the utilization

of the new classification is to enable management

to accord a promotional channel for design and

project engineers similar to that currently available

for specialists in aerodynamics and stress, with the
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result that those engineers assigned to the Junior

Engineer "A" classification who have shown suf-

ficient progress by demonstrating their ability in

creative engineering work, apart from those special-

ized staff fields, may have the same avenue opened

within the salary structure. This would in fact en-

tail an earlier advance to the exempt category

w^hich does not require clock punching. The Junior

Engineer "A^^ classification would continue to be

utilized to x^^ovide a range for up-grading em-

ployees with increased experience and ability who

are potential material for the Associate Engineer

classification but have not yet demonstrated their

professional ability by their performance under the

circumstances present. Employees in the "Non-ex-

empt" category who are not considered to have

professional potential will be transferred to the ap-

propriate draftsman classification to continue as

non-professional employees. The titles "Aerodyna-

micist ^B' " and "Stress Analyst ^B' " would be ab-

sorbed into the new classification "Associate Engi-

neer" and would be discontinued under this pro-

gram, the title "Field Service Representative ^B'

"

remaining as it is.

The foregoing proposal for a new contract shall

remain effective for your consideration for a period

of thirty days from the date of this letter.

As to proposals you have made with respect to

other subjects of negotiation:

(a) Line Management has recently been author-

ized to use up to three percent for merit increases

for January 2, 1953, and July 3, 1953, in accordance
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with the amount allowable under applicable Wage
Stabilization regulations and at the discretion of

Line Management.

(b) The Company is not willing to accede to

SPEEA^s proposal on incentive compensation. The

Company will give immediate consideration to the

modification of eligibility requirements of "Exempt"

engineers in connection with the present suggestion

system. In addition, the Company will continue to

receive and give serious consideration to any sug-

gestions your organization may care to make re-

garding engineering efficiency and utilization.

(c) If a pension plan, considered to be suitable

and applicable to your group is developed, such

plan will be submitted to you. Due to the com-

plexities of the problems involved, the Company
is unwilling to make further commitment on this

subject at this time.

(d) We are willing to supply salary data as

follows

:

A new and complete "Anonymous Personnel Rec-

ord" as of January 2, 1953, to be delivered as soon

after that date as, with reasonable effort, it can be

prepared.

Average merit raise data by classification as of

January 2, 1953, and July 3, 1953, to be delivered

promptly after those dates.

Average reclassification raise data by classifica-

tion for the six month periods ending January 2,

1953, and July 3, 1953, to be delivered promptly

after those dates.

(e) The Company is not willing to accept your
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proposal as to area representatives and the use of

working time in this connection.

The foregoing statements smnmarize the Com-

pany's position on all remaining issues that have

developed in negotiations. It is the Company's sin-

cere hope that a contract may be finalized on the

basis of its proposal, at the earliest possible time.

Very truly yours,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 10

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. A. F. Logan December 20th, 1952

Vice President Industrial Relations

Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle 14, Wn.

Dear Mr. Logan:

This letter confirms a conversation with Mr. J.

Esary of your staff during which I stated that your

offer of November 20, 1952 was rejected by our

membership by a vote of 1202 to 497. It is our ex-

pectations that negotiations with the Boeing Air-

plane Company will continue.

Very truly yours,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

EMG:vm Executive Committee
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 11

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

December 26, 1952

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees'

Association, New World Life Building

Second and Cherry, Seattle 4, Washington

Gentlemen

:

This will acknowledge your letter of December

20, 1952, in which you confirm the rejection, by

members of your organization, of the Company's

offer of November 20, 1952 for a new contract.

You state that it is your expectation that nego-

tiations with the Company will continue, and you

may be assured that the Company also intends the

continuance of such negotiations to the end that a

new contract may be consummated between the

parties, and will extend the fullest cooperation in

arranging mutually convenient meetings for this

purpose.

In the meantime, the Company feels that there

are compelling reasons why certain items of its

offer of November 20, 1952 should be placed in ef-

fect as soon as possible. These items are

:

1. Bi-weekly base salary rates and rates ranges

to be converted to weekly salary rates and rate

ranges by dividing the former by two ; the resulting

weekly rates and ranges then to be increased, ef-

fective July 1, 1952, by six percent (to the next

higher cent where fractional cents result) ; subject

to approval of the Wage Stabilization Board and

Air Force. Pay dates to occur every two weeks, as

in the past.
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2. The method of computation of the hourly rate

for scheduled overtime work of employees in the

"Exempt" classifications to be revised, effective

January 2, 1953, and subject to Wage Stabilization

Board and Air Force approval, from the present

"$3.00 an hour, or straight time, v^hichever rate is

the greater" to time and one-half on all base rates

up to and including $100 weekly, and to straight

time plus $1.25 an hour on all base rates above $100

weekly.

(Explanatory note: In connection with subpara-

graph 1, above, overtime payments would be com-

puted retroactively, as if the 6% increase in base

salary rates had been placed in effect on July 1,

1952. Further, overtime payments to "Exempt" em-

ployees for the period from January 2, 1953 and

thereafter would be computed, in accordance mth
the formula designated in subparagraph 2, above,

on the basis of the straight time rate as increased

by the 6% general increase designated in subpara-

graph 1, above. The action designated in subpara-

graphs 1 and 2 and the treatment of overtime in

accordance with this explanatory note would apply

to those in the bargaining unit who are in the em-

ploy of the Company at the time such action is

placed in effect and also to those in the unit who
return to the employ of the Company on or before

July 15, 1953. The policy indicated in this explana-

tory note as to overtime, as well as the action con-

templated by subparagraphs 1 and 2 would, of

course, be subject to Wage Stabilization Board and

Air Force approval.)
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It is recognized that the action designated in sub-

paragraphs 1 and 2, above, is less than you have

demanded, and it is assumed that your demands, to

the extent that they are not met by such action,

will be among the subjects of further negotiation.

The proposed action would be completely without

prejudice to such further negotiations or to your

position in respect of such negotiations.

However, it is felt by the Company that such

action should be taken as to the employees repre-

sented by your organization as soon as the neces-

sary governmental approvals can be obtained, for

the reasons that bargaining in respect of a new

contract has extended over a period of many

months, without agreement having been reached;

that it appears that there is no immediate possibil-

ity of reaching any mutual agreement short of

granting all or substantially all of your demands

—

which the Company is unwilling to do; that such

action is desirable and equitable in view of the

effective or contemplated increases to other Com-

pany employees; and that the Company's competi-

tive hiring position compels such action.

We would like to discuss the matter with you

and suggest a meeting with your Executive Com-
mittee for this purpose at 2:00 o'clock on Monday
afternoon, December 29, 1952. Please advise if the

time designated for such meeting is agreeable.

Yours very truly,

/s/ A. P. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 12

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. A. P. Logan January 5th, 1953

Industrial Relations Division

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

Dear Mr. Logan:

This will acknowledge your letter of December

26th, 1952, concerning your statement of intention

to unilaterally apply for Wage Stabilization Board

and Air Force approval for changes in the base rate

and overtime rate of the SPEEA classification

group.

It is the intention of the SPEEA organization

to file an objection to this action with the Wage
Stabilization Board and an unfair labor practice

charge with the National Labor Relations Board.

You may be assured that any other actions con-

sidered by us in the future to be necessary will be

discussed in future meetings with your staff.

Yours very truly,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

EMG :Ym SPEEA Executive Committee
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 13

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

In reply refer to 403 January 7, 1953

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees

Association

3121 Arcade Building, Seattle 1, Washington

Gentlemen

:

Your letter of January 5, 1953, is acknowledged.

This letter refers to the proposed action by the

Company to unilaterally apply for Wage Stabiliza-

tion Board and Air Force approval for changes in

the base rate and overtime rate of the SPEEA
classification group, and then states

:

"It is the intention of the SPEEA organization

to file an objection to this action with the

Wage Stabilization Board and an unfair labor

practice charge with the National Labor Rela-

tions Board."

Certainly no disparagement of your organization

or of the negotiations being conducted by your or-

ganization is either intended, or would result from

such increases inasmuch as the proposed action is

less than you have demanded and it is a fact well

known to your members that you have not with-

drawn your overall demands but are continuing

to press them. Further, as we have stated several

times previously, the proposed action is completely

without prejudice to your demands and further bar-

gaining in respect of them, and the Company is
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^ady to meet with you at any time for such pur-

pose.

The proposed increases are not conditioned in

my way upon withdrawal of your demands. Thus,

t w^ould seem that the proposed action should be

[•egarded as mutually advantageous to your orga-

lization, to the employees it represents, and to the

Ilompany; would be consistent with and in no way

prejudicial to good-faith bargaining; and on the

contrary would amount to a constructive step in

:he bargaining process.

Under these circumstances, we would appreciate

I statement from you as to why our proposed ap-

plication to the Wage Stabilization Board and to

the Air Force for approval of the proposed in-

creases is considered to be objectionable and as to

why such action is apparently considered by you to

[constitute an unfair labor practice.

Very truly yours,

Boeing Airplane Company
/s/ R. A. Newell, Asst. to Vice President

Industrial Relations
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 14

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

Mr. E. M. Gardiner, Chairman January 29, 1953

Executive Committee, Seattle Professional Engi-

neering Employees' Association

3121 Arcade Building, Seattle 1, Washington

Dear Mr. Gardiner:

This is in reply to your letter of January 27,

1953, in which you request a conference on the sub-

ject of the termination of Robert Pearson.

If you will telephone Mr. Esary or this office,

such a conference will be arranged promptly.

Yours very truly,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 15

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. A. F. Logan February 6, 1953

Vice President—Industrial Relations

Boeing Aircraft Company

Dear Mr. Logan:

Your letter of January 7th, 1953 has been taken

up at meetings of the Executive Committee and

officers of SPEEA. It is the considered viewpoint

of SPEEA that your proposal for salary increases

continues to be objectionable and that any unilat-
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eral action by Boeing to put them into effect at this

time amounts in substance to an unfair labor

practice.

It is our view that the proposed increases are so

timed and planned that their effect would be to

hamper SPEEA in the performance of its func-

tions as a collective bargaining agency. Implicit in

your letter is the view that the pending negotiations

must be protracted, and that the increases you pro-

pose should be accepted because they can be made

promptly. We take the view that the dispute as a

whole can, and should be settled promptly; that the

effect of any such partial adjustments in compensa-

tion would serve to delay rather than hasten com-

pletion of the pending negotiations.

Yours very truly,

/s/ E. M. Gardiner, Chairman

Executive Committee

RESPO^^DENT'S EXHIBIT No. 16

Mr. Charles Robert Pearson February 11, 1953

Seattle, Washington

Dear Mr. Pearson:

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees As-

sociation has requested a more particularized state-

ment of the Company's reason for terminating your

employment on January 27, 1953.

The entry on your termination slip is as follows

:

"Refusal to answer questions relative to out-

side activities as employment agent."
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In our opinion this statement summarizes the posi-

tion taken by you at the conference between you

and the undersigned on January 27, 1953, at which

vou were informed of the reason for your termina-

tion. By reason of the conference which preceded it,

this entry was considered as adequate but, in re-

sponse to SPEEA's request, this letter will serve

to review the matter.

On January 23rd we were notified in letter form

by SPEEA that that organization had started and

intended to complete what SPEEA has referred to

for several months as the "Manpower Availability

Conference," and that it had retained an agency to

arrange the interviews. With this letter was a

printed copy of an invitation to this conference

bearing a facsimile of your signature and indicat-

ing that you were a licensed and bonded employ-

ment agent acting as "Director Manpower Avail-

ability Service."

It was clearly apparent from this letter and in-

vitation that SPEEA had started and intended to

carry out a nation-wide solicitation of our business

competitors, and others who compete with us in

hiring engineers, in an effort to bring about a

situation in which substantial ntimbers of engineers

would leave the employ of this Company, for em-

ployment elsewhere.

It is obvious that even if there were an adequate

supply of engineers at the present time, such a

program would be against the best interests of

Boeing Airplane Company. However, as you know,

there is not an adequate supply of engineers at this
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time; the Company is in serious need of more en-

gineers and has been conducting an extensive na-

tion-wide advertising campaign designed to fill this

need. Thus, the invitation signed by you is part

of a deliberate program which is very damaging to

the Company.

For the purpose of determining whether you had

authorized the use of w^hat appeared to be your

signature on the invitation and whether you were

actually engaged in the program, we wired you on

January 24, 1953, to arrange a conference on this

subject.

You have your notes and the stenographic record

of the conference on the 27th. After identifying the

facsimile on the invitation as your signature, you

in effect refused to answer further questions.

As your work in connection with the program is

clearly against the best interests of the Company
and in violation of your obligations as an employee,

you were asked to elect either to give up your work

as an employment agent or to leave the Company's

employ. You refused to make such an election, leav-

ing the Company no alternative but to terminate

you.

It seems to us that while an employee continues

at work, continues to draw salary from a company

and is not on strike, it is no more than proper for

that company to require that he do nothing inten-

tionally which would have the effect of seriously

damaging that company. On the other hand, it does

not seem to us that an employer should be com-

pelled to continue paying a salary to an employee
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who engages in a deliberate program resulting in

serious damage to the Company, whether or not his

activities have been authorized or ratified by a

collective bargaining organization of which he is a

member.

For these reasons, your dismissal is considered

proper.

Yours very truly,

A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 17

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

James D. Esary, Jr. March 6, 19e53

Labor Relations Manager

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle, Washington

Dear Sir: \

This is in reply to your letter of March 2, 1953,

in which you reaffirm the offer contained in your

letters of November 20, 1952 and December 26,

1952. The Executive Committee of SPEEA be-

lieves that the membership has clearly indicated

that this offer is unsatisfactory. We therefore again

reject this offer.

The Executive Committee has further considered

the request of the Company to put into effect the

increases mentioned in your letter of December 26,

1952, which guaranteed no prejudice to further
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bargaining. We have agreed we would i^oll the

membership of SPEEA to learn whether they

wished to accept such an interim offer, if that offer

included full retroactivity on overtime as well as on

base rates. Without that provision, we cannot just-

ify the time and expense of such a poll.

It is requested that you advise the Association

before Monday night, if possible, if you have any

further suggestions in this matter. We would like

to give a full report on this to the membership

meeting that night.

/s/ J. H. Goldie, Vice Chairman

Executive Committee

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 18

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

In reply refer to 403-VP-lOO March 12, 1953

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees

Association

3121 Arcade Building, Seattle 1, Washington

Gentlemen

:

This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of

March 6, 1953, in which you unqualifiedly reject our

offer as set forth in our letters of November 20,

1952, and December 26, 1952, and last reaffirmed in

our letter of March 2, 1953. We regret that you are

unwilling to accept our offer or even to join in ap-

proving such increases on an interim basis.

For reasons previously outlined to you, we feel
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compelled to place such increases into effect without

prejudice to further negotiations, therefore these

adjustments will be placed in effect forthwith.

Very truly yours,

/s/ A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 19

[Letterhead of Seattle Professional Engineering

Employees Association]

Mr. A. F. Logan, Vice President April 8, 1953

Industrial Relations

Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Washington

Dear Mr. Logan:

This letter outlines our proposal for increases in

the basic salary structure and base salary rates of

Boeing employees under the jurisdiction of the

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees Asso-

ciation and for a revised formula for computing the

hourly rate for scheduled overtime work for such

employees in "exempt" classification. This proposal

is the same as the offer outlined in your letters

dated June 27, 1952 and September 3, 1952 except

that it has been modified to conform with the

method used in computing the six percent rate in-

crease presently in effect on an interim basis.

We propose that:

(a) Bi-weekly base salary rates and rate ranges

be converted to weekly salary rates by di\dding the
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Former by two; the resulting weekly rates and

ranges then to be increased effective July 1, 1952,

by six percent (to the next higher cent where frac-

tional cents result), as is presently in effect on an

interim basis, and

(b) The method of computation of the hourly

rate for scheduled overtime work of employees in

the "exempt" classifications be revised, effective

July 1, 1952, from the previous "$3.00 an hour, or

straight time, whichever rate is the greater" to

time and one half on all base rates up to and in-

cluding $100 weekly, and to straight time plus $1.25

an hour on all base rates above $100 weekly, and

(c) This proposed agreement shall have as its

next anniversary date July 1, 1953, and

(d) This proposed agreement shall contain a sick

leave clause substantially incorporating the per-

tinent portions of the existing Boeing Management

Procedure No. 552 on the subject: "Sick Leave,"

and

(e) All other provisions of this proposed agree-

ment shall be substantially those of the agreement

in effect at the opening of the current negotiations,

subject to detailed negotiations.

Very truly yours,

/s/ F. D. Prajola, Chairman

FDF:vm Executive Committee
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RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 20

403-VP-108 April 15, 1953 Mr. Esary

Mr. F. D. Prajola, Chairman, Executive Committee

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees

Association

3121 Arcade Building, Seattle 1, Washington

Dear Mr. Frajola:

This is in reply to your letter of April 8, 1953,

in which you make certain proposals.

The 6% increase proposed in subparagraph (a)

of your letter subject to the limitations set forth

in the explanatory note contained in our letter to

you of December 26, 1952, already is in effect.

With reference to your subparagraph (b), the

method of computation of the hourly rate for sched-

uled overtime work of employees in the "exempt"

classifications has been revised, as of January 2,

1953, but the Company is unwilling further to ex-

tend retroactively the effective date of such revised

method.

The proposed anniversary date for a new con-

tract of July 1, 1953, is imacceptable as we do not

believe any constructive purpose would be served by

writing a contract covering a period of only sixty

days.

The Company, in a letter to your organization

dated September 3, 1952, expressed its willingness

to write into an agreement with SPEEA a sick

leave clause substantially incorporating the per-

tinent portions of the existing Management Pro-
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cedure No. 552 on the subject: "Sick Leave." We
still are agreeable to such a clause.

The Company is ready to continue negotiations

for a new contract and meet at all reasonable times

with your organization for that purpose. As to your

proposal (subparagraph e), the other provisions of

any new contract will be determined by such

negotiations.

Yours very truly,

A. F. Logan, Vice President

Industrial Relations

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 21

[Letterhead of Boeing Airplane Company]

In reply refer to 405

Mr. P. D. Frajola May 6, 1953

Seattle Professional Engineering Employees

Association

3121 Arcade Building, Seattle, Washington

Dear Mr. Frajola:

It has been some time since there has been a

meeting between the Company and SPEEA nego-

tiating committees and it is the purpose of this

letter to suggest that such a meeting be arranged

in the near fuuture at some mutually convenient

time. Although we know of nothing that would in-

dicate any recent change in the respective positions

of the parties, it would seem, nevertheless, that such

a meeting might be advisable, particularly in view

of the fact that the personnel of your committee
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has changed and there has been little discussion of

the contract issues with the new committee. More-

over, there are several points in connection with the

drafting of a new contract between the parties

which are not thought to be of a controversial na-

ture, but which must be worked out before any such

new contract can be finalized.

A discussion of these points and the adoption of

a plan for working out the related details might

expedite the execution of a new contract at such

time as the parties are able to resolve the more

controversial issues.

If you also feel that such a meeting is desirable,

please advise us so that a convenient time can be

arranged.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Jas. D. Esary, Jr.,

JDEibml Labor Relations Manager

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 22

Notice

You will note that the enclosed check represents

an increase in your pay of 6% as of March 13,

1953. On April 23, 1953, you will receive payment

of the 6% increase in your base pay for the period

July 1, 1952, through March 12, 1953, as well as

any amount arising from an increase in the over-

time compensation rate for "Exempt" classifications

effective January 2, 1953. The new^ overtime rate

for SPEEA "Exempt" employees is straight time
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plus $1.25 an hour where the base salary is above

$100 a week, and time and one-half on all salaries

of $100 a week or less. The former rate was straight

time or $3.00 an hour whichever was the greater.

These increases have been placed into effect with-

out a new contract having been signed with your

collective bargaining agent, SPEEA. This is less

than the increase requested during the course of

current negotiations, and is being placed into effect

by the Company without prejudice in any way to

the pending negotiations between the Company and

SPEEA. Prior to placing these increases into effect

SPEEA was advised and consulted, and SPEEA
objected to the Company placing these increases

into effect. The Company is hopeful of and looking

forward to the execution of a collective bargaining

agreement with SPEEA which will be mutually

agreeable to the parties.

Boeing Airplane Company

RESPONDENT'S EXHIBIT No. 23

Copy Attachment No. 2

Headquarters, Eastern Air Procurement District,

67 Broad Street, New York 4, New York

Aircraft Industries Assoc. 26 April 1951

15th & H St., N. W., Washington 5, D. C.

Re: Manpower Controls and Hiring Practices.

Gentlemen

:

Mandatory manpower controls are not now in
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effect, but the National Manpower Mobilization

policy as promulgated by the President on 17 Janu-

ary 1951 provides "Manpower controls will be used

when and to the extent needed to assure successful

execution of the mobilization program."

In order to maintain the present manpower

policy which provides that any cooperative actions

pertaining to recruitment and hiring of workers for

the production of Government contracts be on a

voluntary basis, it is necessary for Industry to

avoid participating in any disruptive hiring prac-

tices. The hiring practices considered most disrup-

tive are:

1. Hiring workers from outside the community

before full use is made of locally qualified and

available manpower.

2. Pirating workers from other essential ac-

tivities.

3. Advertising indiscriminately for manpow^er.

4. Establishing specifications for workers which

are higher than the minimum requirements for the

work.

5. Hiring a greater nmnber of workers than

needed or than can be readily absorbed within a

reasonable period of time.

The Aircraft Industry is urged not to participate

in any of the disruptive practices mentioned above.

Very truly yours,

/s/ Arthur Thomas, Brigadier General,

USAF, Commanding
JGB/mfh
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before the National Labor Relations Board for the
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